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In this thesis we explore the notions of relative projectivity and vertices for Hn, the
Iwahori–Hecke algebra related to the symmetric group. We begin by generalising notions
from local representation theory of finite groups, such as a Green correspondence and
a Brauer correspondence for the blocks of these algebras. Once this is achieved, we
look into further detail about the blocks and specific modules in these blocks, to give
a classification of the vertices of blocks of Hn, and use this classification to resolve the
Dipper–Du conjecture regarding the structure of vertices of indecomposableHn-modules.
We then apply these results to compute the vertices of some Specht modules, in particular
all Specht modules ofHe (where e is the quantum characteristic ofHn), and hook Specht
modules when e - n (generalising results from the symmetric group). After considering
signed permutation modules to give a method of computing the vertex of signed Young
modules, we conclude by looking at possible generalisations of these results to the Iwahori–
Hecke algebra of type B.
Dedicated to the memory of Anton Evseev.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Iwahori–Hecke algebras of type An´1, denoted Hn, arise naturally in many areas of
representation theory, generalising the group algebra of the symmetric group Sn. In [7],
Dipper and James showed that the representation theory ofHn gave a q-analogue to that
of FSn, and many results about the symmetric group could be recovered in this way.
Relative projectivity and vertices of Hecke algebras were first introduced by Jones
in [25], generalising the results from local representation theory of finite groups (see for
example [1]). If λ ( n, and M is a Hn-module, we say that Sλ is a vertex of M if M
is relatively Hλ-projective, and if for any µ ( n with M relatively Hµ-projective, then a
conjugate of Sλ is a subgroup of Sµ.
We show in Chapter 2 various properties of vertices, before extending the Green cor-
respondence in [13] (analogous to the classical correspondence in the local representation
theory of finite groups) to bimodules. In Chapter 3, we further extend this to blocks of
Hn, giving a Brauer correspondence:
Theorem (Brauer correspondence for Hecke algebras). Let n “ a` de, with µ “ pa, deq,
and λ “ p1a, λ1, . . . , λsq, where pλ1, . . . , λsq ( de and λi ‰ 1 for all i. Then there is a
one-to-one correspondence between blocks of Hµ with vertex pSλ,Sλq and blocks of Hn
with the same vertex.
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Given this, we are able to explicitly compute vertices of the blocks ofHn, by computing
the vertex of a block of some maximal parabolic subalgebraHµ, and identifying its Brauer
correspondent. To do this, we need the following definitions. Given n P N, write n as its
e-p-adic expansion:
n “ a´1 ` a0e` a1ep` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` atept,
where 0 ď a´1 ă e and 0 ď ai ă p, for i ě 0. If n has the above e-p-adic expansion,
the standard maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn is the subgroup corresponding to the
composition:
p1a´1 , ea0 , pepqa1 , . . . , peptqatq ( n.
A general e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn corresponds to τ “ pτ1, . . . , τsq ( n, which has
for each i either τi “ 1 or τi “ epri for some ri ě 0.
Theorem (Classification of vertices of blocks of Hecke algebras). Let F be an algebraically
closed field, q P Fˆ with quantum characteristic e ą 0, and B “ Bρ,d the block of Hn :“
HnpF, qq corresponding to the e-core ρ and e-weight d. If d “ 0, then B is a projective
pHn,Hnq-bimodule. Otherwise, let τ “ pτ1, . . . , τsq be the composition corresponding to
the e-p-adic expansion of de, and define λ “ p1|ρ|, τ1, . . . , τsq. Then the vertex of B as a
pHn,Hnq-bimodule is pSλ,Sλq.
In [6], Dipper and Du showed that for trivial and alternating source modules of Hn,
the vertex will always be an e-p-parabolic subgroup, and conjectured that this should
hold for any indecomposable Hn-module. This was shown to be true if p “ 0 in [13], and
proved for blocks of finite representation type (i.e. by [15, Theorem 1.2] blocks of e-weight
1) in [31]. As a corollary to the previous theorem, we are able to resolve this conjecture
at the end of Chapter 3, proving:
Conjecture (Dipper–Du). Let F be an (algebraically closed) field of prime characteristic,
n P N, and q P Fˆ with quantum characteristic e ą 0. Then the vertices of indecomposable
HnpF, qq-modules are e-p-parabolic.
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Results from the beginning of Chapter 2, Section 2.3 and Chapter 3 have recently been
published in [34].
In Chapter 4, we explore some consequences of this conjecture, by using it to compute
the vertices of certain Specht modules. We show that hook Specht modules for He all
have full vertex Se and show that if e - n, then the Specht module corresponding to the
hook pr, 1n´rq has the maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sr´1ˆSn´r as its vertex. This
gives a result for Hecke algebras corresponding to [35, Theorem 2].
Inspired by [20, Theorem 4.2], which states that all irreducible Specht modules for the
symmetric group are signed Young modules (summands of a module induced from a trivial
module tensored with a sign module), in Chapter 5 we explore signed permutation modules
for the Hecke algebra. We do this by looking at the q-Schur superalgebra Sqpm0|m1, nq
for some mi ě 0 and giving a method of assigning a defect group Dpfq to a primitive
idempotent f in prime characteristic. This lets us generalise [14, Theorem 10.2] to fields
of any characteristic:
Theorem. Let F be a field of characteristic p ě 0, and f a primitive idempotent of
Sqpm0|m1, nq. Then Dpfq is the vertex of the corresponding signed Young module.
Next we look at possible extensions of this work to the Hecke algebra of Wn, the Weyl
group of type Bn. We give similar combinatorial methods to those in [26, Proposition 3.3,
Proposition 4.4] which allow us to compute minimal right and double coset representatives.
Finally we compute the vertex of the sign module for this algebra, providing evidence
towards a possible version of the Dipper–Du conjecture for Hecke algebras of type B.
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1.1 The Hecke algebra
Denote by Sn the symmetric group on t1, . . . , nu, generated by the elementary transpo-
sitions si “ pi, i` 1q for 1 ď i ă n. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p ě 0, pick q P Fˆ, and denote by Hn :“ HnpF, qq the associative algebra over F given
by the following generators and relations:
tTi : i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1u,
pTi ` 1qpTi ´ qq “ 0 for 1 ď i ă n,
TiTj “ TjTi if |i´ j| ą 1,
TiTi`1Ti “ Ti`1TiTi`1 for 1 ď i ă n´ 1.
This is the Iwahori–Hecke algebra of type An´1 corresponding to F and q, henceforth
just known as a Hecke algebra. Note that if we choose q “ 1, then Hn is isomorphic to
the group algebra FSn. In fact, by for example [26, Theorem 1.13], both algebras have a
basis indexed by elements of the symmetric group.
Theorem 1.1. Hn has an F -basis tTw : w P Snu where:
Tw “ Ti1 . . . Tit ,
if w “ si1 . . . sit is any reduced expression for w. This does not depend on the choice of
reduced expression.
Under this convention Tsi “ Ti. As Tw is a product of elementary Ti, we get from [26,





Twsi if `pwsiq ą `pwq,
pq ´ 1qTw ` qTwsi if `pwsiq ă `pwq,
where ` is the usual length function on a Weyl group. Again, one can see that if q “ 1,
then these multiplication rules simplify to those of FSn.
Let e be the smallest integer such that 1` q` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qe´1 “ 0 if it exists, otherwise set
e “ 0, and call e the quantum characteristic of Hn. If e ą 1 and q ‰ 1, by minimality
q is a primitive e-th root of unity in F . This quantum characteristic plays a similar role
forHn as the field characteristic p plays for FSn. One example of this is in [26, Corollary
3.44]:
Theorem 1.2. Hn is semi-simple if and only if e “ 0 or e ą n.
This mirrors Maschke’s theorem (for example [1, Theorem 3.1]) when applied to Sn,
where FSn is semi-simple if and only if p “ 0 or p - |Sn|, i.e. p ą n. As such, in this
thesis we will restrict ourselves to the case where e ą 1, i.e. q is a root of unity in F . If
our field F has characteristic p ą 0, we can focus on two cases.
Proposition 1.3. If F has characteristic p ą 0, then either q “ 1 and e “ p, or q is a
primitive e-th root of unity, and hcfpe, pq “ 1.
1.2 Parabolics, partitions, and tableaux
Throughout, we use the conventions and notation from [26]. In particular note that
multiplication of elements in Sn proceeds from left to right, as we will be using right
actions throughout. Say that λ is a composition of n (and write λ ( n) if λ “ pλ1, . . . , λsq
is a tuple of positive integers with
řs
i“1 λi “ n. If in addition λi ě λi`1 for 1 ď i ă s, we
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say λ is a partition of n (and write λ $ n). We denote the unique composition of 0 by
H. For λ “ pλ1, . . . , λsq ( n, define the parabolic subgroup Sλ of Sn as follows:
Sλ “ St1,...,λ1u ˆStλ1`1,...,λ1`λ2u ˆ . . .ˆStpřs´1i“1 λiq`1,...,řsi“1 λsu,
– Sλ1 ˆSλ2 ˆ . . .ˆSλs .
Alternatively, a parabolic subgroup can also be defined by choosing a subset of the ele-
mentary transpositions and taking the subgroup generated by them. In other texts, for
example [23], this notion defines a standard parabolic subgroup, and a general parabolic
subgroup is one that is conjugate to some standard parabolic subgroup. For our purposes,
we are only interested in these subgroups up to conjugacy, and thus this definition suffices.
Given a composition λ, we can also define its corresponding parabolic subalgebra
Hλ of Hn as the following F -span:
Hλ “ xTw : w P Sλy.
This is a subalgebra from our previous multiplication rules; if w, v P Sλ, then v is made
up of elementary transpositions all of which lie in Sλ, and if w, si P Sλ, then wsi P Sλ.
Note that we can implicitly identify Hλ with Hλ1 b . . .bHλs , the s-fold tensor product
over F in the following way. Let Tj be a generator of Hλ with j “ řk´1i“1 λi ` l, for
1 ď l ă λk. Then we identify Tj with the following simple tensor:
1b . . .b 1looooomooooon
k´1
bTl b 1b . . .b 1looooomooooon
s´k
,
so Tl lies in the k-th part of the tensor product. We will do this implicitly throughout
this thesis.
Given a composition λ ( n, its Young diagram rλs is a left-justified diagram with λ1
boxes in the first row, λ2 boxes in the second row, and so on. By filling these boxes with
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the numbers t1, . . . , nu, each with multiplicity one, we get a Young tableau of shape
λ. Some particularly important tableaux include the row standard tableaux, where
the numbers in each row increase from left to right, and if in addition λ is a partition,
the standard tableaux, where they also increase down each column. Denote the set of
standard tableaux of shape λ by Stdpλq. Finally we have the unique tableau tλ P Stdpλq
where the numbers t1, . . . nu are placed in increasing order first along the first row, then
the second row, and so on.
Relating this back to the symmetric group, if λ ( n we have a right action of Sn on
the set of λ-tableaux, where for w P Sn, we replace the number i in its box by piqw. We
illustrate this in the following example, where λ “ p4, 3, 1q $ 8.
tλ ¨ p3, 6, 8, 5q “
1 2 3 4
5 6 7
8
¨ p3, 6, 8, 5q “
1 2 6 4
3 8 7
5
Note also that under this action, the parabolic subgroup Sλ is the row stabiliser of t
λ. As
there are n! possible λ-tableaux, for any λ ( n we have a bijection d between tableaux of
shape λ, and elements of Sn, defined by:
tλ ¨ dptq “ t.
There are two important partial orders relating to compositions and row standard







µj for all i ě 1,
where we use the convention that λj “ 0 if j ą s, the number of non-zero parts of λ.
For a row standard λ-tableau t and some m ď n, let Shapept,mq be the shape of the row
standard tableau obtained by deleting entries in t that are greater than m. Then we can
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give a dominance ordering on row standard tableaux by saying that for a λ-tableau t and
µ-tableau s:
tD s if Shapept,mqD Shapeps,mq,
for all 1 ď m ď n. In particular note that the standard tableau tλ is maximal out of all
row standard λ-tableaux with respect to this order.
The final concepts we require of diagrams are the notions of e-hooks and e-cores. Given
λ $ n, an e-hook is a chain of boxes of length e that can be removed from the rim of
rλs to get another Young diagram which corresponds to some ρ $ n ´ e. The e-core of
λ is the partition associated to the diagram gained from rλs by recursively removing as
many e-hooks as possible. This core does not depend on the choice of hooks removed, for
example see [24, Theorem 2.7.16], so the e-core of a partition is well-defined. Finally, the
e-weight of a partition, is the number of e-hooks you need to remove to reach its e-core.
As we will see in Theorem 1.14, e-cores and e-weights help us to determine the blocks of
Hn.
1.3 Combinatorics of the symmetric group
Here we collect some important notions of the symmetric group which will be crucial
throughout the thesis.
Let σ, λ, ν ( n be compositions with both Sλ Ď Sσ, and Sν Ď Sσ. Denote by
Rσλ the set of minimal right coset representatives of Sλ in Sσ, denote by Lσλ the
set of minimal left coset representatives of Sλ in Sσ, and denote Dσλ,ν to be the
set of minimal double coset representatives of Sλ and Sν in Sσ. If σ “ pnq,
then we may just write Rλ etc. By a minimal coset representative, we mean the unique
element in that coset which is shortest with respect to `. We can relate these minimal
coset representatives and row standard tableaux in the following way (combining [26,
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Proposition 3.3, Proposition 4.4]).
Proposition 1.4. Let λ, µ ( n. Then if R´1λ :“ td´1 : d P Rλu:
Lλ “ R´1λ ,
Rλ “ td P Sn : tλd is row standardu,
Dλ,µ “ Rλ XR´1µ “ Rλ X Lµ.
Finally every element w P Sn can be written uniquely as w “ vdu where v P Sλ, d P Dλ,µ
and u P Rµν where Sν “ Sdλ XSµ. Furthermore `pwq “ `pvq ` `pdq ` `puq.
As a consequence of these properties, we can determine minimal double coset repre-
sentatives for maximal parabolics, as stated in the following lemma.






pa´ k ` i, a` iq : k “ 0, . . . ,minpa, bq
+
.
Proof. First note each dk is well-defined (with d0 “ 1) and dk “ d´1k , since it is the
product of non-intersecting transpositions. Applying the previous proposition, we just
need to show that dk P Rµ to show dk P Dµ,µ. Each dk swaps the last k elements on
the first row of the tableau tµ with the first k elements on the second row, preserving
their order. Hence tµ ¨ dk is row standard. Again by Proposition 1.4, dk P Rµ, and hence
dk P Dµ,µ for 0 ď k ď minpa, bq.
To show we’ve found all of Dµ,µ, we take w P Sn and show there exists some k with
w P SµdkSµ. Equivalently, by minimality, we show that for all y P Rµ that y P dkSµ for
some k. If y P Rµ, then tµy is a row standard tableau with two rows. Suppose we have k
elements from ta ` 1, . . . ,mu in the top row of tµy (and thus k elements from t1, . . . , au
in the bottom row). As it is row standard, these must lie in the last k boxes of the first
row and first k boxes of the second row respectively, similar to that of tµdk. As entries
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from t1, . . . , au and ta` 1, . . . ,mu lie in the same sections in both tableaux, there exists
some z P Sµ with tµdkz “ tµy, so y “ dkz as required.
Another key property of minimal coset representatives comes from how they behave
with the length function. We expect the following may already be known.
Lemma 1.6. Let λ ( n and w P Rλ. Then for si P Sn either:
• wsi P Rλ.
• wsi R Rλ and `pwsiq ą `pwq. Furthermore there exists sk P Sλ with wsi “ skw.
Proof. We begin by showing that if `pwsiq ă `pwq, then wsi P Rλ. By minimality there
exists t P Sλ and v P Rλ with wsi “ tv, thus `pwq ´ 1 “ `ptq ` `pvq by minimality of v.
Similarly, t´1w “ vsi, so `pt´1wq “ `ptq` `pwq “ `pvq˘ 1 by minimality of w. Combining
these shows that `ptq ď 0, so t is the identity element and v “ wsi P Rλ. Taking the
contrapositive, if wsi R Rλ, then `pwsiq ą `pwq.
Continuing in this case, we have `pwsiq “ `pwq ` 1. Again there exists v P Rλ and
t P Sλ with wsi “ tv, but now with `ptq``pvq “ `pwq`1. In this setup, again t´1w “ vsi,
and as w is minimal, `ptq` `pwq “ `pvq˘ 1, as we do not know if si increases or decreases
the length of v. Rearranging these gives the following system of equations:
`pwq “ `pvq ` `ptq ´ 1,
`pwq “ `pvq ´ `ptq ˘ 1,
which simplifies to:
2`ptq “ 1˘ 1.
The only possible solution here as wsi R Rλ is that `ptq “ 1, and so t “ sk for some sk P Sλ.
This also tells us that `pwq “ `pvq. We now proceed with the deletion condition [23,
Theorem 1.7c] to show that w “ v.
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Let w “ si1 . . . sir be a reduced expression for w. Then tsi1 . . . sirsi is an expression
for v of length r ` 2, so by the deletion condition, we get a reduced expression for v by
deleting two of these reflections. Suppose we delete sij and sil for some j ă l. Note that
w “ tvsi, meaning that by pre-multiplying v by t and post-multiplying v by si, we have
an expression for w of length r ´ 2 which is impossible. Thus we delete at most one of
the sij to get a reduced expression for v.
Again, let us suppose we delete some sij , and si to get a reduced expression for v
(a similar method holds if we delete t instead). Then tsi1 . . . sij´1sij`1 . . . sir is a reduced
expression for v, and thus si1 . . . sij´1sij`1 . . . sir is an expression for tv “ wsi of length
r ´ 1. However, wsi has length r ` 1, so again this is impossible. Thus we must delete
both t and si to get a reduced expression for v, so:
w “ si1 . . . sir “ v.
Note that this proof works for any finite Weyl group, and not just for Sn. For Sn, the
second part of this Lemma can also be proved directly using tableaux.
The next proposition gives a method of computing the smallest parabolic containing
the normaliser of a given parabolic subgroup.
Proposition 1.7. Let λ “ pλ1, . . . , λrq ( n. Write Sλ as follows:
Sλ “ St1,...,i1u ˆSti1`1,...,i2u ˆ . . .ˆStir´1`1,...,iru
where ik “ řkj“1 λj. Then the minimal parabolic subgroup of Sn containing NSnpSλq is
generated by the following elementary transpositions:
• pi, i` 1q where pi, i` 1q P Sλ,
• pij, ij ` 1q where there is some 1 ď m ď j ă k ď r with λm “ λk.
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Proof. Denote by Sµ the parabolic subgroup of Sn generated by the above transpositions,
and note that by definition, Sλ Ď Sµ. By [21, Corollary 3], NSnpSλq can be written as
NSnpSλq “ Sλ ¨ Xλ where:
Xλ “ tx P Sn : sxi P Sλ for all si P Sλu.
Now elements of Xλ must send each part of Sλ to another part of the same length. Thus
as to do this we need all elementary transpositions between parts of the same length, we
have Xλ, and hence NSnpSλq Ď Sµ.
Furthermore, for any parabolic containing the normaliser, we need the element y P Xλ
which swaps the first row of length l with the last row of length l, for all possible lengths
l to lie inside it. As we need all the transpositions in the definition to write this y, we
have that Sµ is minimal amongst parabolics with this property.
1.4 Modules for the Hecke algebra
Throughout this thesis, we will unless stated, assume that modules are finite-dimensional
right modules. Similarly, we will write module homomorphisms on the right. As with the
symmetric group, key modules of interest are the permutation modules and the Specht
modules. We recap these notions as stated in [26, §3].
For λ ( n, let xλ “ řwPSλ Tw. Then the permutation module corresponding to λ
is given by:
Mλ :“ xλHn.
As (see for example [26, Lemma 3.2]) xλTw “ q`pwqxλ, for w P Sλ, we have Fxλ is a
1-dimensional Hλ-module, which specialises to the trivial module for Sλ when q “ 1.
By [25, Lemma 2.19], Mλ – FxλbHλHn, thus these permutation modules correspond to
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the usual notion of permutation modules for Sn.
Multiplication in these permutation modules can be stated in terms of row standard
tableaux [26, Corollary 3.4]:
Lemma 1.8. Let λ ( n. Then txλTdptq : t is a row standard λ-tableauu is an F -basis of
Mλ, and for 1 ď i ă n:
xλTdptqTi “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
qxλTdptq if tsi is not row standard,
xλTdptsiq if tsi is row standard and `pdptsiqq ą `pdptqq,
pq ´ 1qxλTdptq ` qxλTdptsiq if tsi is row standard and `pdptsiqq ă `pdptqq.
1.4.1 Specht Modules
Let λ $ n and for s, t P Stdpλq, denote mst “ Tdpsq´1xλTdptq. By [26, Theorem 3.20], Hn is
a cellular algebra with cellular basis (known as the Murphy basis) given below.
tmst : s, t P Stdpλq for some λ $ nu.
Let Hˇ λ be the two-sided ideal of Hn with basis
tmuv : u, v P Stdpνq for some ν B λu.
With this cellular structure, we consider the cell modules Sλ for λ $ n, which are called
the Specht modules. Denoting mt “ mtλt ` Hˇ λ for t P Stdpλq, the Specht module
Sλ can be viewed via [26, Proposition 3.22] as the right Hn-module which is free as an
F -module with basis:
tmt : t P Stdpλqu.
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Note that these Specht modules correspond to the dual of the Specht modules used by
Dipper and James in [8]. Rules for multiplication by elements of Hn in these modules
can be gained by taking Lemma 1.8 and [26, Corollary 3.21] modulo Hˇ λ, as summarised
in the following corollary.
Corollary 1.9. Let λ $ n, and t P Stdpλq. Then in Sλ:
mtTi “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
qmt if tsi is not row standard,
mtsi if tsi is standard and `pdptsiqq ą `pdptqq,
pq ´ 1qmt ` qmtsi if tsi is standard and `pdptsiqq ă `pdptqq.
If i and i` 1 lie in the same column, then there exists rv P F with:





In particular, note that Spnq is the trivial Hn-module (all generators of Hn act by
multiplication by q), and Sp1nq is the sign module (all generators act as multiplication by
´1) as there is only one standard p1nq-tableau.
From the cellular structure, we have a symmetric associative bilinear map x , y on each
Sλ, defined for s, t P Stdpλq by:
musmtv ” xms,mtymuv mod Hˇ λ,
where u and v are any elements of Stdpλq. This is independent of the choice of u and v
by [19, Lemma 1.7]. Let radSλ be the radical of this form, then for each partition define:
Dλ “ Sλ{ radSλ.
We say that a partition λ $ n is e-restricted if λi ´ λi`1 ă e for all admissible i. With
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this, we can classify the irreducible modules for Hn [26, Theorem 3.43].
Theorem 1.10. A complete set of non-isomorphic irreducible Hn-modules is given by:
tDλ : λ is an e-restricted partition of nu.
In addition if λ is not e-restricted, then Dλ “ 0. The cellular structure of Hn lets us
say more about e-restricted Specht modules.
Lemma 1.11. Let λ $ n be an e-restricted partition. Then Sλ is an indecomposable
Hn-module.
Proof. By [19, Corollary 2.61] and [26, §2]) we get that EndHnpSλq – F , and thus Sλ is
indecomposable.
In fact when e ą 2, by [32, Theorem 1.44] we can say even more:
Theorem 1.12. If e ą 2, and λ $ n, then Sλ is indecomposable.
Returning to the semi-simple case, we have by [26, Corollary 3.44]:
Corollary 1.13. If Hn is semi-simple, then Sλ “ Dλ for all λ $ n.
Thus we can see that the Specht modules for Hn play a similar role to the Specht
modules for the symmetric group (see for example [30, Theorem 2.4.6]).
By Nakayama’s conjecture (as stated in [24, Theorem 6.1.21]), the blocks of the group
algebra FSn can be parameterised by p-cores and p-weights. This includes the cases
where p “ 0 or p ą n, where every partition is a p-core, and thus lies in its own block.
Similarly for Hn, the quantum characteristic e determines a labelling of the blocks
with [26, Corollary 5.38] giving a Hn-version of Nakayama’s conjecture.
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Theorem 1.14 (Nakayama’s conjecture for Hn). Let λ, µ $ n. Then the Specht modules
Sλ and Sµ lie in the same block if and only if λ and µ have the same e-core.
Note that even though the Specht modules may not be indecomposable when e “ 2,
the cellular structure (see for example [26, Corollary 2.22]) still guarantees that they will
lie in a single block. Thus we can label the blocks ofHn by e-cores and e-weights, denoting
the block of Hn corresponding to e-core ρ and e-weight d by Bρ,d.
16
CHAPTER 2
VERTICES FOR HECKE ALGEBRAS
Let A be an F -algebra with subalgebra A1 Ď A. Recall that an A-module M is relatively
A1-projective (or just A1-projective) if for any A-modules V and W with A-module ho-
momorphisms α and β as in the below diagram, the existence of an A1-module homo-
morphism from M to V making the diagram commute, implies there is also an A-module





Note that if we take A1 “ F , we obtain our usual notion of projectivity. A more practical
definition of relative projectivity for A-modules is given by the equivalences in the theorem
below (see for example [25, Theorem 2.34] for the Hecke algebra version). For two modules
M and N , we use the notation M | N to say that M is isomorphic to a direct summand
of N .
Theorem 2.1. Let A1 Ď A be F -algebras, and let M be a right A-module. Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) M is A1-projective,
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(b) M |M bA1 A,
(c) M | U bA1 A for some A1-module U .
We have the following corollaries. First of all, by definition, it is clear that if we
have subalgebras A2 Ď A1 Ď A, and M is an A2-projective A-module, then it is also an
A1-projective A-module. Similarly we have:
Corollary 2.2. Let A2 Ď A1 Ď A be F -algebras. Then for an A-module M , if M
is relatively A1-projective as an A-module, and relatively A2-projective as an A1-module,
then M is relatively A2-projective as an A-module.
We also have the following corollary about how relative projectivity behaves when
tensoring two modules over F .
Corollary 2.3. Let A1 Ď A and B1 Ď B be F -algebras, M an A1-projective A-module,
and N a B1-projective B-module. Then M bN is A1bB1-projective as an AbB-module.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, M | M bA1 A and N | N bB1 B. Therefore tensoring together
over F gives us as AbB-modules:
M bN | pM bA1 Aq b pN bB1 Bq.
It is straightforward to verify that the natural map ϕ defined on elementary tensors as
pmb aq b pnb bq ÞÑ pmb nq b pab bq,
for m PM , n P N , a P A and b P B gives an AbB-module isomorphism:
ϕ : pM bA1 Aq b pN bB1 Bq Ñ pM bNq bA1bB1 pAbBq.
As such, we can conclude by Theorem 2.1.
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In [25, Theorem 2.29], a Mackey formula for Hecke algebras was given, and as a
consequence, Jones was able to make concrete the notion of a vertex of aHn-module [25,
Theorem 2.35]. For a Hn-module M , this is a parabolic subgroup Sλ (for some λ ( n)
such that M isHλ-projective, and for any µ ( n, if M isHµ-projective, then a conjugate
of Sλ is contained in Sµ. This is not unique, but it is determined up to conjugation in
Sn. We use the notation Sλ ĎSn Sµ to say that a Sn-conjugate of Sλ is contained in
Sµ.
Combining the notion of a vertex with our previous corollary, we can show that the ver-
tex of a module also behaves as one would expect when taking tensor products. Through-
out the rest of this chapter, we may assume that we are working with Hσ-modules where
σ ( n, instead of Hn-modules. All definitions and results carry across in the same way,
and this helps us work in more generality later on. We will also in future say that a
module M is Sλ-projective instead of Hλ-projective to mirror the notation used in [1].
Theorem 2.4. Let τ1, σ1 ( m and τ2, σ2 ( n, with Sτi Ď Sσi for i “ 1, 2. If M is a
Hσ1-module with vertex Sτ1, and N is a Hσ2-module with vertex Sτ2, then M b N has
vertex pSτ1 ˆSτ2q as a Hσ1 bHσ2-module.
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, MbN is pSτ1ˆSτ2q-projective as aHσ1bHσ2-module. Suppose
that Sλ1 ˆ Sλ2 is a vertex of M b N as a Hσ1 bHσ2-module. Thus Sλi ĎSσi Sτi for
both i. As a Hσ1-module, M bN is Sλ1-projective since:
M bN | pM bNq bHλ1bHσ2 Hσ1 bHσ2 – pM bNq bHλ1 Hσ1 ,
as Hσ1-modules, as Hσ1 only acts on the part induced from M . Here we used the fact
that M bN is pSλ1 ˆSσ2q-projective as Sλ2 Ď Sσ2 .
Furthermore, as a Hλ1-module, M bN –M‘dimN , and thus M too is Sλ1-projective
as a Hσ1-module. So, Sτ1 ĎSσ1 Sλ1 as M has vertex Sτ1 . As we already know that a
Sσ1 conjugate of Sλ1 is contained in Sτ1 , we conclude that Sλ1 is a conjugate of Sτ1 .
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Repeating on the other side with N , gives us that Sλ2 is a conjugate of Sτ2 , and hence
pSτ1 ˆSτ2q is a vertex of M bN as a Hσ1 bHσ2-module.
We explore how the vertex behaves under other module operations in the next section,
before considering a way of lower bounding the vertex.
2.1 Module operations
Recall that as we are dealing with right modules, we are writing our module homomor-
phisms on the right. Denote by ˚ :Hn ÑHn the anti-automorphism defined by Ti˚ “ Ti
(so for w P Sn, by Theorem 1.1 we have Tw˚ “ Tw´1). For a right Hn-module M , we have
that HomF pM,F q is a leftHn-module by pmqphfq “ pmhqf for f P HomF pM,F q, h PHn
and m P M . Using the anti-automorphism ˚, we can turn this into a right Hn-module
and define M˚ :“ HomF pM,F q with multiplication:
pmqpfhq “ pmh˚qf.
This is the dual module to M . We also have an automorphism # : Hn Ñ Hn defined
by
Tw ÞÑ p´qq`pwqpTw´1q´1.
Note in particular that T#i “ ´Ti ` pq ´ 1q, and thus:
T##i “ p´Ti ` pq ´ 1qq# “ ´pTiq# ` pq ´ 1q “ ´p´Ti ` pq ´ 1qq ` pq ´ 1q “ Ti.
This lets us define another module M# which is isomorphic to M as a vector space, with
multiplication given by m ¨ h “ mh#, as in [9, §2]. When q “ 1, we have that T#i “ ´Ti
for any i, thus this is a generalisation of tensoring with the sign module (as such we will
refer to this operation by that name). As in [28, Theorem 5.2], if λ $ n, and λ1 is the
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conjugate partition gained by reflecting the corresponding diagram in its leading diagonal,
then we have:
pSλq˚ – pSλ1q#.
That is for λ $ n, we can go from Sλ to Sλ1 via the maps ˚ and #. Thus if (as in the
finite group case), these operations commute with induction, we can use Theorem 2.1 to
show that Sλ and Sλ
1
have the same vertex.
2.1.1 Duals and induction
Let M be a Hn-module, and take a basis tmju of M . Then we can define the dual basis
of M˚ as tmju where pmjqmi “ δi,j. Here we will show that the action of inducing M
from a parabolic subalgebra, commutes with the action of taking duals, as it does in the
finite group case.
Theorem 2.5. Let λ ( n, and M a Hλ-module, with basis tmju and dual basis tmju.
Then the map ϕ : pM˚ bHλ Hnq Ñ pM bHλ Hnq˚ defined for w P Rλ by mi b Tw ÞÑ fi,w
where
pmj b Tvqfi,w “ pq`pwqδw,vmjqmi,
is a Hn-module isomorphism.
Proof. Denote the standard dual basis of pM bHλ Hnq˚ by gi,w where pmj b Tvqgi,w “
δi,jδv,w. As fi,w “ q`pwqgi,w, it is clear that the map ϕ is a vector space isomorphism, and
thus it remains to show that ϕ is a Hn-module homomorphism.
Let s P ts1, . . . , sn´1u. We will show for all i, j, and for all v, w P Rλ that:
pmj b Tvqpmi b TwTsqϕ “ pmj b Tvq
`pmi b TwqϕTs˘ . (2.1)
We begin by computing the left-hand side of this equation. Here we get three cases
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depending on w and s.
1. Suppose ws P Rλ and `pwq ă `pwsq. Then:
pmj b Tvqpmi b TwTsqϕ “ pmj b Tvqpmi b Twsqϕ,
“ q`pwsqpδws,vmjqmi,
“ q`pwq`1δws,vδi,j. (2.2)
2. Now suppose ws P Rλ and this time `pwq ą `pwsq. Then:
pmj b Tvqpmi b TwTsqϕ “ pmj b Tvqpmi b ppq ´ 1qTw ` qTwsqqϕ,
“ pq ´ 1qq`pwqpδw,vmjqmi ` q ¨ q`pwsqpδws,vmjqmi,
“ pq ´ 1qq`pwqδw,vδi,j ` q`pwqδws,vδi,j. (2.3)
3. Our third case is when ws R Rλ, in particular this means by Lemma 1.6 that there
exists some elementary transposition t P ts1, . . . , sn´1u X Sλ with ws “ tw and
TwTs “ Tws “ TtTw. Then:
pmj b Tvqpmi b TwTsqϕ “ pmj b Tvqpmi b TtTwqϕ,
“ pmj b TvqpmiT ˚t b Twqϕ,
“ q`pwqpδw,vmjqpmi ¨ Ttq,
“ q`pwqpδw,vmjTtqmi, (2.4)
by the right module structure on M˚. We now attempt to compute the right-hand side
of (2.1). Note that due to the action we have that:
pmj b Tvq
`pmi b TwqpϕTsq˘ “ pmj b TvTsqpmi b Twqϕ.
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We split into cases relating v and w, and show in all of the above situations on w and s
that (2.1) holds.
a) First of all suppose v “ w. Then in case 1:
pmj b TwTsqpmi b Twqϕ “ pmj b Twsqpmi b Twqϕ,
“ q`pwqpδw,wsmjqmi,
“ 0,
which agrees with (2.2), proving the statement in this case. When we are in the next
case:
pmj b TwTsqpmi b Twqϕ “ pmj b pq ´ 1qTw ` qTwsqpmi b Twqϕ,
“ pq ´ 1qq`pwqpδw,wmjqmi ` q ¨ q`pwsqpδw,wsmjqmi,
“ pq ´ 1qq`pwqδi,j,
which lines up with (2.3) when w “ v. Finally, for the third case, we have:
pmj b TwTsqpmi b Twqϕ “ pmj b TtTwqpmi b Twqϕ,
“ pmjTt b Twqpmi b Twqϕ,
“ q`pwqpmjTtqmi,
agreeing with (2.4), showing that (2.1) holds in all cases when v “ w.
b) Now suppose that v “ ws. Then if `pvq ą `pwq we have:




which lines up with (2.2). Similarly if `pvq ă `pwq then:
pmj b TvTsqpmi b Twqϕ “ pmj b Tvsqpmi b Twqϕ,
“ q`pwqpmjqmi,
“ q`pwqδi,j,
which agrees with (2.3).




q`pwqpδvs,wmjqmi if `pvq ă `pvsq, vs P Rλ,
q`pwqprpq ´ 1qδw,v ` qδw,vssmjqmi if `pvq ą `pvsq, vs P Rλ,
q`pwqpδw,vmjTuqmi if vs R Rλ, vs “ uv.
As v ‰ w and v ‰ ws, all of these evaluate to zero too, proving this final case.
Thus in all cases we have shown that ϕ is a Hn-module homomorphism, hence is a Hn-
module isomorphism.
Now we can show that taking the dual preserves relative projectivity.
Corollary 2.6. Let λ ( n and let M be a relatively Sλ-projective Hn-module. Then
M˚ is relatively Sλ-projective too. Furthermore M and M˚ have the same vertex as
Hn-modules.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1, we can assume there exists an Hλ-module X such that:
M | X bHλ Hn.
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Taking the dual of both sides and using Theorem 2.5:
M˚ | pX bHλ Hnq˚ – X˚ bHλ Hn.
Thus M˚ is isomorphic to a direct summand of the module X˚ induced from Hλ, and
is therefore Sλ-projective. By the definition of vertex, as M
˚˚ – M as Hn-modules, we
must have that M and M˚ have the same vertex.
2.1.2 Tensoring with the sign module
We now present a similar result linking induction to the # operation. We expect the
corresponding result is known for the symmetric group.
Theorem 2.7. Let λ ( n, and M a Hλ-module, with basis tmiu. Then
ψ : M# bHλ Hn Ñ pM bHλ Hnq#
defined by mi b Tw ÞÑ mi b T#w for w P Rλ, is a Hn-module isomorphism.
Proof. We begin by showing that ψ is a vector space isomorphism. As shown before,
T##i “ Ti, which means that as # is a Hn-module homomorphism, that pTwq## “ Tw for
any w P Sn. Thus for m PM and w P Sn we have:
pmb pT#w qqψ “ mb pT##w q “ mb Tw.
Therefore ψ is a surjective vector space homomorphism. Additionally:
dimM# bHλ Hn “ |Rλ| dimM# “ |Rλ| dimM “ dimM bHλ Hn “ dim pM bHλ Hnq#,
since for any Hn-module N we have dimN “ dimN# by definition. Thus as a surjective
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map between vector spaces of the same dimension, ψ is a vector space isomorphism. It
remains to show that ψ is a Hn-module homomorphism.
Let i P t1, . . . , n´ 1u and w P Rλ. Then:
pmi b Twqψ ¨ Ti “ pmi b T#w q ¨ Ti,
“ mi b T#w T#i ,
“ mi b pTwTiq#,
“ pmi b TwTiqψ,
as # is aHn-module homomorphism. Thus ψ is aHn-module homomorphism (and hence
isomorphism) as well, proving the theorem.
Corollary 2.8. Let λ ( n and let M be a relatively Sλ-projective Hn-module. Then
M# is relatively Sλ-projective too. Furthermore M and M
# have the same vertex as
Hn-modules.
We omit the proof as it follows in the exact same way as the proof of Corollary 2.6,
as M## – M as Hn-modules. Given these two properties, we can finally prove that for
λ $ n, the vertices of Sλ and Sλ1 coincide. Again, the analogous result for the symmetric
group is well known.
Theorem 2.9. Let λ $ n. Then Sλ and Sλ1 have the same vertex as Hn-modules.
Proof. By Corollary 2.6, Sλ and pSλq˚ have the same vertex. Similarly, by Corollary 2.8,
Sλ
1
and pSλ1q# have the same vertex. Thus applying [28, Theorem 5.2] again, the result
follows as:
pSλq˚ – pSλ1q#.
Furthermore, if we denote the Specht module defined by Dipper and James in [7, §4]
by Sλ, then we have Sλ – pSλ1q˚ – pSλq# (see [28, Theorem 5.3] or remarks follow-
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ing [26, Corollary 3.21]). Thus these results will allow us to translate results on relative
projectivity between both types of Specht modules.
2.2 Broue´’s theorem
Another key notion when considering relative projectivity for Hecke algebras is the rela-
tive trace for bimodules, as stated in [25]. Let τ, λ ( n with Sτ Ď Sλ and suppose B is





Given Hn-modules M and N , we have a pHn,Hnq-bimodule structure on HomF pM,Nq
in the usual way. Then we say that φ P HomHnpM,Nq is Sτ -projective if there exists
ψ P HomHτ pM,Nq such that φ “ Trnτ pψq. One of the key reasons we are interested in
this trace, is due to its relevance when studying relative projectivity of modules. We
summarise this in the following extension to Theorem 2.1, proved in [25, Theorem 2.34].
We will refer to the equivalences given in Theorems 2.1 and 2.10 as Higman’s criterion.
Theorem 2.10 (Higman’s criterion). Let M be a right Hn-module. Then the following
are equivalent for τ ( n:
(a) M is Sτ -projective,
(b) Trnτ pHomHτ pM,Mqq “ HomHnpM,Mq,
(c) The identity map on M is Sτ -projective.
For a bimodule B, and τ ( n, define the following set:
ZBpHτ q “ tb P B : hb “ bh, for all h PHτu.
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As one might guess based on the definition of relative trace in terms of coset representa-
tives, and the relation via Higman’s criterion to induced modules, we have the following
crucial properties from [25, Lemma 2.12, Proposition 2.13].
Lemma 2.11. Let B be a pHn,Hnq-bimodule, and b P B. Then for τ, λ ( n with
Sτ Ď Sλ:





• Trλτ pZBpHτ qq Ď ZBpHλq.
Now suppose M is a (right) Hλ-module. Then we can make it a pHλ,Hλq-bimodule
by giving M the trivial left action, i.e. Tim “ qm for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. Applying the





for m P M , which we refer to as the module trace. We will denote this trace by MTr
to emphasise the fact that we are applying the trace to a module. Similarly, under this
identification, we get that:
ZMpHτ q “ tm PM : mTw “ q`pwqm for all w P Sλu.
We can recover similar properties of the module trace to the bimodule trace.
Corollary 2.12. Let τ, λ ( n with Sτ Ď Sλ, and suppose M is a Hn-module. Then for
m P ZMpHτ q, we have MTrλτ pmq P ZMpHλq.
Proof. Apply the previous lemma when the left action is trivial.
Our aim is to use the module trace to prove a Hecke algebra version of [3, (1.3)], a
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theorem due to Broue´ which gives a lower bound on the vertex of a FSn-module. Recall
the following from [25, Theorem 2.30]:
Theorem 2.13. Let B be a pHn,Hnq-bimodule. Suppose b P ZBpHλq, d P Dλ,τ , and let









Take M a Sλ-projective Hn-module, and suppose that τ ( n. Denote A “ Endk pMq





By Higman’s criterion, the identity Hn-homomorphism on M (denoted by 1M) lies in
the left-hand side of this expression, thus for d P Dλ,τ , there exist Hn-homomorphisms





Now let m P ZMpHτ q, so for all si P Sτ , we have mTi “ qm. Then:





































Now as ψd P ZApHνpdqq, then for si P Sνpdq, we have pmqψdTi “ pmTiqψd “ qpmqψd, so
pmqψd P ZMpHνpdqq. This proves:





where Sνpdq “ Sdλ XSτ .





Proof. Proposition 2.14 shows us that the left-hand side is contained in the right-hand
side, and Corollary 2.12 shows us that each part of the sum on the right-hand side is
contained in the left-hand side.
We can now generalise Broue´’s result [3, (1.3)] to Hecke algebras.
Theorem 2.16. Let τ, λ ( n and suppose M is a Sλ-projective Hn-module. Define:





Then Mpτq ‰ 0 implies that a conjugate of Sτ is contained in Sλ.
Proof. Suppose that no conjugate of Sτ is contained in Sλ. Then for all d P Dλ,τ , we
have Sνpdq Ĺ Sτ (where again νpdq ( n is defined by Sνpdq “ Sdλ X Sτ ). Applying the










implying that Mpτq “ 0. Thus if Mpτq ‰ 0, we must have that a conjugate of Sτ is
contained in Sλ.
This gives us a way of finding a lower bound for the vertex of aHn-module, since every
module M is relatively projective for its vertex. Therefore applying the theorem with Sλ
as the vertex, if one can find a τ with Mpτq non-zero, then we know that a conjugate of
Sτ is contained in Sλ. Thus we have Sτ is a lower bound for the vertex.
2.3 A Green correspondence for bimodules
Given the notion of relative projectivity for modules, we can extend it to bimodules in the
following way. Let A,B be F -algebras with subalgebras A1 Ď A and B1 Ď B. Then an
pA,Bq-bimodule is the same as a left AbBop-module. Hence we will say that an pA,Bq-
bimodule is relatively pA1, B1q-projective if as a left A b Bop-module, M is relatively
A1 b pB1qop-projective.
2.3.1 Relative projectivity of bimodules
Using this, we can extend Higman’s criterion and its corollaries to bimodules of Hecke
algebras. Let σ1, σ2 ( n, and denote H σ1,σ2 :“Hσ1 bH opσ2 , so a pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule is
the same as a left H σ1,σ2-module. Similarly use Tw1,w2 to denote Tw1 b Tw2 PH σ1,σ2 , for
wi P Sσi . Note that under this notation if we have a pHλ1 ,Hλ2q-bimodule M , then
H σ1,σ2 bH λ1,λ2 M –Hσ1 bHλ1 M bHλ2 Hσ2
as pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodules. This can be seen either using the transitivity of induction, or
by the associativity formula given in [4, §9, Proposition 2.1]. This gives a useful result if
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our bimodule is a block of Hn.
Proposition 2.17. Let B be an indecomposable direct summand of Hn as a pHn,Hnq-
bimodule. If B is either pSτ ,Snq-projective or pSn,Sτ q-projective for some τ ( n, then
B is pSτ ,Sτ q-projective.
Proof. We only prove the first case as the second follows in the same way. By Higman’s
criterion, B | Hn bHτ B bHn Hn. Since B is a direct summand of Hn as a pHn,Hnq-
bimodule, it is also a direct summand of Hn as a pHτ ,Hnq-bimodule. Hence,
B |Hn bHτ Hn bHn Hn –Hn bHτ Hn –Hn bHτ Hτ bHτ Hn,
thus by Higman’s criterion again, B is pSτ ,Sτ q-projective.
Recall from Section 2.1 that Hn (and hence Hσi) has an anti–automorphism which
maps Tw ÞÑ Tw´1 for w P Sn. Hence as F -algebras:
Hσ1 bH opσ2 –Hσ1 bHσ2 –Hσ,
where σ ( 2n is given by the concatenation of σ1 and σ2. Thus we can conclude from [25,
Theorem 2.29] a Mackey formula for bimodules.
Theorem 2.18 (Mackey formula for bimodules). For i “ 1, 2, let Sλi ,Sµi be parabolic
subgroups of Sσi, and denote Di “ Dσiλi,µi. Then for any left H λ1,λ2-module M , we have
that as H µ1,µ2-modules:
H σ1,σ2 bH λ1,λ2 M –
à
d1PD1,d2PD2
H µ1,µ2 bH νpd1q,νpd2q
´
T d´11 ,d2 bH λ1,λ2 M
¯
where νpdiq ( n is defined for i “ 1, 2 by:
Sνpdiq “ Sdiλi XSµi .
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Note that in this statement
´
T d´11 ,d2 bH λ1,λ2 M
¯
– Td´11 bHλ1 M bHλ2 Td2 is indeed a
pHνpd1q,Hνpd2qq-bimodule. To see this, let w P Sνpd1q, m PM , then:
TwTd´11 bmb Td2 “ Twd´11 bmb Td2
since d´11 is a minimal right coset representative for Sµ1 . As, d1wd
´1
1 P Sλ1 and d´11 is a
minimal left coset representative for Sλ, we have that Twd´11 “ Td´11 d1wd´11 “ Td´11 Td1wd´11 .
Thus we can pull Td1wd´11 across the tensor product to M . Doing something similar on
the right confirms our claim.
As before, using again the fact that Hσi possesses an anti–automorphism, as a con-
sequence of [25, Theorem 2.35], we can define vertices for indecomposable pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-
bimodules.
Theorem 2.19. Let M be a pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule. Then there exist a pair of parabolic
subgroups Sλi Ď Sσi for i “ 1, 2, such that M is relatively pSλ1 ,Sλ2q-projective and
if for any parabolic subgroups Sτi Ď Sσi with M relatively pSτ1 ,Sτ2q-projective, then
Sλi ĎSσi Sτi, again for i “ 1, 2. We call the pair pSλ1 ,Sλ2q a vertex of M as a
pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule.
Using this, we get the following consequences of [13, Lemma 3.2].
Lemma 2.20. Let M be an indecomposable pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q
for τ1, τ2 ( n, and let λ1, λ2 ( n with Sτi Ď Sλi Ď Sσi for i “ 1, 2. Then there are
indecomposable pHλ1 ,Hλ2q-bimodules X and Y , both with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q such that:
(a) X |M as pHλ1 ,Hλ2q-bimodules,
(b) M |H σ1,σ2 bH λ1,λ2 Y .
Note that in this situation, Y corresponds to the notion of a source for M (see for
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example [1, §9]). The final lemma we state in this section is a consequence of [13, Lemma
3.3] using Theorem 2.18.
Lemma 2.21. Let τi, λi, σi ( n with Sτi Ď Sλi Ď Sσi for i “ 1, 2. If N is a pSτ1 ,Sτ2q-
projective pHλ1 ,Hλ2q-bimodule, then we get as pHλ1 ,Hλ2q-bimodules:
H σ1,σ2 bH λ1,λ2 N – N ‘ Y,
where each indecomposable summand of Y has a vertex contained in:
pSd1τ1 XSλ1 ,Sd2τ2 XSλ2q
for some di P Dσiτi,λi with pd1, d2q ‰ p1, 1q.
Proof. By Higman’s criterion, there exists anH τ1,τ2-module V with N |H λ1,λ2bH τ1,τ2 V .
Therefore H λ1,λ2 bH τ1,τ2 V – N ‘T for some H λ1,λ2-module T . Inducing up to H σ1,σ2 ,
then restricting back down to H λ1,λ2 via the Mackey formula, after collecting terms we
have: ´
H σ1,σ2 bH τ1,τ2 V
¯
– N ‘ Y ‘ T ‘X,
where N‘Y is the restriction toH λ1,λ2 ofH σ1,σ2bH λ1,λ2N , and T ‘X is the restriction
of H σ1,σ2 bH λ1,λ2 T . Now inducing V from H τ1,τ2 up to H σ1,σ2 and restricting down to
H λ1,λ2 gives us via the Mackey formula:
H σ1,σ2 bH τ1,τ2 V –
´
H λ1,λ2 bH τ1,τ2 V
¯
‘ U – pN ‘ T q ‘ U,
where summands of U are pSd1τ1 XSλ1 ,Sd2τ2 XSλ2q-projective for some double coset repre-
sentatives d1 and d2 with not both d1 “ d2 “ 1. Comparing these two expressions means
that by the Krull–Schmidt theorem (see for example [26, Theorem A6]) we get X‘Y – U ,
and thus Y | U , so each indecomposable summand of Y has a vertex contained in a pair
of subgroups of the correct form.
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2.3.2 The correspondence
We now begin to prove a Green correspondence for pHn,Hnq-bimodules, as in [13, §3]
for Hn-modules, or as done in [1, §11] for finite groups. Let us fix some notation. Take
λi, µi, σi compositions of n for i “ 1, 2, with:
Sλi Ď NSσi pSλiq Ď Sµi Ď Sσi . (2.5)
Denote the following set:
P “ tpH1, H2q : Hi is a parabolic subgroup of Sσi for i “ 1, 2u.
For any subset Q Ď P, we say a pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule is relatively Q-projective
(or just Q-projective), if each of its indecomposable summands is relatively projective
for some pair of parabolic subgroups in Q. Let pP1, P2q, pG1, G2q P P. Then say that
pP1, P2q PpG1,G2q Q if there are elements xi P Gi with pP x11 , P x22 q P Q. Now we are ready
to define the sets used in our version of the Green correspondence.
X 2 “ tpH1, H2q PP : Hi Ď Sdiλi XSλi for pd1, d2q P pSσ1 ,Sσ2q ´ pSµ1 ,Sµ2qu,
Y 2 “ tpH1, H2q PP : Hi Ď Sdiλi XSµi for pd1, d2q P pSσ1 ,Sσ2q ´ pSµ1 ,Sµ2qu,
Z 2 “ tH “ pH1, H2q PP : H1 Ď Sλ1 , H2 Ď Sλ2 , H RSσ1 ,Sσ2 X 2u.
Note that in the definitions of X 2 and Y 2, we require that d “ pd1, d2q cannot have both
d1 P Sµ1 and d2 P Sµ2 , but we could have say d1 P Sµ1 as long as d2 R Sµ2 . This follows
from Lemma 2.21, where at most one of the di in that formula can be the identity element.
These sets are bimodule analogues of the sets used in both [1, §11] and [13, §3]. As in
both the classical Green correspondence and in [13, Theorem 3.6], we have the following
conditions linking our sets.
Lemma 2.22. If Sτi Ď Sλi are parabolic subgroups for i “ 1, 2, then the following are
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equivalent:
(a) pSτ1 ,Sτ2q PpSσ1 ,Sσ2 q X 2,
(b) pSτ1 ,Sτ2q PX 2,
(c) pSτ1 ,Sτ2q P Y 2,
(d) pSτ1 ,Sτ2q PpSµ1 ,Sµ2 q Y 2.
Again, this follows as a consequence of [13, Lemma 3.4]. Alternatively, it can be seen
by the fact that pH1, H2q P X 2 if and only if one of H1 or H2 lies in the corresponding
set X from [13, §3]. We now need the following corollary, which corresponds to [13,
Corollary 3.5].
Corollary 2.23. If M is a X 2-projective pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule, then as a pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-
bimodule, M is Y 2-projective.
Proof. Let L be an indecomposable summand of M as a pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule, with vertex
pSτ1 ,Sτ2q PX 2. Note that this means that Sτi Ď Sλi for both i by the definition ofX 2.
Thus L |H σ1,σ2bHτ1,τ2L, and applying our Mackey formula says that as aH µ1,µ2-module,
each indecomposable summand of L is pSγ1 ,Sγ2q-projective, where Sγi Ď Sdiτi XSµi for
some di P Dσiτi,µi . Note that for both i:
Sγi Ď Sdiτi XSµi Ď Sdiλi XSµi .
If at least one di ‰ 1, we have pSγ1 ,Sγ2q P Y 2 as this di R Sµi , and thus pd1, d2q R
pSµ1 ,Sµ2q.
Finally if both d1 “ d2 “ 1, then we have pSγ1 ,Sγ2q P X 2, as each Sγi Ď Sτi
and pSτ1 ,Sτ2q P X 2. As Sγi Ď Sτi Ď Sλi , we can conclude with Lemma 2.22 that
pSγ1 ,Sγ2q P Y 2.
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Thus in all cases indecomposable summands of L are relatively Y 2-projective as
pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules, and hence so is M .
We can now fully state our Green correspondence for bimodules of Hecke algebras,
generalising [13, Theorem 3.6]. Although we are working with more general λi, µi, and
with σi instead of pnq, the proof follows through in the same way as we still have the
key relationship (2.5) between our subgroups, and our Lemma 2.22 and Corollary 2.23
take the place of [13, Lemma 3.4, Corollary 3.5] respectively. Thus the double sum in the
Mackey formula is fully accounted for. We include the proof here for completeness.
Theorem 2.24 (Green correspondence for bimodules). Let
Sλi Ď NSσi pSλiq Ď Sµi Ď Sσi ,
for i “ 1, 2. We have the following correspondence:
(a) Let M be an indecomposable pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q P Z 2. Then
there is a unique indecomposable summand fpMq of M as a pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodule,
with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q, and
M – fpMq ‘ Y,
as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules, where each indecomposable summand of Y has a vertex in
Y 2.
(b) Let N be an indecomposable pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodule with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q P Z 2. Then
there is a unique indecomposable summand gpNq ofH σ1,σ2bH µ1,µ2N as a pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-
bimodule, with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q and
H bH µ1,µ2 N – gpNq ‘X,
where each indecomposable summand of X has a vertex in X 2.
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(c) Furthermore for M and N as described above, fpgpNqq – N , and gpfpMqq –M .
Hence this gives a bijection between isomorphism classes of pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodules, and
isomorphism classes of pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules which have vertices in Z 2.
Proof. We start by proving (a). Using Lemma 2.20, there exists an indecomposable
H µ1,µ2-module V with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q and:
M |
´
H σ1,σ2 bH µ1,µ2 V
¯
. (2.6)
Restricting both sides down to H µ1,µ2 using Lemma 2.21 gives us that M | V ‘ Y where
Y is Y 2-projective. Hence, by the the Krull–Schmidt theorem, the restriction of M is
isomorphic to V ‘Y1 or Y1 for some (possibly zero) summand Y1 of Y . Using Lemma 2.20,
we know M has an indecomposable summand V 1 with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q when considered
as a pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-module. Let V 1 be any such indecomposable summand.
Suppose V 1 is isomorphic to some summand of Y . Then by the definition of ver-
tex, pSτ1 ,Sτ2q PpSµ1 ,Sµ2 q Y 2. Lemma 2.22 then says pSτ1 ,Sτ2q PpSσ1 ,Sσ2 q X 2 which
contradicts the fact that pSτ1 ,Sτ2q P Z 2. Hence V – V 1, so M – V ‘ Y1 as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-
bimodules, and this V is uniquely determined by M . Therefore setting fpMq “ V gives
a well-defined map.
We now move on to proving (b). Take N as in the statement, and decompose the
induced module into indecomposable H σ1,σ2-modules as follows:
H σ1,σ2 bH µ1,µ2 N “M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mt. (2.7)
Using Lemma 2.21, pH σ1,σ2 bH µ1,µ2 Nq – N ‘ Y as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules where each
indecomposable summand of Y is Y 2-projective. Write Y “ Y1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Yt to get (after
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reordering if necessary):
M1 – N ‘ Y1, (2.8)
Mj – Yj for 1 ă j ď t,
as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules. Note for all j, Mj |H σ1,σ2bH τ1,τ2N , so by definition of relative
projectivity, each Mj has a vertex contained in pSτ1 ,Sτ2q Ď pSλ1 ,Sλ2q.
We now split into cases j “ 1 and j ą 1. Let pSγ1 ,Sγ2q be a vertex of M1 with
Sγi Ď Sτi Ď Sλi for i “ 1, 2. If M1 is relatively X 2-projective as an pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-
bimodule, then N ‘Y1 and hence N is relatively Y 2-projective as a pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodule
by Corollary 2.23. Hence pSτ1 ,Sτ2q PpSµ1 ,Sµ2 q Y 2. Applying Lemma 2.22, this means
that our vertex has a conjugate in X 2 which is a contradiction as pSτ1 ,Sτ2q P Z 2. So
M1 is not relatively X
2-projective, and thus has vertex in Z 2.
Now let j ą 1, and pSγ1 ,Sγ2q a vertex of Mj, with again Sγi Ď Sτi Ď Sλi .
Lemma 2.20 gives us some summand of Yj with the same vertex. But we know Yj | Y
which is relatively Y 2-projective, hence pSγ1 ,Sγ2q PpSµ1 ,Sµ2 q Y 2, so again by Lemma 2.22,
pSγ1 ,Sγ2q PX 2. Hence Mj is relativelyX 2-projective for j ą 1. ThereforeH bH µ1,µ2N
has a unique indecomposable summand which is Z 2-projective, and the rest are X 2-
projective. Define gpNq as this unique summand.
We will prove only the first part of (c); the second follows similarly. Take N as in
statement (b). Then by (2.7) and the proof of (b), H σ1,σ2 bH µ1,µ2 N “ gpNq ‘X where
X is X 2-projective, and gpNq has vertex in Z 2. Using the proof of part (a), fpgpNqq
is the unique summand of gpNq as a pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodule with vertex in Z 2. However,
by (2.8), gpNq – N ‘ Y1 as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules, where Y1 is Y 2-projective. Hence we
must have fpgpNqq – N , and by applying (2.6) we see that gpNq and N share the same
vertex. So this gives the required one-to-one correspondence.
Although this correspondence will hold for any pSτ1 ,Sτ2q P Z 2, we will typically use
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it in the simpler case when τi “ λi.
We can strengthen our Green correspondence, as the ideas of [1, §12] happily carry
over to bimodules of Hecke algebras, affording us the following analogue of [1, Theorem
12.2].
Theorem 2.25. Let M be an indecomposable pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule with vertex pSλ1 ,Sλ2q,
and indecomposable pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodule fpMq its Green correspondent. If U is an inde-
composable pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule and fpMq | U as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules, then M – U .
We can also form the following corollary which will be useful in the next chapter.
Corollary 2.26. Let M and fpMq be as in Theorem 2.25. If U is a pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodule,
then M | U as pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodules, if and only if fpMq | U as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules.
Proof. Take U “ U1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘Ut a decomposition of U into indecomposable direct summands
as pHσ1 ,Hσ2q-bimodules. As M is indecomposable, then M | U means that M “ Ui some
1 ď i ď t. Hence we get fpMq | Ui | U as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules. For the other direction
if fpMq | U as pHµ1 ,Hµ2q-bimodules, then fpMq | Ui for some i, hence by Theorem 2.25,




Now we have a Green correspondence for bimodules, the next logical step is to form a
type of Brauer correspondence for blocks of Hecke algebras, giving results akin to Brauer’s
first main theorem (see for example [1, Theorem 14.2]). To begin this process, we start
with the following definition, an analogue of the one given for finite groups in [1, §14].
Definition 3.1. For µ ( n, let b be a block of Hµ, and B a block of Hn. We say B is
the Brauer correspondent of b, and write bHn “ B, if b | B as pHµ,Hµq-bimodules,
and B is the unique block of Hn with this property.
As Hµ | Hn as pHµ,Hµq-bimodules (consider the decomposition given by Sµ-Sµ
double coset representatives), b will always occur as a direct summand in the restriction
of at least one block. However, there is no prior guarantee that its Brauer correspondent
will exist, as b may occur in the restriction of more than one block. We first state
some general properties of Brauer correspondents, omitting the proofs as they are largely
identical to those in [1, Lemma 14.1].
Lemma 3.2. Let b be a block of Hµ for µ ( n with vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q as a pHµ,Hµq-
bimodule. Then if bHn is defined, pSτ1 ,Sτ2q is contained in a vertex of bHn.
Lemma 3.3. Let Sλ Ď Sµ Ď Sn be a chain of parabolic subgroups of Sn. If b is a block
of Hλ, and all three of bHn, bHµ and pbHµqHn are defined, then pbHµqHn “ bHn.
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In this chapter we show that for certain maximal parabolics that we can guarantee the
existence of Brauer correspondents, and use them to compute the vertices of all blocks of
Hn.
3.1 A Brauer correspondence for Hecke algebras
Let a ě 0, d ě 1, and n “ a` de. Define compositions of n:
µ “ pa, deq,
α “ pa, 1deq,
τ “ p1a, deq,






pa´ k ` i, a` iq : k “ 0, . . . ,minpa, deq
+
.
This tells us for i “ 0, . . . ,minpa, deq that Sνi :“ Sdiµ XSµ has corresponding composition
νi “ pa´ i, i, i, de´ iq. We define compositions:
τi “ p1a`i, de´ iq,
τ 1i “ p1a, i, 1de´iq,
τ˜i “ p1a, i, de´ iq,
αi “ p1a´i, i, 1deq,
α˜i “ pa´ i, i, 1deq.
Note in particular that Sτ˜ is the group generated by the elementary transpositions from
Sτi and Sτ 1i . Similarly, the group generated by the collection of elementary transpositions
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from Sαi and Sτ˜i is Sνi . This lets us present the following technical lemma:
Lemma 3.4. For 0 ď i ď minpa, deq, as a pHτ ,Hτ q-module, HµTdiHµ is pSτi ,Sτ q-
projective.
Proof. By Proposition 1.4, every element w P Sn can be uniquely represented as a product
w “ gdih for g P Sµ, di P Dµ,µ and h P Rµνi , with `pwq “ `pgq ` `pdiq ` `phq. Hence the
following gives us an F -basis for HµTdiHµ:
tTgdih “ TgTdiTh : g P Sµ, h P Rµνiu.
Furthermore, as Sµ “ Sα ˆSτ , we can further categorise our basis (as for each g P Sµ,
there exists unique x P Sα and y P Sτ with g “ xy, and `pgq “ `pxq ` `pyq). In the same
vein, Rµνi “ Rαα˜i ˆRττ˜i , so h P Rµνi can be written uniquely as h “ h1h2 with h1 P Rαα˜i ,
h2 P Rττ˜i , and `phq “ `ph1q ` `ph2q. In particular, Th1Th2 “ Th2Th1 as h1 commutes with
Sτ . Also, as Sαi Ď Sα, we can write x P Sα uniquely as x “ x1x2 with x1 P Lααi , x2 P Sαi
and `pxq “ `px1q ` `px2q. Therefore our F -basis for HµTdiHµ can be written as:
tTx1Tx2TyTdiTh1Th2 : x1 P Lααi , x2 P Sαi , y P Sτ , h1 P Rαα˜i , h2 P Rττ˜iu.
Now for some fixed x1 P Lααi and h1 P Rαα˜i , consider the vector subspace
Mx1,h1 :“ xTx1Tx2TyTdiTh1Th2 : x2 P Sαi , y P Sτ , h2 P Rττ˜iy.
We show that this is closed under left and right multiplication by elements of Hτ , so is a
pHτ ,Hτ q-bimodule.
Let sj P Sτ . Multiplying basis element mx2,y,h2 :“ Tx1Tx2TyTdiTh1Th2 by Tj on the
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left:




Tx1Tx2TsjyTdiTh1Th2 if `psjyq ą `pyq,
pq ´ 1qTx1Tx2TyTdiTh1Th2 ` qTx1Tx2TsjyTdiTh1Th2 if `psjyq ă `pyq,
as Hα and Hτ commute. As sj, y and hence sjy P Sτ , we have that Mx1,h1 is a left





Tx1Tx2TyTdiTh2sjTh1 if `ph2sjq ą `ph2q,
pq ´ 1qTx1Tx2TyTdiTh1Th2 ` qTx1Tx2TyTdiTh2sjTh1 if `ph2sjq ă `ph2q.
Hence it suffices to show that Tx1Tx2TyTdiTh2sjTh1 PMx1,h1 . To do this we split into cases
dependent on whether h2sj P Rττ˜i or not. First of all, if h2sj P Rττ˜i , then by definition we
are in Mx1,h1 . If not, then by Lemma 1.6, there exists sk P Sτ˜i with skh2 “ h2sj, and thus
by Proposition 1.4, Th2sj “ TkTh2 . We now split depending on which part of Sτ˜i contains
sk.
• If sk P Sτi , then it commutes with Tdi and:
Tx1Tx2TyTdiTskTh1Th2 “ Tx1Tx2TyTskTdiTh1Th2 ,
which lies in Mx1,h1 as before.
• If sk P Sτ 1i , then:
Tx1Tx2TyTdiTskTh1Th2 “ Tx1Tx2TyTsk´iTdiTh1Th2 .
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Note sk´idi “ disk as di is both a minimal left and right coset representative of Sµ
in Sn. Furthermore, by minimality `psk´idiq “ 1` `pdiq “ `pdiskq. Then:
Tx1Tx2TyTsk´iTdiTh1Th2 “ Tx1pTx2Tsk´iqTyTdiTh1Th2 ,
and as x2, sk´i P Sαi , we have an element in Mx1,h1 .
Thus Mx1,h1 is closed under right multiplication by Hτ . As multiplication in Hn is asso-
ciative, for a fixed x1 and h1, Mx1,h1 is a pHτ ,Hτ q-submodule of HµTdiHµ. Furthermore,
since we have described bases for the bimodules involved as vector spaces, we have a direct








as our above calculations show that the Tx1 and Th1 have no effect on left or right mul-
tiplication by Hτ . Therefore for our purposes, it suffices to show that M1,1 is pSτi ,Sτ q-
projective as a pHτ ,Hτ q-module.
To do this, consider the vector space N :“ xTxTyTdiTh : x P Sαi , y P Sτi , h P Rττ˜iy.
This is a pHτi ,Hτ q-bimodule, by similar calculations to those above. Looking at the bases
of N and M1,1, we conclude via [25, Lemma 2.19] that:
M1,1 –Hτ bHτi N,
as pHτ ,Hτ q-bimodules. Thus M1,1 is pSτi ,Sτ q-projective as a pHτ ,Hτ q-bimodule, hence
the same holds for HµTdiHµ.
Corollary 3.5. In the situation of Lemma 3.4, let M be a direct summand of HµTdiHµ
as a pHµ,Hµq-bimodule. Then if M is pSτ ,Sτ q-projective, it is also pSτi ,Sτ q-projective.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.4 and the bimodule analogue of Corollary 2.2.
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We now introduce the following type of parabolic subgroup.
Definition 3.6. A parabolic subgroup Sλ Ď Sn is fixed-point-free if the corresponding
composition λ “ pλ1, . . . , λsq ( n has λi ą 1 for all 1 ď i ď s.
Suppose that we have a composition γ “ p1a, bq ( n. We say a parabolic subgroup Sλ
is a fixed-point-free subgroup of Sγ if the corresponding composition λ “ p1a, λ1, . . . , λsq
has λi ą 1 for all 1 ď i ď s.
This corresponds to the notion that no element of t1, . . . , nu (or ta` 1, . . . , nu in the
second case) is fixed by all elements of Sλ. Note that for any fixed-point-free subgroup Sλ
of Sτ , we have NSnpSλq Ď Sµ by Proposition 1.7. Hence by Theorem 2.24, in this case,
we have a bijection between pHn,Hnq and pHµ,Hµq-bimodules with vertex pSλ,Sλq.
Theorem 3.7. Let 1 ‰ di P Dµ,µ, and Sλ be a fixed-point-free parabolic subgroup of
Sτ . Then no indecomposable summand of HµTdiHµ as a pHµ,Hµq-bimodule has vertex
pSλ,Sλq.
Proof. Consider M a direct summand of HµTdiHµ as a pHµ,Hµq-bimodule. If M has
vertex pSλ,Sλq, then as Sλ Ď Sτ , we get that M is pSτ ,Sτ q-projective by transitivity
of induction. Corollary 3.5 then tells us that M is pSτi ,Sτ q-projective as a pHµ,Hµq-
bimodule. However, M has vertex pSλ,Sλq which means that some conjugate of Sλ is
contained in Sτi . As Sλ is fixed-point-free in Sτ , it contains an element of cycle type
λ1 . . . λs. No elements in Sτi can have this cycle type as Sτi fixes at least one point, hence
M cannot have vertex pSλ,Sλq.
Corollary 3.8. Let b be a block of Hµ with vertex pSλ,Sλq, where Sλ is a fixed-point-free
parabolic subgroup of Sτ . Then b
Hn exists.









Now b occurs once as a summand of Hµ, and does not appear as a direct summand of
any HµTdiHµ for i ě 1 by Theorem 3.7, as no indecomposable summands of this have
the required vertex. Therefore b occurs exactly once in this direct sum decomposition of
Hn, so there must be a unique block of Hn which restricts to contain b.
This finally lets us state our Brauer correspondence. Note that this is not as general as
the Brauer correspondence stated in [1, Theorem 14.2], as we require Sµ to have two parts
of the required form, and need Sλ to be a fixed-point-free subgroup of Sτ . This is instead
of only requiring NSnpSλq Ď Sµ in the classical Brauer correspondence. Nevertheless as
we will show in the remainder of this chapter, all blocks have vertices satisfying this
condition, and thus it will give a complete characterisation of the vertices for the blocks
of Hn.
Theorem 3.9 (Brauer correspondence for Hecke algebras). Let n “ a ` de, with µ “
pa, deq, τ “ p1a, deq and Sλ a fixed-point-free parabolic subgroup of Sτ . Then there is a
one-to-one correspondence between blocks of Hµ with vertex pSλ,Sλq and blocks of Hn
with the same vertex.
Proof. First let b be a block ofHµ with vertex pSλ,Sλq. Then bHn exists by Corollary 3.8.
As Sλ Ď Sτ is fixed-point-free, we have NSnpSλq Ď Sµ. Hence we can use Theorem 2.24
to show that b has a Green correspondent, and by Theorem 2.25, this Green correspondent
must be bHn . This correspondence gives us that bHn has the same vertex as b, and as the
Green correspondence is a bijection, in particular the map b ÞÑ bHn must be injective.
Now let B be a block of Hn with vertex pSλ,Sλq. By Lemma 2.20, there is an
indecomposable pHµ,Hµq-bimodule N with vertex pSλ,Sλq, and N | B as pHµ,Hµq-
bimodules. Theorem 3.7 tells us that N must be a direct summand of Hµ and hence is a
block of Hµ. Therefore by Corollary 3.8, NHn exists, and by the first part of this proof,
NHn “ B. This shows us that the map b ÞÑ bHn is surjective onto blocks with vertex
pSλ,Sλq, and hence defines the required one-to-one correspondence.
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In particular, note that Brauer corresponding blocks are also Green correspondents in
the sense of Theorem 2.24.
3.1.1 Finding Brauer correspondents
Now we know they exist, we want to be able to identify the Brauer correspondent of
a given block. We begin by proving a theorem which links Brauer correspondents to
Green correspondents, similar to [1, Corollary 14.4], and to do this, denote the central
idempotent of a block b by fb.
Theorem 3.10. Let µ ( n and b a block of Hµ whose Brauer correspondent B “ bHn
exists. Let λ ( n with NSnpSλq Ď Sµ, and suppose N is an indecomposable Hµ-module
lying in b, with vertex Sλ. Then gpNq, the Green correspondent of N , lies in B.
Proof. Note first that the Green correspondent of N exists by [13, Theorem 3.6]. Thus
N bHµ Hn – gpNq ‘X,
where gpNq is indecomposable, has vertex Sλ, and the indecomposable summands of X
all have vertices that are strictly smaller than Sλ. Suppose that gpNqfB “ 0. Then:
N bHµ B “ pN bHµ HnqfB – gpNqfB ‘XfB “ XfB,
and hence each indecomposable summand of NbHµB has vertex strictly smaller than Sλ
as a Hn-module. Thus its restriction down to Hµ must also have vertices strictly smaller
than Sλ, by the Mackey formula. By the definition of Brauer correspondents, B – b‘ Y
as pHµ,Hµq-bimodules, for some pHµ,Hµq-bimodule Y . Thus as Hµ-modules:
N bHµ b | N bHµ B.
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However,
N bHµ b “ N bHµ fbHµ “ Nfb bHµ Hµ – Nfb “ N,
since N lies in the block b, so N | N bHµ B as Hµ-modules. This is a contradiction,
as the indecomposable summands of N bHµ B have vertices strictly smaller than Sλ as
Hµ-modules. Hence gpNqfB “ gpNq and so gpNq lies in the block B of Hn.
Thus searching for Green correspondents of modules in our block b gives a way to
identify bHn . We summarise this test in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.11. Let µ “ pa, deq, τ “ p1a, deq, γ ( n, and Sλ a fixed-point-free parabolic
subgroup of Sτ . Suppose Sγ Ď NSnpSγq Ď Sµ, and let b be a block of Hµ with vertex
pSλ,Sλq. If N is an indecomposable Hµ-module lying in b with vertex Sγ, and its Green
correspondent gpNq in Hn lies in B, then B “ bHn.
Proof. Theorem 3.9 guarantees that bHn exists, and by the preceding theorem, gpNq lies
in bHn .
Before concluding this section, we present one last theorem to aid us when computing
the vertex of a particular block; in effect this gives a lower bound on the possible vertex.
Theorem 3.12. Let B be a block of Hn with vertex pSλ1 ,Sλ2q, and M an indecomposable
right Hn-module that lies in B with vertex Sγ. Then Sγ ĎSn Sλ2.
Proof. As M has vertex Sγ, there exists some Hγ-module N with M | N bHγ Hn by
Lemma 2.20. Multiplying both sides by fB:
M “MfB | N bHγ HnfB “ N bHγ B.
By Higman’s criterion, B | Hn bHλ1 B bHλ2 Hn as pHn,Hnq-bimodules. By restricting
down on the left, the same holds true as pHγ,Hnq-bimodules. Combining this with our
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previous statement, as N is a Hγ-module, means that as Hn-modules:
M | N bHγ pHn bHλ1 B bHλ2 Hnq – pN bHγ pHn bHλ1 Bqq bHλ2 Hn,
by associativity. Setting V “ N bHγ pHn bHλ1 Bq, a Hλ2-module, we get
M | V bHλ2 Hn,
hence M is relatively Sλ2-projective, and thus some conjugate of Sγ lies inside Sλ2 .
3.2 Restricting Specht modules
The aim of this section is to explore the vertices of a special type of Specht module, with a
view to using them in conjunction with our test, Corollary 3.11. We start by considering
whether the Specht modules we care about are indecomposable or projective.
Lemma 3.13. Let ρ $ n be an e-core, or ρ “ p1nq. Then Sρ is an indecomposable
Hn-module.
Proof. As Sp1nq is one-dimensional, it must be indecomposable. When ρ $ n is an e-core,
we conclude with Lemma 1.11.
Proposition 3.14. If ρ $ n is an e-core, then Sρ is projective.
Proof. If ρ is an e-core, then it lies in a block of e-weight zero, which is semi-simple by [15,
Theorem 1.2], and thus all modules in this block are projective.
This means that if ρ $ a is an e-core, then Sρ b Sp1mq will be an indecomposable
HabHm-module with vertex Sλ contained in Sp1a,mq. If Sλ is a fixed-point-free subgroup
of Sp1a,mq, then by Proposition 1.7 we have NSnpSλq Ď Sa ˆ Sm. Thus Sρ b Sp1mq is
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potentially a good candidate for having a Green correspondent in Hn. The following
definition gives us somewhere to look for this Green correspondent.
Definition 3.15. Let ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρsq $ a for some positive integer a, and let m
be another positive integer and n “ a ` m. Define the extended partition ρ˜ “
pρ1, . . . , ρs, 1mq $ n and say that t P Stdpρ˜q has an m-tail if the integers ta`1, . . . , a`mu
lie in the last m rows of t. Finally define
Stdpρ,mq :“ tt P Stdpρ˜q : t has an m-tailu.
Fix n “ a`m. We have an obvious bijection between Stdpρq and Stdpρ,mq by adding
or removing the m-tail. We denote this by sending t to t˜. In fact, the following lemma is
easy to verify.
Lemma 3.16. Let ρ $ a, and t, s P Stdpρq. Then
tB s ðñ t˜B s˜.
Furthermore, if t P Stdpρ,mq, and v P Stdpρ˜q, then vB t implies v P Stdpρ,mq.
For the rest of this section we fix ρ $ a, and µ “ pa,mq ( n. The following lemma
gives an interesting Hµ-submodule of S ρ˜.
Lemma 3.17. Let Sρ,m be the vector space inside S ρ˜ spanned by basis elements mt where
t P Stdpρ,mq. Then Sρ,m is a Hµ-submodule of S ρ˜.
Proof. We show that Sρ,m is closed under multiplication by Ti, for si P Sµ. Let t P
Stdpρ,mq, so t has an m-tail, and consider mtTi. If i and i` 1 lie in the same column of
t, then we can conclude using the final part of Corollary 1.9 and Lemma 3.16.
Otherwise we split into cases, depending on whether or not i and i ` 1 are in the
same row of t. If they are in the same row, then s “ tsi is not row standard, and hence
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again by Corollary 1.9, mtTi “ qmt, and thus lies in Sρ,m. If i and i ` 1 are not in the




ms if `pdpsqq ą `pdptqq,
qms ` pq ´ 1qmt otherwise,
and so in both cases mtTi P Sρ,m.
Theorem 3.18. As Hµ-modules, Sρ,m – Sρ b Sp1mq.
Proof. Let tmt˜ : t P Stdpρqu be our standard basis of Sρ,m, and tntb ξ : t P Stdpρqu be the
basis of Sρ b Sp1mq gained from taking the standard basis of Sρ and tensoring with single
basis element ξ of Sp1mq. Define a map φ : Sρ b Sp1mq Ñ Sρ,m by nt b ξ ÞÑ mt˜ extended
linearly. To show φ is a Hµ-module isomorphism, it suffices to show that the map is a
Hµ-module homomorphism, that is:
ppnt b ξqTiqφ “ pnt b ξqφ ¨ Ti,
for all si P Sµ and t P Stdpρq.
First suppose that i and i ` 1 are in the same row of t˜. By necessity, this means
si P Sa, thus pnt b ξqTi “ ntTi b ξ, and by Corollary 1.9, ntTi “ qnt. By the same
reasoning, mt˜Ti “ qmt˜ when i and i` 1 are in the same row, and thus
ppnt b ξqTiqφ “ pnt b ξqφ ¨ Ti.
Now suppose i and i`1 are not in the same column, and are not in the same row (again
necessarily si P Sa). Similarly using Corollary 1.9, we get that ppntbξqTiqφ “ pntbξqφ¨Ti,
since s “ tsi is standard, and s˜ “ t˜si.
It remains to deal with the case where i and i ` 1 are in the same column of t˜, and
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we split into further cases based on whether si P Sa or si P Sm.
• First suppose that si P Sa. Note that when viewed as elements ofHn, we have that
mρ “ mρ˜ and Tdptq “ Tdp˜tq. So using [26, Corollary 3.21], we have that in Ha:





Now if muw is a basis element of Hˇ ρ, for u,w P Stdpλq for some λB ρ, then
muw “ mu˜w˜
is a basis element of Hˇ ρ˜ as we know that µB ρ ùñ µ˜B ρ˜. Similarly the fact that
vB t ðñ v˜B t˜ gives us that:





Thus again multiplication is the same in both modules.
• Finally when i and i` 1 both lie in the m-tail (so Tdptq commutes with Ti):
ppnt b ξqTiqφ “ pnt b pξTiqqφ “ p´nt b ξqφ “ ´mt˜.
So it suffices to show that mt˜Ti “ ´mt˜, i.e. xρTdp˜tqp1 ` Tiq P Hˇ ρ˜. Writing ρ˜ “












where ν is the composition of n given by:
ν “ pρ1, . . . , ρs, 1l`pi´aq´1, 2, 1m´pi´aq´1q.
Let λ “ pρ1, . . . , ρs, 2, 1l`m´2q, the partition of n gained by reordering ν. As xν “
mtν tν , we can apply [26, Lemma 3.10] to write mtν tν as an F -linear combination of
elements of the form muv where u, v P Stdpλq. Since λ B ρ˜, these elements lie in
Hˇ ρ˜, and hence xν P Hˇ ρ˜. By [26, Lemma 2.3], Hˇ ρ˜ is a two-sided ideal, therefore
xνTdp˜tq “ xρTdp˜tqp1` Tiq P Hˇ ρ˜. Thus in S ρ˜ we have mt˜Ti “ ´mt˜.
So in all possible cases we have shown that ppnt b ξqTiqφ “ pnt b ξqφ ¨ Ti, and hence
Sρ,m – Sρ b Sp1mq as Hµ-modules.
Recall the following version of the Littlewood–Richardson rule from [18, 13.7]. Let




pSλ b Sνq‘cpiλν ,
where the sum is over all λ $ a and ν $ m, and cpiλν are the Littlewood–Richardson
coefficients for Sn. Our ultimate goal in this section is to show that as Hµ-modules,
when ρ is an e-core, that Sρ b Sp1mq is a direct summand of S ρ˜ for any Hecke algebra,
not just the semi-simple ones. Computing the relevant Littlewood–Richardson coefficients
with [30, Theorem 4.9.4] gives us this result when Hn is semi-simple.
Lemma 3.19. Let ρ $ a an e-core and ρ˜ $ a`m as before. Then for ν $ m:
cρ˜ρν “
$’’&’’%
1 if ν “ p1mq,
0 otherwise.
We now tackle the general case.
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Theorem 3.20. Let n “ a ` m, ρ $ a an e-core, and µ “ pa,mq ( n. Then as
Hµ-modules:
Sρ b Sp1mq | S ρ˜.
Proof. Let O be the localisation of F rxs at the maximal ideal generated by px ´ qq and
K the field of fractions of O. Consider three related Hecke algebras HapK, xq, HapO, xq
and HapF, qq. As K is a field, and x has quantum characteristic zero, (and thus each
partition is its own 0-core), by [26, Corollary 2.21] HapK, xq is semi-simple. As in [8, §5],
we have an inclusion homomorphism between HapO, xq and HapK, xq, induced by the
inclusion of O into K, and a map:
¨ :HapO, xq ÑHapF, qq,
induced by x ÞÑ q. We use the notation SνK to mean the Specht module corresponding to
ν in HapK, xq, and similarly for O and F . Following the notation in [8, §5], we can define
idempotents Hb in HapK, xq, labelled by the blocks of HapF, qq (i.e. representatives of
tableaux which have the same e-core), which act as the identity on Specht modules in
that block, and zero on all the other Specht modules. As ρ is an e-core, and as such is
the only Specht module in its block, denote the idempotent corresponding to this block




SρK if ν “ ρ,
0 otherwise.
Combining this with the Littlewood–Richardson rule and Lemma 3.19:
S ρ˜KpHρ b 1q “ SρK b Sp1
mq
K .
By [8, Theorem 5.3], we know that Hb P HapO, xq for any block b of HapF, qq, (even
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though it is defined in HapK, xq). Furthermore, by [8, Theorem 5.4]:
tHb : b is a block of HapF, qqu,
is a complete set of central orthogonal primitive idempotents of HapF, qq, i.e. Hb “ fb is
the block idempotent of b. Therefore Hρ acts as the identity on SρF , and 0 on all other









pHρ b 1q Ď S ρ˜F pHρ b 1q. (3.1)
For simplicity of notation, let V “ S ρ˜KpHρb1q, a HµpK, xq-module and M “ S ρ˜OpHρb1q
a HµpO, xq-module. As O is a principal ideal domain, and M is an O-submodule of the
finite-dimensional O-module S ρ˜O, it must have a finite O-basis.
In particular, as S ρ˜O bO K – S ρ˜K as HµpK, xq-modules, and Hρ is central in both
HµpK, xq and HµpO, xq, we get that M bO K – V . Using the relevant analogue of [5,
Proposition 16.12], we get that M is a free HµpO, xq-lattice in V , as defined in [5, §16].
In particular each O-basis of M is a K-basis of V . Hence:
dimOpMq “ dimKpV q.
Note that as S ρ˜O “ S ρ˜F , and as reducing modules via the map ¨ commutes with multipli-
cation from the Hecke algebra:
M “ S ρ˜OpHρ b 1q “ S ρ˜OpHρ b 1q “ S ρ˜F pHρ b 1q.
By the discussion preceding [5, Proposition 16.16]:
dimF pMq “ dimOpMq,
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therefore:
dimF pSρF b Sp1
mq
F q “ dimKpSρK b Sp1
mq
K q “ dimKpS ρ˜KpHρ b 1qq “ dimF pS ρ˜F pHρ b 1qq.
Coupling this with (3.1) shows that SρF b Sp1
mq
F “ S ρ˜F pHρ b 1q, and hence SρF b Sp1
mq
F is a
direct summand of S ρ˜F as a Hµ-module.
As a result of this theorem, we know that if SρbSp1deq has a Green correspondent M in
Hn, then M will lie in the block Bρ,d as it is a direct summand of S ρ˜ by the module version
of Corollary 2.26. In the next two sections, dependent on characteristic, we compute both
the vertex of Sp1deq and the block containing Sρ b Sp1deq (the block Bρ,0 b BH,d) to see if
we can use this result with Corollary 3.11 to compute Brauer correspondents.
3.3 Blocks in characteristic zero
Throughout this section we will assume that the (algebraically closed) field F has char-
acteristic 0. A key type of parabolic we will need are the e-parabolic subgroups, which
are any parabolic subgroups isomorphic to a product of copies of Se. These are relevant
due to the following theorem [13, Theorem 3.1], providing a Hecke algebra analogue to
the fact from local representation theory that vertices are always p-groups.
Theorem 3.21. Let F be a field of characteristic zero. If M is a finitely generated
indecomposable Hn-module, then its vertex is an e-parabolic subgroup of Sn.
We will use this theorem to compute the vertex of blocks of Hn with empty core.
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3.3.1 Vertices of Sign Modules
We start by looking at the vertex of the sign module. By Theorem 3.21, the sign module
Sp1eq for He either has fixed-point-free vertex Se or is projective as an He-module. We
first prove a more general result about e-restricted partitions. Recall from Theorem 1.10
that the non-isomorphic irreducible modules for Hn are given by:
tDλ : λ $ n is e-restrictedu.
If λ $ n is an e-core, then it is necessarily e-restricted, and since Dλ lies in a block of
weight 0, we conclude by [15, Theorem 1.2] that Dλ is projective. The next lemma shows
the opposite is true when λ is not an e-core.
Lemma 3.22. Let λ $ n be e-restricted, but not an e-core. Then Dλ is not projective.
Proof. Note that as λ is e-restricted, Dλ is a non-zero irreducible module. Denote dµλ “
rSµ : Dλs for µ $ n, i.e. the multiplicity of Dλ as a composition factor of Sµ. Assume
that Dλ is projective, then in particular P λ “ Sλ “ Dλ, where P λ is the corresponding
projective indecomposable module. Thus rP λ : Dλs “ 1. From [26, Theorem 2.20], we
have:




as dλλ “ 1. As λ is not an e-core, it is not the only partition in its block. By [26,
Corollary 2.22], there exists another partition µ in the same block which shares a simple
composition factor with Sλ. As Sλ “ Dλ, this must be Dλ itself, and thus we’ve found a
µ ‰ λ with dµλ ě 1. Hence rP λ : Dλs ě 2 giving the required contradiction.
Corollary 3.23. Sp1eq has vertex Se as an He-module.
Proof. By Theorem 3.21, Sp1eq is either projective or has vertex Se. As Sp1
eq “ Dp1eq
since it is one-dimensional, it cannot be projective by the preceding lemma as it is not an
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e-core.
We can now extend this result to larger Hecke algebras.
Theorem 3.24. Let λ “ pedq $ de for d ě 1. Then the Hde-module Sp1deq has vertex Sλ.
Proof. Note that Sλ –śdi“1 Se, and as Hλ-modules we have
Sp1
deq – pSp1eqqbd.
The latter has vertex Sλ as a Hλ-module by repeated applications of Theorem 2.4 and
Corollary 3.23. As we know the vertex of Sp1deq is e-parabolic, it must be contained in
Sλ. By [13, Lemma 3.2], as S
p1deq is simple both as a Hn and Hλ-module, they share the
same vertex.
Corollary 3.25. Let n “ a ` de where 0 ď a ă e, and let λ “ p1a, edq. Then the
Hn-module Sp1
nq has vertex Sλ.
This follows immediately from the preceding theorem and Theorem 3.21, which lets
us immediately restrict down to Hp1a,deq. Returning to Hde, for λ “ pedq, we get a
lower bound of pSλ,Sλq on the vertex of the empty core block by Theorem 3.12 and
Proposition 2.17. We will now bound this vertex from above by showing that this block,
and in fact all of Hde, is pSλ,Sλq-projective as a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule.
3.3.2 Relative projectivity of the empty core block
Note that to preserve convention, we write our bimodule homomorphisms on the right as
well.
Theorem 3.26. Hde is relatively pSλ,Sλq-projective as a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule.
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Proof. We will show as pHde,Hdeq-bimodules that:
Hde |Hde bHλ Hde –Hde bHλ Hλ bHλ Hde.
To do this, we define pHde,Hdeq-bimodule homomorphisms ϕ :Hde ÑHde bHλHde and
ψ : Hde bHλ Hde Ñ Hde such that ϕ ˝ ψ “ 1Hde , the identity bimodule homomorphism
on Hde.
As 1b1 P ZHdebHλHdepHλq (as we can push elements ofHλ across the tensor product),
we can define:




and x P ZHdebHλHdepHdeq by Lemma 2.11. Thus we have a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule homo-
morphism ϕ :Hde ÑHde bHλ Hde given by:
h ÞÑ xh “ hx.
Now define x˜ PHde as:




By [13, Theorem 2.7], x˜ is invertible, and x˜ P ZpHdeq (again by Lemma 2.11). As
x˜ is central, so is x˜´1. Now we can define a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule homomorphism ψ :
Hde bHλ Hde ÑHde via:
ab b ÞÑ abx˜´1,
extended linearly, for a, b PHde.
Finally, we show that ϕ ˝ ψ is the identity map on Hde. Note that by the definition
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of both x and x˜, we have pxqψ “ x˜x˜´1 “ 1. Thus for h PHde:
phqϕψ “ pxhqψ “ pxqψ ¨ h “ 1 ¨ h “ h,
completing the proof.
Corollary 3.27. Let B be a block of Hde, and λ “ pedq $ de. Then B is relatively
pSλ,Sλq-projective as a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule.
At this point, we have all the machinery required to show that pSλ,Sλq is the vertex
of the empty core block of Hde when our field has characteristic zero. However, we defer
the proof to Section 3.5, where we can cover all cases on the characteristic of F at once.
3.4 Blocks in prime characteristic
Throughout this section, let F have prime characteristic p ą 0. Recall from Proposi-
tion 1.3 that when e is non-zero, then we can assume either hcfpe, pq “ 1 and q is a
primitive e-th root of unity, or e “ p and q “ 1. Given n, write n in its e-p-adic
expansion as:
n “ a´1 ` a0e` a1ep` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` atept,
where 0 ď a´1 ă e and 0 ď ai ă p, for i ě 0. If n has the above e-p-adic expansion, the
standard maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn, denoted by PpSnq, is the subgroup
corresponding to the composition:
p1a´1 , ea0 , pepqa1 , . . . , peptqatq ( n.
A general e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn corresponds to τ “ pτ1, . . . , τsq ( n which has
for each i, either τi “ 1 or τi “ epri for some ri ě 0. For a general parabolic subgroup
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Sλ, we can form its maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup PpSλq by repeating the above steps
on each component of Sλ.
When p “ 0, then we recover our previous notion of e-parabolic subgroups. Thus
it is our hope that replacing the maximal e-parabolics seen in the previous section with
maximal e-p-parabolic subgroups might allow us to achieve corresponding results in prime
characteristic.
3.4.1 Vertices of sign modules
Our first aim is to prove a lower bound for the vertex of the empty core block of Hn, and
once again we do this by considering the vertex of the sign module and using Theorem 3.12.
Let τ ( n, and define Nτ “ řwPRτ q´`pwq.
Proposition 3.28. Let τ ( n. Then Sp1nq is Sτ -projective if and only Nτ ‰ 0.
Proof. Suppose Nτ ‰ 0, so it is invertible in F . Denote the identity map on Sp1nq as a
Hn-module by 1n, and as a Hτ -module by 1τ . Let Sp1
nq be generated by the element ξ






























Now suppose that Sp1nq is Sτ -projective. Again using Higman’s criterion, there exists
aHτ -homomorphism ψ such that 1n “ Trpnqτ pψq. Since Sp1nq is an irreducibleHτ -module,
ψ “ c1τ for some c P F . Then the above calculation shows that:
1n “ Trpnqτ pc1τ q “ cNτ1n,
hence cNτ “ 1, so Nτ must be non-zero.
Therefore relative projectivity of Sp1nq relies entirely upon these Nτ . Consider the





and notice that Nτ “ apq´1q. By [23, §1.11], a “ Pn{Pτ where Pnpuq “ řwPSn u`pwq is the
Poincare´ polynomial of Sn, and Pτ puq “ řwPSτ u`pwq is the Poincare´ polynomial of Sτ .
So to check if Sp1nq is relatively Sτ -projective, we count the zeroes of Pn and Pτ at q´1.
Definition 3.29. For q a primitive e-th root of unity in F (or q “ 1 if e “ p) and
P P F rus, define zpP q to be largest integer l such that pu´ q´1ql | P puq in F rus.
This gives us the following test:
Corollary 3.30. For τ ( n, Nτ ‰ 0 if and only if zpPnq “ zpPτ q. Hence Sp1nq is
Sτ -projective if and only if zpPnq “ zpPτ q








p1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ui´1q. (3.2)
We also know that for any i





where Φd is the d-th cyclotomic polynomial. Now denote:




so that Pnpuq “śni“2Cipuq. As we can write each Pn as a product of cyclotomic polyno-
mials, we only need to compute zpΦmq for Φm involved in Pn.
Recall the notion of the resultant Rsltpf, gq of two polynomials f, g P Rrus for some
ring R, see for example [2, §2]. This has the property that Rsltpf, gq “ 0 if and only
if f and g share a common factor. Using [2, Theorems 3 and 4], we can compute the
resultant of two cyclotomic polynomials. We reproduce these results below. Without loss
of generality let m ą n ą 1. Then:
RsltpΦm,Φnq “ RsltpΦn,Φmq “
$’’&’’%
sEpnq if m{n is a power of some prime s,
1 otherwise,
where E is Euler’s totient function. This allows us to compute zpΦnq for general n.
Theorem 3.31. Let q have quantum characteristic e, and let n ą 1. Then Φnpq´1q “ 0
if and only if n “ epr for some r ě 0. In particular:
• If hcfpe, pq “ 1, then zpΦeprq “ pr ´ pr´1 for r ě 1, and zpΦeq “ 1.
• If e “ p and q “ 1, then zpΦprq “ pr ´ pr´1 for r ě 1.
Proof. First of all, if n ă e, then zpΦnq “ 0 as Φe is the smallest cyclotomic polynomial
which can be zero at q´1. Now suppose Φnpq´1q “ 0, and n ą e. Consider the resultant
of Φn with Φe. This resultant must be zero, as pu ´ q´1q is a common factor of both by
assumption. As n ą e, by the above result from [2, Theorems 3 and 4], we can only have
RsltpΦn,Φeq “ 0 in F if n{e is a power of p, i.e. n “ epr for some r ě 1. Including the
possibility when n “ e, this gives one direction of our first assertion.
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It remains to show that Φepr is zero at q
´1 for all r ě 0, and to compute zpΦnq in
these cases. Recall from [29, §1 Equations 4,5] that:
Φnppuq “
$’’&’’%
Φnpupq{Φnpuq if p - n,
Φnpupq if p | n.
When hcfpe, pq “ 1, and n “ epr for r ě 1:
Φnpuq “ Φeprpuq “ Φepr´1pupq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Φeppupr´1q “ Φepuprq{Φepupr´1q.
As F has characteristic p:
Φnpuq “ Φepuprq{Φepupr´1q “ Φepuqpr{Φepuqpr´1 “ Φepuqpr´pr´1 .
Thus as Φepq´1q “ 0, we get that Φnpq´1q “ 0. As zpΦeq “ 1 (its roots are the primitive
e-th roots of unity each with multiplicity one), we also get that zpΦnq “ pr ´ pr´1 if
n “ epr for r ě 1.
Similarly when e “ p and q “ 1 (so q “ q´1):
Φnpuq “ Φprpuq “ Φpr´1pupq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Φppupr´1q “ Φppuqpr´1 ,
so again Φprp1q “ 0, and zpΦprq “ pr´1zpΦpq “ pr ´ pr´1, since zpΦpq “ p´ 1.
3.4.2 Computing zpPnq
We begin by computing the following preliminary expressions.
Lemma 3.32. Let i ą 1.
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• If hcfpe, pq “ 1:
zpCiq “
$’’&’’%
pr if r is the largest integer such that epr | i,
0 e - i.
• If e “ p:
zpCiq “
$’’&’’%
pr ´ 1 if r is the largest integer such that pr | i,
0 p - i.
Proof. This follows from counting the number of zeroes at q´1 in the product (3.3). When
hcfpe, pq “ 1, then if e - i, we have zpCiq “ 0 as no Φepr appear in the product (3.3).
Otherwise, if r is the largest integer such that epr | i, then Φe, . . . ,Φepr are the only factors
which are zero at q´1. Thus:
zpCiq “ 1` pp´ 1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ppr ´ pr´1q “ pr.
If e “ p, then if p - i, there are no zeroes at q “ 1, otherwise we only have factors
Φp, . . . ,Φpr which are zero at q, where r is the largest integer such that p
r | i. Thus:
zpCiq “ pp´ 1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ppr ´ pr´1q “ pr ´ 1,
completing the proof.
This lets us compute zpPnq directly.








































Proof. First suppose that hcfpe, pq “ 1. Recall that Pn “ śni“2Ci, hence zpPnq “řn
i“2 zpCiq. Now each Ci contributes no zeroes if no epl divides i, or zpCiq zeroes if
it does. If it contributes zeroes, it contributes according to the largest l such that epl | i.
Hence we need to count how many times this occurs. For each l, the number of times
that epl divides n is t n
epl
u. In t n
epl`1 u of those times, we also have ep
l`1 dividing n. Hence
the total number of times l is the largest integer such that epl divides i for i “ 2, . . . , n
is t n
epl
u ´ t n
epl`1 u for 0 ď l ď r ´ 1, or t nepr u when l “ r. Summing all these occurrences
of zeroes and using the values from Lemma 3.32, gives the result as required. The case
where e “ p follows similarly using zpCprq “ pr ´ 1 instead.
For the rest of this section let n ą 1 and fix notation for its e-p-adic expansion as:
n “ a´1 ` a0e` a1ep` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` arepr,
where 0 ď a´1 ă e and 0 ď ai ă p for i “ 0, . . . , r. If e “ p, the e-p-adic expansion is just
the usual p-adic expansion, and we will simplify notation in this setting by writing
n “ b0 ` b1p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` brpr,
where 0 ď bi ă p for i “ 0, . . . , r. The previous lemma lets us compute zpPnq based on
these expansions:
Theorem 3.34. Suppose hcfpe, pq “ 1. Then:














Proof. We first deal with the case when hcfpe, pq “ 1. To get this result from Lemmas 3.32
and 3.33, we first compute t n
epl
u´ t n










“ al ` al`1p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` arpr´l ´ pal`1 ` al`2p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` arpr´l´1q,
“ pal ´ al`1q ` pal`1 ´ al`2qp` . . . par´1 ´ arqpr´l´1 ` arpr´l.





pal ´ al`1qpzpCeplq ` pzpCepl´1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` plzpCep0qq ` arpr´lzpCeplq
¯
` arpr,












pl ` 1qpal ´ al`1qpl
¯
` pr ` 1qarpr,


















pl ` 1qpl ´ lpl´1
¯
,
if we collect by the coefficients ai.

















pbi ´ bi`1qpi´l ` brpr´l.
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` brppr ´ 1q,
“ brppr ´ 1q `
r´1ÿ
l“1
`pbl ´ bl`1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pbr´1pr´1´l ´ brpr´1´lq ` brpr´l˘ ppl ´ 1q,




blppl ´ 1q `
rÿ
i“l`1















bipp´ 1qppi´1 ´ pi´1´lq
ff
.





bipp´ 1qppi´1 ´ pi´1´lq “
rÿ
l“2
























blrpl ´ 1qpl ´ lpl´1 ` 1s
¸
,





pl ´ 1` pl ´ 1qpl ´ lpl´1 ` 1˘ ,








Corollary 3.35. If hcfpe, pq “ 1 and r ě 0, then zpPeprq “ pr ` 1qpr ´ rpr´1. If e “ p
and r ě 1, then zpPprq “ rppr ´ pr´1q.
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We can use Theorem 3.34 to show that if λ is the composition with Sλ “ PpSnq,
then Sp1nq is Sλ-projective.
Proposition 3.36. Let n ą 1, and let Sλ “ PpSnq. Then Sp1nq is Sλ-projective.
Proof. We show that zpPnq “ zpPλq, and again we start by proving this when hcfpe, pq “ 1.








aipi` 1qpi ´ aiipi´1
¯
“ zpPnq.




biippi ´ pi´1q “ zpPnq.
Applying Corollary 3.30 gives the result.
So we have obtained an upper bound for the vertex of Sp1nq for general n. We now
prove the special case of the vertex of Sp1nq where n “ epr for some r ě 0, so in particular
PpSnq “ Sn. By [6, Theorem 2.9] the vertex of Sp1nq is e-p-parabolic, so these are the
only τ we need to check.
Lemma 3.37. Suppose either hcfpe, pq “ 1 and n “ epr for r ě 0, or e “ p and n “ pr
for r ą 0. Then if Sτ Ĺ Sn is an e-p-parabolic subgroup, zpPnq ą zpPτ q. Hence Sp1nq has
vertex Sn “ PpSnq.
Proof. We once again start by proving this statement when hcfpe, pq “ 1. Let Sτ be the
e-p-parabolic subgroup corresponding to the expression n “ c´1 ` c0e ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ctept for
natural numbers ci. In particular as Sτ Ĺ Sn, we have that t ă r. Then we have by
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Corollary 3.35 that:
















As n “ c´1 ` řti“0 ciepi “ epr, we get immediately that řti“0 cipi ď pr, and henceřt
i“1 cip




















ď pr ` rpp´ 1qpr´1,
“ zpPnq.
Thus if Sτ Ĺ Sn, we have Nτ is zero and the vertex of Sp1nq as an Hn-module must be
Sn “ Sepr .
Now consider when e “ p, and let Sτ be the p-parabolic subgroup corresponding
to the expression n “ c0 ` c1p ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ctpt, where again we must have t ă r. Now asřt
i“0 cip
i “ n, we have řii“1 cipi ď n “ pr and thus řii“1 cipi´1 ď pr´1. Now using our








i´1q ď pp´ 1qrpr´1 “ zpPnq,
so again we conclude that Sn “ Spr is the vertex of Sp1nq.
We now compute the vertex of Sp1nq for any n.
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Theorem 3.38. Let n ą 1. Then Sp1nq has vertex Sλ “ PpSnq as a Hn-module.
Proof. Proposition 3.36 gives Sλ as an upper bound for the vertex. Now suppose that
Sp1nq has vertex Sτ which is strictly contained in Sλ. We once again can assume that
Sτ is e-p-parabolic by [6, Theorem 2.9]. Then by Corollary 3.30, zpPnq “ zpPτ q, and in
particular zpPλq “ zpPτ q. Given λ “ pλ1, . . . , λsq, as Sτ Ĺ Sλ, there exist compositions
τ piq such that τ piq ( λi and śsi“1 Sτ piq – Sτ .
For each i, as Pλi{Pτ piq is a non-zero polynomial with coefficients in Z{pZ, we have
zpPλiq ě zpPτ piqq. As Sτ is strictly contained in Sλ, then there exists some j with
Sτ pjq Ĺ Sλj . Since S1
pλjq
is not Sτ pjq-projective by Lemma 3.37, applying Corollary 3.30
tells us that zpPλjq ą zpPτ pjqq. Thus zpPλq ą zpPτ q, giving a contradiction. Hence we
must have that Sτ cannot be strictly contained in Sλ, and thus Sλ must be the vertex
of Sp1nq as a Hn-module.
These results, in conjunction with Theorem 3.12, give pPpSdeq,PpSdeqq as a lower
bound for the vertex of the empty core block of Hde.
3.4.3 Relative projectivity of empty core blocks
Here we prove an upper bound for the vertex of blocks with empty core. We cannot fully
generalise Theorem 3.26, however we can state a similar theorem which only covers the
empty core block itself. Denote the central primitive idempotent associated to a block B
by fB, and let EndB pBq be the ring of pB,Bq-bimodule homomorphisms on B. This is a
local ring by [1, Theorem 4.2] as B is an indecomposable pB,Bq-bimodule. Furthermore,
as in the proof of [13, Lemma 2.3], EndB pBq – ZpBq, (the centre of B) and hence ZpBq
is local. Thus x P ZpBq is invertible if and only if its image x P ZpBq{JpZpBqq is non-zero
(in a local ring R, its Jacobson radical JpRq consists of all the non-units).
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As we have a canonical isomorphism θ : ZpBq{JpZpBqq Ñ F , ifM is a one-dimensional
ZpBq-module, the action of ZpBq{JpZpBqq must coincide with the action of the field.
That is, for x P ZpBq and m P M , if mx “ βm, then pxqθ “ β. Thus x is invertible in
ZpBq if and only if pxqθ “ β ‰ 0.
Denote B “ BH,d the block of Hde with empty core and e-weight d, let Sλ “ PpSdeq,
and define




As fB is central, then xB P ZpBq by Lemma 2.11.
Lemma 3.39. xB is invertible in ZpBq, and hence in B.
Proof. Take ξ, a generator of Sp1deq, the one-dimensional sign Hde-module, and compute
ξ ¨xB. As multiplication by fB is the identity map on B, using the same calculations from
the proof of Proposition 3.28 we obtain:











which is non-zero by Proposition 3.28 and Proposition 3.36. Thus by the preceding
discussion, xB is invertible in ZpBq, and hence in B.
We can now generalise the proof of Theorem 3.26 to fields of prime characteristic when
only focusing on the empty core block.
Theorem 3.40. Let B “ BH,d the empty core block of Hde, and λ ( de the composition
of de corresponding to PpSdeq. Then as pHde,Hdeq-bimodules, B | B bHλ B.
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Proof. Define a map ϕ : B Ñ B bHλ B by h ÞÑ Trpdeqλ pfB b fBqh and ψ : B bHλ B Ñ B
by ab b ÞÑ abx´1B extended linearly.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.26, both are well-defined pHde,Hdeq-bimodule homo-
morphisms, and ϕ ˝ ψ “ 1B as for h P B:
phqϕψ “ pTrpdeqλ pfB b fBqhqψ “ pTrpdeqλ pfB b fBqqψh “ xBx´1B h “ h.
Thus B is a direct summand of B bHλ B as pHde,Hdeq-bimodules.
Corollary 3.41. As a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule, B is relatively pSλ,Sλq-projective.
Proof. By definition, B |Hde as a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule, and therefore as both pHλ,Hdeq
and pHde,Hλq-bimodules as well. By the previous theorem:
B | B bHλ B |Hde bHλ B |Hde bHλ Hde –Hde bHλ Hλ bHλ Hde,
showing B is relatively pSλ,Sλq-projective.
3.5 Computing vertices of blocks
In the previous two sections, we showed that in all characteristics, the empty core block of
Hde was pSλ,Sλq-projective, where Sλ “ PpSdeq is the standard maximal e-p-parabolic
subgroup of Sde. We also found a module in that block (S
p1deq) which had vertex Sλ too.
We will first show that pSλ,Sλq is actually the vertex of this block, before applying our
Brauer correspondence from Section 3.1 to compute the vertices of all blocks.
Proposition 3.42. Let B “ BH,d be the block of Hde with empty core, and Sλ “ PpSdeq.
Then as a pHde,Hdeq-bimodule, B has no vertex strictly contained in pSλ,Sλq.
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Proof. Suppose thatB has a vertex pSτ1 ,Sτ2q Ĺ pSλ,Sλq. By Corollary 3.11, as Sp1deq lies
in this block and has vertex Sλ as a rightHde-module (by Theorem 3.24 or Theorem 3.38),
there must be some g P Sn with Sgλ Ď Sτ2 Ď Sλ, thus Sτ2 “ Sλ.
By earlier assumption, Sτ1 Ĺ Sλ. In particular, B is pSτ1 ,Snq-projective and hence
by Proposition 2.17, it is also pSτ1 ,Sτ1q-projective. This means that B has a vertex where
the second subgroup in the pair is strictly contained in Sλ. This cannot happen by the
preceding argument, so B has no vertex strictly contained within pSλ,Sλq.
Theorem 3.43 (Vertex of empty core blocks). Let b be the block of Hde with empty core
and e-weight d. Then b has vertex pSλ,Sλq where λ ( de corresponds to PpSdeq.
Proof. By Corollary 3.27 or Corollary 3.41 (depending on the characteristic), b is pSλ,Sλq-
projective, and hence has a vertex contained in pSλ,Sλq. Proposition 3.42 says b cannot
have a vertex strictly contained in pSλ,Sλq, finishing the proof.
Proposition 3.44. Let ρ be an e-core, µ “ p|ρ|, deq ( n, τ “ p1|ρ|, deq, and Sλ the
standard maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sτ . Let bρ,0 be the block of H|ρ| corresponding
to ρ, and bH,d the block of Hde with empty core. Denote b :“ bρ,0 b bH,d a block of
Hµ “H|ρ| bHde. Then b has vertex pSλ,Sλq, and thus bHn exists.
Proof. Since blocks of e-weight 0 are projective (they are semi-simple from [15, Theorem
1.2]), as a pHµ,Hµq-bimodule, b has vertex pSλ,Sλq by Theorem 3.43 and Theorem 2.4.
Then bHn exists by Theorem 3.9, as Sλ is a fixed-point-free subgroup of Sτ because
e | de.
So we have shown that there exists a block of Hn with vertex pSλ,Sλq. We now need
to identify this block, and show that all blocks can be found in this way.
Theorem 3.45 (Classification of vertices of blocks of Hecke algebras). Let ρ be an e-core,
µ “ p|ρ|, deq ( n, τ “ p1|ρ|, deq, and Sλ the standard maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of
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Sτ . Denote by B “ Bρ,d, the block ofHn with e-core ρ and e-weight d, as in Section 1.4.1.
Then B has vertex pSλ,Sλq as a pHn,Hnq-bimodule.
Proof. When d “ 0, our block is semi-simple by [15, Theorem 1.2], thus is projective and
hence has trivial vertex as required. Now suppose d ą 0.
Consider the block b “ bρ,0 b bH,d of Hµ. By the previous proposition this has vertex
pSλ,Sλq, and has a Brauer correspondent; we will show that this is Bρ,d, by applying
Corollary 3.11.
SρbSp1deq is an indecomposable module which lies in b with vertex Sλ by Theorem 3.24
or Theorem 3.38. Applying [13, Theorem 3.6], it has a Green correspondent M in Hn.
By Theorem 3.20 Sρ b Sp1eq | S ρ˜ as Hµ-modules, so applying the right-module version of
Corollary 2.26 (i.e. setting σ1 “ p1q and σ2 “ pnq), tells us that M | S ρ˜ as Hn-modules,
thus M lies in Bρ,d. As such, we conclude with Corollary 3.11 that Bρ,d “ bHn and hence
has vertex pSλ,Sλq.
Note that by Theorem 1.12, if e ą 2 this shows that S ρ˜ and Sρ b Sp1deq are Green
correspondents, as the former is indecomposable. When e “ 2, this is not necessarily the
case.
3.6 The Dipper–Du conjecture
One application of our classification of the vertices of blocks, is resolving the Dipper–
Du conjecture, first stated as [6, Conjecture 1.9]. This was shown to be true for Young
modules in [6, §5], for fields of characteristic zero in [13, Theorem 3.1], and in blocks of
e-weight 1 in [31, Theorem 18.1.13]. Note that in [22], a supposed counter-example was
given to this conjecture when p “ 2 and e “ 3. Here, an indecomposableH3-module M is
found, which is Hp2,1q-projective as a H3-module. However, as Hp2,1q is semi-simple when
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e “ 3, M is a projective Hp2,1q-module, and hence by Corollary 2.2, is projective as a H3-
module. This contradicts the earlier statement in [22] that M could not be projective [22,
Theorem 2.2 Part (2)]. We are able to use our classification to prove this conjecture:
Theorem 3.46 (Dipper–Du conjecture). Let F be an (algebraically closed) field of char-
acteristic p ą 0, n P N, and q P Fˆ with quantum characteristic e ą 0. Then the vertices
of indecomposable Hn-modules are e-p-parabolic.
Proof. Let M be an indecomposable (right) Hn-module with vertex Sτ , where τ “
pτ1, . . . , τsq ( n. By [13, Lemma 3.2], there is an indecomposable Hτ -module N such
that M | N bHτ Hn and N has vertex Sτ . As N is indecomposable, N must belong to a
block b of Hτ , with
b “ bρ1,d1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bρs,ds ,
where bρi,di is the block of Hτi corresponding to some e-core ρi and e-weight di. By
Theorem 3.45, b has vertex pSλ,Sλq where Sλ – Sλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSλs , and:
Sλi “ PpSp1|ρi|q ˆSdieq Ď Sτi .
As N lies in the block b, by Theorem 3.12 we get Sτ ĎSτ Sλ, and thus Sλ “ Sτ . In
particular, for each i, we get Sλi “ Sτi .
Therefore each pτiq ( τi is an e-p-parabolic composition, so either τi “ epr for some




VERTICES OF SPECHT MODULES
Now we have proved the Dipper–Du conjecture, we can use this powerful tool to compute
the vertices of some indecomposable modules. These simple corollaries follow immediately
from the conjecture using Higman’s criterion:
Corollary 4.1. Suppose λ, µ ( n with Sλ Ď Sµ, and Sτ “ PpSλq. Then any indecom-
posable Hµ-module that is Sλ-projective is also Sτ -projective.
Proof. As the maximal e-p-parabolic of Sλ, a conjugate of every e-p-parabolic subgroup
of Sλ is contained in Sτ . Thus as the vertex is e-p-parabolic, we conclude using the
transitivity of induction.
Corollary 4.2 (Dipper–Du for relative traces). Let M be a Sλ-projective Hn-module for
λ ( n and let Sτ “ PpSλq. Then for any φ P EndHλ pMq, there exists ψ P EndHτ pMq
with Trnλpφq “ Trnτ pψq.
Proof. By the previous corollary, M is Sτ -projective as aHλ-module. Higman’s criterion
then gives ψ P EndHτ pMq with Trλτ pψq “ φ, and we conclude using the transitivity of
relative traces.
These corollaries let us immediately push down to the maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup
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when considering relative projectivity from either point of view.
In this chapter, we will begin by applying the Dipper–Du conjecture to compute the
vertices of Specht modules forHn where n ď e. By the following corollary to Lemma 1.11,
we know that all of these Specht modules are indecomposable.
Corollary 4.3. Let n ď e and λ $ n. Then Sλ is an indecomposable Hn-module.
Proof. As n ď e, all partitions of n are e-restricted except for peq $ e, the trivial partition.
As Speq is one-dimensional, it is indecomposable as well.
Alternatively we could use Theorem 1.12 when e ‰ 2, and in the case where e “ 2,
then all Specht modules for both H1 and H2 are one-dimensional.
When n ă e, either by the Dipper–Du conjecture or the fact that Hn is semi-simple,
all Specht modules are projective. Thus the first interesting case occurs when n “ e,
where we now know that the vertices of indecomposable modules are either trivial, or Se.
After considering Specht modules for Se, we proceed to compute the vertex of Specht
modules corresponding to hook partitions when e - n.
4.1 Vertices of Specht modules when n “ e
Partitions λ $ e can be categorised in one of two ways. Either λ is an e-core, or λ is an
e-hook. In the first case, by our classification of the vertex of blocks, we get that Sλ is
projective. Thus it is the latter case that we will focus on. We begin by setting up some
notation.
For n ě 1, and 1 ď r ď n define γr,n “ pr, 1n´rq $ n. In this section we will show
the vertex of Sγi,e is Se for all 1 ď i ď e. Note that for i “ 1 and i “ e, these cases
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have already been proved (either by [6, Theorem 5.8] for the trivial module Sγe,e and
Corollary 3.23 or Lemma 3.37 for the sign module Sγ1,e depending on the characteristic
of F ). As such, throughout the rest of this section we will assume that 1 ă i ă e. In
addition we assume e ą 2 as the first e with non-trivial hooks is e “ 3.
The main proposition we will use to compute these vertices is as follows:
Proposition 4.4. Let M be an indecomposable He-module. Then M is projective as a
He-module if and only if M is Se´1-projective as a He-module.
Proof. The forward direction follows from transitivity of induction; if M is projective
as a He-module, it is also projective for any parabolic subgroup containing the trivial
subgroup, thus is Se´1-projective.
For the other direction, as He´1 is semi-simple, M is a projective He´1-module. Thus
by Corollary 2.2, M is projective as a He-module.
We also have the following fact about the endomorphism rings of these modules,
from [19, Corollary 2.61] (since when 1 ď i ď e´ 1, Sγi,e is e-restricted).
Lemma 4.5. Let λ $ n be e-restricted. Then EndHnpSλq – F .
As He´1 is semi-simple, we can apply the branching rule from [26, Proposition 6.1,
Corollary 6.2]:
Sγi,e – Sγi,e´1 ‘ Sγi´1,e´1 , (4.1)
as He´1-modules, writing Sγi,e as the sum of two irreducible, non-isomorphic He´1-
modules. Combining this with the previous lemma, tells us that EndHe´1pSγi,eq is two-
dimensional, and EndHepSγi,eq is one-dimensional. Thus by taking relative traces of a basis
of EndHe´1pSγi,eq at a non-zero point, we can show using Higman’s criterion whether Sγi,e
is Se´1-projective as a He-module or not.
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4.1.1 Multiplication in Sγi,e
Recall that Sγi,e has a basis tmt : t P Stdpγi,equ. Denote for 0 ď j ď e´ i the tableau:
ti`j “
1 2 i´ 1 i` j
i
i` j ´ 1
i` j ` 1
e
and set mi`j “ mti`j . Note that tγi,e “ ti. To compute mi`jTk we use Corollary 1.9,
which gives explicit formulae when k and k ` 1 are not both in the first column. To deal
with this case, we need the following corollary to [26, Lemma 3.17] which gives an explicit
formula in this last case.
Lemma 4.6. Let λ $ n, and t P Stdpλq with k and k`1 in the same column. Then there
exists some Garnir tableau g, and an element w P Sn with `pdptskqq “ `pdpgqq ` `pwq,
the property that tsk “ gw, and a unique h P Stdpλq with g “ hs for some elementary
transposition s. Then in the Specht module Sλ:




Proof. The proof of [26, Lemma 3.17] guarantees the existence of g, w, h and s satisfying
the conditions of this theorem. Taking s “ tλ in that proof, gives us that in Hn:




where h P mµHn for some µ ą λ. Thus h P Hˇλ and taking the quotient to get an
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expression in the Specht module:




Proposition 4.7. Let 0 ď j ď e´ i, and either k ą i` j or i ď k ă i` j ´ 1. Then:
mi`jTk “ ´mi`j.
Proof. First of all note that our conditions on k mean that both k and k ` 1 are in the
first column of ti`j, thus we can apply Lemma 4.6. We claim that the required Garnir
tableau is the tableau where the entries in the rows that k and k ` 1 occupy in ti`j are
swapped. Let k lie in row l´ i` 1 of ti`j. Then g “ tisl. This is a Garnir tableau by the
definition in [26, §3.2].
If ti`jsk “ gw, then as dpti`jq “ si¨ ¨¨si`j´1, this means we will have w “ slsi¨ ¨¨si`j´1sk.
We split on cases to show that `pdptskqq “ `pdpgqq ` `pwq.
When k ą i` j, then we have l “ k, and since sk commutes with si¨ ¨¨si`j´1:
w “ sksi¨ ¨¨si`j´1sk “ si¨ ¨¨si`j´1s2k “ si¨ ¨¨si`j´1 “ dpti`jq.
Thus `pdpti`jskqq “ 1` `pdpti`jqq “ `pgq ` `pwq.
If i ď k ă i` j ´ 1, then l “ k ` 1. Then:
w “ sk`1si¨ ¨¨si`j´1sk “ si¨ ¨¨sk´1sk`1sksk`1sksk`2¨ ¨¨si`j´1,
“ si¨ ¨¨sk´1sksk`1s2ksk`2¨ ¨¨si`j´1 “ si¨ ¨¨si`j´1 “ dpti`jq.
As in the previous case, `pdpti`jskqq “ `pgq ` `pwq as required. Thus in all cases we get
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that w “ dpti`jq, and h “ ti. Applying the previous lemma:
mti`jTk “ ´miTdpti`jq “ ´mi`j,
as the standard tableau ti is maximal in Stdpγi,eq with respect to the dominance ordering.
Now define the following element of He:
Di :“ 1` Ti´1 ` Ti´1Ti´2 ` ¨¨¨ ` Ti´1¨ ¨¨T1.
When considering relative traces from He´1 to He, the following calculation will be
crucial.
Proposition 4.8. Let 1 ď j ď e´ i. Then miDi “ p1` q ` ¨¨¨ ` qi´1qmi, and mi`jDi “
p´1qjmi.
Proof. The first statement follows as each Tk acts as q on mi when k ă i.
We briefly set up some more notation. For k ď i, j ě 1, denote by mki`j the basis
element corresponding to the following tableau.
1 2 k ´ 1 k ` 1 i i` j
k
i` 1
i` j ´ 1
i` j ` 1
e
Then as dpti`jq “ si¨ ¨¨si`j´1, whenever we multiply by an element si´1¨ ¨¨sk for 1 ď k ď
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i ´ 1, (taking us from mi`j to mki`j) we are increasing the length of the group element.
Thus by Corollary 1.9:
mi`jDi “ mi`j `mi´1i`j ` ¨¨¨ `m2i`j `m2i`jT1.
We now need to evaluate the final term. Here we need g, the Garnir tableau with first
row t2, . . . , i ` 1u, 1 in the second row, and the rest of the elements as in tγi,e . The
corresponding w is w “ si`1¨ ¨¨si`j´1, and h is given by the tableau corresponding to
m2i`1. Thus applying Lemma 4.6:




All the tableau that dominate m2i`1 are either the standard tableau or mki`1 for 2 ă k ď i.
Now mki`1Tw “ mki`j and miTw “ p´1qj´1mi by Proposition 4.7. Bringing everything
together:








As mi`j “ mii`j most of the terms in this expression cancel giving:
mi`jDi “ ´miTw “ ´p´1qj´1mi “ p´1qjmi.
4.1.2 Finding a basis of EndHe´1pSγi,eq
We showed previously that EndHe´1pSγi,eq is two-dimensional. In addition, a basis is given
by the identity map, and projection onto one of the simple modules in the decomposition
(4.1). Take mi, the basis element corresponding to the standard tableau. Note that mi
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generates Sγi,e as aHe-module. Now miHe´1 has a nice description in terms of our basis:
miHe´1 “ xmt : e is in the bottom box of ty.
Furthermore, miHe´1 – Sγi,e´1 as He´1-modules, so we have a nice description of one
of our indecomposable direct summands. To describe the other summand, we need the
following. Define:




This element is going to be the key to our projection map.
Theorem 4.9. As He´1-modules:
Sγi,e “MeHe´1 ‘miHe´1.
Before we prove this, we show how Me behaves under multiplication by Tj.
Proposition 4.10. If 1 ď j ă i ´ 1, then MeTj “ qMe. If i ď j ă e ´ 1, then
MeTj “ ´Me.
Proof. First consider when 1 ď j ă i ´ 1. Then for any l ě 0, mi`lTj “ qmi`1. Thus
MeTj “ qMe as required.
Now suppose 0 ď j ă e´ i´ 1 and consider MeTi`j.




Note that by our previous multiplication rules, if k ‰ j, j ` 1, then mi`kTi`j “ ´mi`k.
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Therefore:






` p´qqe´i´jmi`j`1 ` qp´qqe´i´j´1mi`j ` pq ´ 1qp´qqe´i´j´1mi`j`1,
“ ´Me.
Proof of Theorem 4.9. We begin by showing that MeHe´1 ‰ Sγi,e . Due to the above
multiplication rules, if µ “ pi´ 1, e´ iq, then we have:
MeHe´1 “ xMeTw : w P Re´1µ yF .
Now |Re´1µ | “ pe´1i´1q “ | Stdpγi,eq| “ dimSγi,e . If MeHe´1 “ Sγi,e , then tMeTw : w P Re´1µ u
is a linearly independent set. However:

























1` qe´i ` ¨¨¨ ` qe´1 ` qe´i´1 ` ¨¨¨ ` q˘ ,
“ 0,
as q is a primitive e-th root of unity. Thus as Di P xTw : w P Re´1µ yF by Proposition 1.4,
MeHe´1 is a proper He´1-submodule of Sγi,e .
As Me R miHe´1 (e does not appear in the bottom box of the tableau corresponding to
me), then MeHe´1XmiHe´1 is a proper submodule of miHe´1. Since miHe´1 – Sγi,e´1 as
He´1-modules, it is indecomposable, hence irreducible as He´1 is semi-simple. Therefore
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this intersection is zero. Thus we have:
miHe´1 `MeHe´1 “ miHe´1 ‘MeHe´1 Ď Sγi,e .
Comparing to (4.1) with the Krull–Schmidt theorem tells us that we must have equality
here, as Sγi,e has only two summands in its direct sum decomposition as a He´1-module.
Note that this also shows that MeHe´1 – Sγi´1,e´1 .










We now begin to compute the relative trace fromHe´1 toHe of both 1 (the identity map
on Sγi,e) and pi. By applying Proposition 1.4:
Rpe´1,1q “ t1u Y tse´1¨ ¨¨sj : j “ 1, . . . , e´ 1u,
hence for f P EndHe´1pSγi,eq and x P Sγi,e :






We now start computing this trace for some special f at mi.












Proof. We start computing the trace, splitting the sum around i:



































Using the fact that pmiqf “ mi:


























We show that for both f “ 1 and f “ pi, that pmiqTree´1pfq “ 0. Note that both
of these maps have pmiqf “ mi as required in the previous proposition. Thus to fully




Proof. We start by computing meTe´1¨ ¨¨TiDi:
meTe´1¨ ¨¨TiDi “ pqme´1 ` pq ´ 1qmeqTe´2¨ ¨¨TiDi,
“ pq2me´2 ` qpq ´ 1qme´1 ´ pq ´ 1qmeqTe´3¨ ¨¨TiDi,
...
“ pqe´imi ´ pq ´ 1qqe´i´1mi`1 ` ¨¨¨ ` p´1qe´i´1pq ´ 1qmeqDi,
as multiplication by these terms either decrease the length but keep us standard (so we are
using Corollary 1.9), or we are swapping numbers that lie in the first column (contributing
a minus sign by Proposition 4.7). Continuing using Proposition 4.8:
























1` ¨¨¨ ` qi´1 ` 1
q











Now using the fact that q is an e-th root of unity (so for example 1
q
“ qe´1):
meTe´1¨ ¨¨TiDi “ qe´i
ˆ



































































. First of all note that
for j ě 1:




















































































We can now compute the vertex of Sγi,e .
Theorem 4.15. Let 1 ď i ď e. Then Sγi,e has vertex Se as a He-module.
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Proof. As 1 and pi are linearly independent, and EndHe´1pSγi,eq is two-dimensional, we’ve
shown that when we evaluate the trace of any He´1-endomorphism at mi, we get 0.
Thus as EndHepSγi,eq is one-dimensional by Lemma 4.5, this means the trace of all He´1-
endomorphisms are the zero map, so Sγi,e is not Se´1-projective as a He-module. Ap-
plying Proposition 4.4, means that Sγi,e is not a projective He-module, and thus by the
Dipper–Du conjecture has vertex Se.
An alternative proof is given by appealing to the known decomposition numbers for
blocks of weight one. If Sγi,e is projective, then rP γi,e : Dγi,es “ rSγi,e : Dγi,es “ dγi,eγi,e “ 1.
However, from [26, §6.4 Rule 13] we have dγi`1,eγi,e “ 1 so by [26, Theorem 2.20]:
rP γi,e : Dγi,es “
ÿ
µ$n
d2µγi,e ě d2γi,eγi,e ` d2γi`1,eγi,e “ 2,
giving a contradiction. Thus Sγi,e cannot be projective, and applying Theorem 3.46 means
that it must have vertex Se.
4.2 Vertices of hook Specht modules
Having computed the vertex of “small” hook Specht modules in the previous section,
we use the relatively (compared to other Specht modules) nice multiplication rules for
these modules to examine relative projectivity for hook Specht modules when n ą e.
Throughout the rest of this chapter, we continue to assume e ą 2. In the symmetric
group case, when p - n, we have from [35, Theorem 2]:
Theorem 4.16. Suppose p - n and assume that Sγr,n is indecomposable (i.e. p ‰ 2). Then
the vertex of Sγr,n is a Sylow p-subgroup of Sr´1 ˆSn´r.
Ideally we want a corresponding result for Hecke algebras, which hopefully will replace
the phrase “Sylow p-subgroup” with “maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup”.
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When e - n, the maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn is contained in Sp1,n´1q. If M
is an indecomposable Hn-module, then by Theorem 3.46 and Corollary 4.1, M is rela-
tively PpSnq-projective, and hence has a vertex contained in Sp1,n´1q. Thus by Higman’s
criterion and the definition of vertex:
Lemma 4.17. Suppose e - n and M is an indecomposable Hn-module. Then M is
Sp1,n´1q-projective and:
M |M bHp1,n´1q Hn.
Fix 1 ă r ă n, so γr,n is a non-trivial hook partition. By applying Corollary 1.9,
Lemma 4.6, and the calculations from the proof of Proposition 4.7, we have the following
multiplication table for Sγr,n as a Hp1,n´1q-module. Let t P Stdpγr,nq and i ě 2. Note that
in this setup, tsi is standard if and only if one of i and i` 1 lies in the first row, and the
other lies in the first column, thus the following provides a complete multiplication table.
mtTi “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
qmt if i, i` 1 are in the first row of t,
´mt if i, i` 1 are in the first column of t,
mtsi if tsi is standard and `pdptqq ă `pdptsiqq,
pq ´ 1qmt ` qmtsi if tsi is standard and `pdptqq ą `pdptsiqq.
(4.2)
Let θ “ p1, r ´ 1, n´ rq. Denote by Nr the following one-dimensional Hθ-module:
Nr :“ Sp1q b Spr´1q b Sp1n´rq,
isomorphic to the trivial module for Hr´1 tensored with the sign module for Hn´r. Fix




This has a basis indexed by  b Tw where w P Rp1,n´1qθ . These w can be described,
similarly to Proposition 1.4, by w P Sn such that tθw is row standard, and p1qw “ 1
(so w P Sp1,n´1q). Multiplication rules in this induced module are given by the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.18. Let w P Rp1,n´1qθ and i ě 2. Then:
pb TwqTi “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
qpb Twq if i and i` 1 lie in the second row of tθw,
´pb Twq if i and i` 1 lie in the third row of tθw,
pb Twq if wsi P Rp1,n´1qθ and `pwq ă `pwsiq,
pq ´ 1qpb Twq ` qpb Twsiq if wsi P Rp1,n´1qθ and `pwq ą `pwsiq.
Proof. First of all, this is a full multiplication table for Nr bHθ Hp1,n´1q as the first
two cases cover all possibilities where wsi R Rp1,n´1qθ and the second two cases consider
all cases when wsi P Rp1,n´1qθ . The latter two cases follow immediately from the usual
multiplication rules for Hp1,n´1q, so we focus on the case where wsi R Rp1,n´1qθ .
For tθwsi to not be row standard, either i and i` 1 both lie in the second row of tθw,
or both lie in the third row (they cannot be in the first row as this only has one box). By
Lemma 1.6, there exists a unique sj P Sθ with TwTi “ TjTw, so  b TwTi “ Tj b Tw. In
particular, this j is given by piqw´1, as the fact that pjqw “ i and pj ` 1qw “ i` 1 (since
i and i` 1 must be adjacent in tθw) means that sjw “ wsi.
Thus if i and i` 1 lie in the second row of tθw, then j ă r and if i and i` 1 lie in the
third row, then j ą r. We can now conclude using the action of Hp1,n´1q on .
We draw attention to the similarities between the multiplication tables in (4.2) and
Proposition 4.18. In fact as Hp1,n´1q-modules, Sγr,n and Nr bHθ Hp1,n´1q are isomorphic.
Theorem 4.19. As Hp1,n´1q-modules, Sγr,n – Nr bHθ Hp1,n´1q.
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Proof. Define a map φ : Sγr,n Ñ Nr bHθ Hp1,n´1q on basis elements of Sγr,n by:
mt ÞÑ b Tdptq.
We first show this map is a bijection between our two bases, that is t P Stdpγr,nq if and
only if dptq P Rp1,n´1qθ . The following construction taking a Young diagram of shape γr,n to
a Young diagram of shape θ gives a bijection between tableaux of shape γr,n and tableaux
of shape θ.
ÐÑ ÐÑ ÐÑ
i.e. the first row of rγr,ns (without its first box) becomes the second row of rθs and the
first column of rγr,ns (again without its first box) becomes the third row of rθs.
Suppose t P Stdpγr,nq and let w “ dptq. In particular, we must have 1 in the first box
of t, so w P Sp1,n´1q. As t is standard, the numbers increase along the first row and down
the first column, so p2qw ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă prqw and pr ` 1qw ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pnqw. These are the entries
in the second and third rows of tθw respectively, and thus tθw is a row standard tableaux
of shape θ, with 1 in the first row. Therefore w P Rp1,n´1qθ . As this construction gives a
bijection between standard γr,n-tableaux and row standard θ-tableaux with 1 in the first
row, φ is a bijection between our two bases, and thus is a vector space isomorphism.
It remains to show that φ is a Hp1,n´1q-module homomorphism. Suppose t P Stdpγr,nq
and i ě 2. Then i and i ` 1 lie in the first row of t if and only if i and i ` 1 lie in the
second row of tθdptq. Similarly i and i ` 1 lie in the first column of t if and only if i and
i`1 lie in the third row of tθdptq. Finally as tsi is standard if and only if dptqsi P Rp1,n´1qθ ,
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we conclude by comparing the tables from (4.2) and Proposition 4.18.
We can use this isomorphism to examine relative projectivity of Sγr,n when e - n.
Corollary 4.20. Suppose e - n. As a Hn-module, Sγr,n is Sθ-projective.
Proof. As Hp1,n´1q-modules Sγr,n – Nr bHθ Hp1,n´1q. Inducing up to Hn:
Sγr,n bHp1,n´1q Hn – Nr bHθ Hn. (4.3)
By Lemma 4.17, Sγr,n is isomorphic to a direct summand of Sγr,n bHp1,n´1qHn. Therefore
by the isomorphism (4.3):
Sγr,n | Nr bHθ Hn,
and thus Sγr,n is Sθ-projective as a Hn-module.
So when e - n, we have an upper bound of PpSθq for the vertex of Sγr,n , by Corol-
lary 4.1. We now use Nr to bound the vertex from below.
Lemma 4.21. As Hθ-modules, Nr | Sγr,n.
Proof. By (4.2) we can see that Fmtγr,n is a one-dimensional Hθ-submodule of Sγr,n that
is isomorphic to Nr. It remains to show that this submodule is a direct summand.
We do this by showing that for any t P Stdpγr,nq with t ‰ tγr,n , that tγr,n does not
appear with a non-zero coefficient when writing mtTi in the standard basis, for any si P Sθ.
Again by (4.2) this can only happen if tsi “ tγr,n , i.e. tγr,nsi “ t. The only si P Sn with
tγr,nsi standard is sr, which as sr R Sθ, completes the proof.
We can now proceed using the Mackey formula to show that when e - n, the vertex of
Sγr,n is PpSθq. This gives a version of Theorem 4.16 for Hecke algebras.
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Theorem 4.22. Suppose e - n and 1 ă r ă n. Then the vertex of Sγr,n as a Hn-module
is the maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sr´1 ˆSn´r.
Proof. As before, let θ “ p1, r ´ 1, n´ rq, so Sθ – Sr´1 ˆSn´r. By Corollary 4.20 Sγr,n
is Sθ-projective, thus by Corollary 4.1, it is also PpSθq-projective, and we can choose a
vertex Sλ of S
γr,n with Sλ Ď PpSθq.
By Higman’s criterion, Sγr,n | Sγr,n bHλ Hn, and thus restricting both sides down to
Hθ using the Mackey formula and the previous lemma:
Nr | Sγr,n |
à
dPDλ,θ
pSγr,n bHλ Tdq bHνpdq Hθ,
where as usual, Sνpdq “ Sdλ XSθ. Therefore there exists d P Dλ,θ and some Hθ-module
X with:
Nr | X bHνpdq Hθ,
hence Nr is Sνpdq-projective as a Hθ-module. Now we know Nr has vertex PpSθq as
we know the vertices of both the trivial and sign modules (from Theorem 3.38 and
Corollary 3.25 for the sign module, and using Theorem 2.9 for the trivial module), so
PpSθq ĎSθ Sνpdq Ď Sdλ. Thus we have:
PpSθq ĎSn Sλ Ď PpSθq,
meaning that Sλ “Sn PpSθq, and thus is a vertex of Sγr,n as a Hn-module.
Therefore if e - n, we can combine this result with our known vertices of the sign and
trivial module to get the vertex of Sγr,n for any 1 ď r ď n.
When e | n, little is known about the vertices of Sγr,n . In the symmetric group (thus
we are considering when p | n), we can lower bound the vertex using [16, Theorem A] to
show that a Sylow p-subgroup of Sr´1 ˆ Sn´r has a conjugate contained in the vertex.
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This is proved using Broue´’s result [3, (1.3)], however we cannot use our Hecke algebra
version (Theorem 2.16) due to the bound being generated by subgroups which aren’t
standard parabolics.
In fact this bound does not look to be attained generally if p | n. By [17, Theorem
1.2], when k ” 1 mod p and k ı 1 mod p2, then the vertex of Spkp´p,1pq is a Sylow
p-subgroup of Skp. For example, take p “ 3 and k “ 4. Then the Sylow 3-subgroup of
S12 has order 3
5, whereas the Sylow 3-subgroup of S8 ˆ S3 has order 33, so is strictly
contained in the vertex.
In the next section we consider an alternative way of finding Sγr,n as a direct summand
of an induced module in the hopes that it might shed some more light on the situation
when e | n.
4.3 An alternative approach to hook Specht modules
Once again fix 1 ă r ă n and now let µ “ pn´ r ` 1, r ´ 1q ( n. The aim of this section
is to see under what conditions Sγr,n is a direct summand of the sign module for Hn´r`1
tensored with the trivial module forHr´1 induced fromHµ up toHn, i.e. we will identify
the conditions under which:
Sγr,n | pSp1n´r`1q b Spr´1qq bHµ Hn. (4.4)
Hopefully “twisting” and finding Sγr,n as a direct summand in this way may help us explore
the case when e | n, as this fixed-point-free setup allows us to avoid using Lemma 4.17.
To simplify notation, let Nr,n “ pSp1n´r`1q b Spr´1qq, a Hµ-module. As before, we
begin by describing bases of the two modules in (4.4). We use the previously given
multiplication table for Sγr,n from (4.2) when multiplying by Ti for i ě 2. When i “ 1,
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then for t P Stdpγr,nq, either 2 lies in the first row of t and mtT1 “ qmt, or 2 lies in the
first column and mtT1 can be computed via Lemma 4.6 and the other rules.
We will denote a basis of Nr,n bHµ Hn as: tnw : w P Rµu, where nw “ κ b Tw for a
fixed generator κ of Nr,n. Rules for multiplication in this induced module are proved in
the same way as Proposition 4.18, and thus we omit the proof.
Proposition 4.23. Let w P Rnµ, and i P t1, . . . , n´ 1u. Then:
nwTi “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
qnw if i and i` 1 are in the bottom row of tµw,
´nw if i and i` 1 are in the top row of tµw,
nwsi if wsi P Rµ and `pwq ă `pwsiq,
pq ´ 1qnw ` qnwsi if wsi P Rµ and `pwq ą `pwsiq.
We proceed by searching for all Hn-homomorphisms between Sγr,n and Nr,n bHµHn.
4.3.1 An inclusion map Φ
We start by defining an inclusion map from Sγr,n into Nr,n bHµ Hn. First of all we show
that if such a map exists, then it is unique up to scalar. To do this, we need the following
coset representatives. For i P t1, . . . , ru let wi be the element of Rµ such that:
tµwi “ i r ` 1 n
1 i´ 1 i` 1 r
and denote ni :“ nwi .
Theorem 4.24. Suppose φ : Sγr,n Ñ Nr,nbHµHn is a Hn-module homomorphism. Then
(after scaling if necessary):
pmtγr,n qφ “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nr.
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Proof. Suppose that pmtγr,n qφ “ řw awnw for aw P F . Then for 1 ď i ă r, we have that




















Comparing coefficients tells us that if i and i`1 lie in the top row of tµw, for any 1 ď i ă r,
then aw “ 0. Similarly, if i is in one row and i` 1 is in the other, then again comparing
coefficients, we have aw “ awsi , i.e. swapping i and i ` 1 means the coefficient has to be
the same.
Now if we have 1 ď i ă j ď r in the top row of tµw, with i in the box next to j (so no
other numbers from t1, . . . , ru are between i and j), then we have:
aw “ awsj´1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ awsj´1...si`1 .
Now tµwsj´1 . . . si`1 has both i and i ` 1 in the top row, and therefore awsj´1...si`1 “ 0.











As Sγr,n is generated by mtγr,n as a Hn-module, this theorem shows that if there
exists a Hn-homomorphism φ : Sγr,n Ñ Nr,n bHµ Hn, then it is unique up to scalar.
We still have to show that this actually does give a Hn-module homomorphism, i.e.
HomHnpSγr,n ,Nr,nbHµHnq ‰ 0. To do this, we will use the following theorem [7, Theorem
2.6]:
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Theorem 4.25 (Nakayama relation). Let λ ( n. Suppose N is a Hλ-module, and M is
a Hn-module. Then:
HomHλpM,Nq – HomHnpM,N bHλ Hnq.





We begin by exhibiting a Hµ-module homomorphism from Sγr,n to Nr,n.
Lemma 4.26. Denote by tγr,n the standard γr,n-tableau with 1, . . . , n ´ r ` 1 in the first




is a Hµ-module homomorphism.
Proof. To begin, we see for which t and i does mtγr,n appear with a non-zero coefficient
when writing mtTi in the standard basis. Clearly it appears if t “ tγr,n , and the only other
case that can appear is if t “ tγr,nsn´r`1 and i “ n´ r ` 1, thus this case does not come
up as sn´r`1 R Sµ.
Therefore for si P Sµ, we have př atmtTiqθ “ patγr,nmtγr,nTiqθ, so it suffices to show
that pmtγr,nTiqθ “ pmtγr,n qθTi. We split into cases on i:
• If i “ 1, then:
pmtγr,nT1qθ “ p´mtγr,n `
ÿ
vBt
rvmvqθ “ ´κ “ κ ¨ T1 “ pmtγr,n qθT1.
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• If 1 ă i ă n´ r ` 1:
pmtγr,nTiqθ “ p´mtγr,n qθ “ ´κ “ κ ¨ Ti “ pmtγr,n qθTi.
• Finally if i ą n´ r ` 1:
pmtγr,nTiqθ “ pqmtγr,n qθ “ qκ “ κ ¨ Ti “ pmtγr,n qθTi.
Thus θ does define a Hµ-module homomorphism.
Corollary 4.27. The vector space homomorphism Φ : Sγr,n Ñ Nr,n bHµ Hn defined by:
pmtqΦ “ pn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nrqTdptq,
extended linearly, is a Hn-homomorphism.
Proof. Applying Theorem 4.25 gives us as vector spaces:
HomHnpSγr,n ,Nr,n bHµ Hnq – HomHµpSγr,n ,Nr,nq.
The previous lemma tells us that the latter is at least one-dimensional, thus there exists a
non-zero Hn-homomorphism from Sγr,n to Nr,n bHµ Hn. Theorem 4.24 tells us that any
such map must agree with Φ on mtγr,n , thus Φ is a Hn-homomorphism as mt “ mtγr,nTdptq
for any t P Stdpγr,nq.
Therefore we have a unique (up to scalar)Hn-homomorphism Φ : Sγr,n Ñ Nr,nbHµHn.
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4.3.2 A surjective map Ψ
We now attempt to find allHn-module homomorphisms ψ : Nr,nbHµHn Ñ Sγr,n . Before
doing this, we need to make note of some special tableaux in Stdpγr,nq.
For 2 ď i ď r and r ` 1 ď j ď n define ti,j to be the tableau:
ti,j “






i.e. has i missing from the top row, and j at the end of the top row. Denote mi,j “ mti,j .
Lemma 4.28. Let ψ : Nr,nbHµHn Ñ Sγr,n be a Hn-module homomorphism. Then there
exist a, b P F with:






Proof. As in Theorem 4.24, we suppose pn1qψ “ řtPStdpγr,nq atmt and look for relations
between the coefficients.
















patmtsi ` atsipq ´ 1qmtsi ` atsiqmtq .
As in the proof of Theorem 4.24, for 2 ď i ă r, as n1Ti “ qn1, then by comparing
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coefficients, if both i and i`1 are in the first column, then at “ 0, and if one of i and i`1
is in the first row, and the other in the first column, then at “ atsi . Note that this means
that ati,j “ ati`1,j . Similarly for r ` 1 ď i, we have if both i and i` 1 are in the first row
then again at “ 0, and if one is in each part, and `pdptqq ă `pdptqsiq, then at “ ´qatsi .
A similar argument to the proof of Theorem 4.24 shows that if 2 or more elements
from t2, . . . , ru are in the first column, then the coefficient at is zero as well. Thus the
only tableaux with non-zero coefficients are the ones in the expression from the theorem,
that is mtγr,n and mi,j for 2 ď i ď r and j ě r ` 1. As mi,jsj “ mi,j`1 and `pdpti,j`1qq “
`pdpti,jqq ` 1, we get for a fixed i that ati,j “ ´qati,j`1 . Collecting all this information
together gives pn1qψ in the above form.
Unfortunately, this is not enough to fully specify the map. To find the relationship
between a and b, we need to first look at pnrqψ. This allows us to pick up the final relation
we need by considering pnrqψTr.
















Proof. As nr “ n1T1 . . . Tr´1, if ψ is aHn-homomorphism, then pnrqψ “ pn1qψT1 . . . Tr´1.
Now mtγr,nTi “ qmtγr,n for all 1 ď i ă r, therefore:
amtγr,nT1 . . . Tr´1 “ aqr´1mtγr,n .
To compute the rest notice first that for k P t1, . . . , r´1u´ti´1, iu we have mi,jTk “ qmi,j,
and mi,jTi´1 “ mi´1,j. Then if i ‰ 2:
mi,jT1 . . . Tr´1 “ qi´2mi,jTi´1 . . . Tr´1 “ qi´2mi´1,jTi . . . Tr´1 “ qr´2mi´1,j.
Now if i “ 2 we first have to look at m2,jT1. Note that t2,j is the same tableau we defined
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As we know how to multiply the rest of the terms by T2 . . . Tr´1, we need to concentrate
on m2,j. Using the fact that mi,jTi “ pq ´ 1qmi,j ` qmi`1,j we get:
m2,jT2 . . . Tr´1 “ pq ´ 1qm2,jT3 . . . Tr´1 ` qm3,jT3 . . . Tr´1,
“ qr´3m2,j ` qpq ´ 1qm3,jT4 . . . Tr´1 ` q2m4,jT4 . . . Tr´1,
...
“ qr´3pq ´ 1qm2,j ` qr´3pq ´ 1qm3,j ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´3pq ´ 1qmr´1,j ` qr´2mr,j,

















































Now writing Mj “ řri“2mi,j, we can collect the previous work to show:
MjT1 . . . Tr´1 “ qr´2
`p´1qj´rmtγr,n ´mr,j˘ .
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Finally bringing everything together:









T1 . . . Tr´1,





























We can now use this element to show that there is at most a single map ψ up to scalar.
Theorem 4.30. Let ψ : Nr,n bHµHn Ñ Sγr,n be a non-zero Hn-module homomorphism.
Then, after scaling if necessary, we have:




Proof. From the previous lemma, we have an idea of what pnrqψ looks like depending on
two parameters a and b. Now consider pnrqψTr. As both r and r ` 1 are in the top row
of tµwr, then nrTr “ ´nr. Similarly mtγr,nTr “ mr,r`1, if j ‰ r ` 1 then mr,jTr “ ´mr,j
and mr,r`1Tr “ pq ´ 1qmr,r`1 ` qmtγr,n . Thus to have pnrTrqψ “ pnrqψTr, by looking at










Cancelling and simplifying this equation, we get that:
qa “ p´1qn´r´1bp1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn´rq,
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and setting b “ q, and substituting this into the previous expression for pnrqψ gives the
required result.
Thus there is at most a unique non-zero Hn-homomorphism ψ : Nr,nbHµHn Ñ Sγr,n
(up to scalar), and if ψ is such a Hn-homomorphism, it satisfies the given expressions for
pn1qψ and pnrqψ. We now will demonstrate some nice properties of pnrqψ as given in the
previous theorem.
Lemma 4.31. Define pnrqψ as in Theorem 4.30. Then:
pnrqψTi “
$’’&’’%
qpnrqψ if 1 ď i ă r ´ 1,
´pnrqψ if i ě r.
Proof. This follows as for each mr,j and mtγr,n , if 1 ď i ă r ´ 1, then i and i ` 1 lie in
the top row of each tableau, thus multiplication by Ti is multiplication by q. For i “ r,
we’ve already seen in Theorem 4.30 that pnrqψTr “ ´pnrqψ, and for i ą r, we have
mtγr,nTi “ ´mtγr,n dealing with the leading term. For j ‰ i, i ` 1, then i and i ` 1 are
both in the first column of tr,j and thus multiplication by Ti here is also multiplication
by ´1. It remains to show multiplication by Ti is multiplication by ´1 on the remaining
two terms:
p´qqn´i´1pmr,i`1 ´ qmr,iqTi “ p´qqn´i´1 pqmr,i ` pq ´ 1qmr,i`1 ´ qmr,i`1q ,
“ p´qqn´i´1 pqmr,i ´mr,i`1q ,
“ ´p´qqn´i´1pmr,i`1 ´ qmr,iq.
Therefore bringing everything together: pnrqψTi “ ´pnrqψ.
We can now prove the existence of this unique Hn-module homomorphism.
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Theorem 4.32. Define a vector space homomorphism Ψ : Nr,n bHµ Hn Ñ Sγr,n by:
pnwqΨ “ pnrqψpTwrq´1Tw,
where pnrqψ is defined as in Theorem 4.30. Then Ψ is a Hn-homomorphism, and is the
unique Hn-homomorphism up to scalar from Nr,n bHµ Hn to Sγr,n.
Proof. Note that this map agrees with our previous map on nr. We begin by exploring




TjTwr for some 1 ď j ă n´ r ` 1 if i ě r,
TjTwr for some j ą n´ r ` 1 if i ă r ´ 1,
pq ´ 1qTwr ` qTwr´1 if i “ r ´ 1.
Therefore if j ă n ´ r ` 1, we have that pTwrq´1Tj “ TipTwrq´1 for some i ě r, and if
j ą n´r`1, then pTwrq´1Tj “ TipTwrq´1 for some i ă r´1. In fact this mapping between
i and j gives a bijection between i P t1, . . . nu ´ tr ´ 1u and j P t1, . . . , nu ´ tn´ r ` 1u.
We split the proof into three cases based on w.
• First suppose wsi P Rnµ and `pwq ă `pwsiq. Then:
pnwTiqΨ “ pnwsiqΨ “ pnrqψpTwrq´1Twsi “ pnrqψpTwrq´1TwTi “ pnwqΨTi.
• Next consider when wsi P Rnµ and `pwq ą `pwsiq.
pnwTiqΨ “ pq ´ 1qnw ` qnwsiqΨ “ pnrqψpTwrq´1 ppq ´ 1qTw ` qTwsiq “ pnwqΨTi.
• Now suppose wsi “ sjw where j ă n ´ r ` 1, the case where j ą n ´ r ` 1
follows similarly, just replacing ´1 with q instead. In this case TwTi “ TjTw, and
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nwTi “ ´nw. Then pnwTiqΨ “ ´pnwqΨ. Similarly:
pnwqΨTi “ pnrqψpTwrq´1TwTi “ pnrqψpTwrq´1TjTw “ pnrqψTkpTwrq´1Tw,
for some k ě r. Then using Lemma 4.31 this is ´pnrqψpTwrq´1Tw i.e. ´pnwqΨ.
Thus for all w the statement holds.
Corollary 4.33. Let Ψ be the unique (up to scalar) Hn-homomorphism described previ-
ously. Then:






where b “ q and a “ p´1qn´r´1p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn´rq.
This follows from Lemma 4.28 and Theorem 4.32. So now we have found the unique
Hn-homomorphism Ψ : Nr,n bHµ Hn Ñ Sγr,n (up to scalar).
4.3.3 A direct summand
ForHn-modules M and N , we have that M | N if and only if there exists homomorphisms
α : M Ñ N and β : N Ñ M such that α ˝ β is the identity map on M . Thus to check if
Sγr,n is a direct summand of Nr,n bHµHn, it suffices to look at the composition Φ ˝Ψ at
the generator mtγr,n of S
γr,n , as these are the unique (up to scalar) Hn-homomorphisms
in either direction. Recall that:
pmtγr,n qΦ “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nr “ n1p1` T1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T1 . . . Tr´1q.
Define Er “ p1` T1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T1 . . . Tr´1q, then:
ppmtγr,n qΦqΨ “ pn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nrqΨ “ pn1ErqΨ “ pn1qΨEr.
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As we know from Corollary 4.33 what pn1qΨ is, it remains to compute mtEr for the
tableaux t involved in pn1qΨ.
We begin with the leading term mtγr,n .
Lemma 4.34. mtγr,nEr “ p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´1qmtγr,n .
Proof. For Ti involved in Er, we have i and i` 1 lie in the first row of tγr,n , and therefore
each Ti acts as q, proving the result.
Lemma 4.35. Let i ‰ 2. Then mi,jEr “ p1` q` ¨ ¨ ¨ qi´2qmi,j ` pqi´2` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´2qmi´1,j.
Proof. Using our known multiplication rules for mi,j we proceed:
mi,jEr “ mi,jp1` T1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T1 . . . Tr´1q,
“ p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´2qmi,j `mi,jT1 . . . Ti´1p1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ti . . . Tr´1q,
“ p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´2qmi,j ` qi´2mi´1,jp1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ti . . . Tr´1q,
“ p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´2qmi,j ` qi´2p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´iqmi´1,j,
“ p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´2qmi,j ` pqi´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´2qmi´1,j.
The last terms we have to consider are the most complicated.
Lemma 4.36.








Proof. First of all, remember that m2,jT1 “ p´1qj´rmtγr,n ´řji“2mi,j. Then:
m2,jEr “ m2,j `p´1qj´rmtγr,n p1`T2` ¨ ¨ ¨`T2 . . . Tr´1q´
rÿ
i“2
mi,jp1`T2` ¨ ¨ ¨T2 . . . Tr´1q.
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As before when i ‰ 2, then:
mi,jp1` T2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T2 . . . Tr´1q “ p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´3qmi,j ` pqi´3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´3qmi´1,j.
Thus we get that:
rÿ
i“3
mi,jp1` T2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨T2 . . . Tr´1q “
rÿ
i“3
p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´3qmi,j `
rÿ
i“2




p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´3qmi,j.
Denoting Ei,r “ 1` Ti ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ti . . . Tr´1, similarly:
mtγr,nE2,r “ p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´2qmtγr,n .
Finally, the last part we need is:
m2,jE2,r “ m2,j ` rpq ´ 1qm2,j ` qm3,jsE3,r,
“ “1` pq ´ 1qp1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´3q‰m2,j ` qm3,jE3,r,






Bringing everything back together, we get that:










p1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´3qmi,j,









We are now ready to compute ppmtγr,n qΦqΨ “ pn1qΨEr. From here, we shall use the
shorthand Ci “ Cipqq “ 1 ` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´1 as defined in (3.3) to simplify the expressions
involved.
Theorem 4.37. Recall pn1qΨ from Corollary 4.33. Then:
pn1qΨEr “ p´1qn´r´1Cnmtγr,n .
Proof. Let Mj “ řri“2mi,j. Now combining the previous two lemmas:

























































as for 3 ď i ă r we have Ci´1 ` qi´1Cr´i “ Cr´1. We now compute pn1qΨEr using the
form from Corollary 4.33, so b “ q and a “ p´1qn´r´1Cn´r`1. We continue to use a and
b rather than their values for now to simplify the expressions involved.























“ “aCr ` bp´1qn´rCr´1Cn´r‰mtγr,n .
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We can now substitute in our values for a and b, before simplifying.
aCr ` bp´1qn´rCr´1Cn´r “ p´1qn´r´1Cn´r`1Cr ` qp´1qn´rCr´1Cn´r,
“ p´1qn´r´1 “p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´1qCn´r`1 ´ pq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ qr´1qCn´r‰ ,
“ p´1qn´r´1 “Cn´r`1 ` pq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´1qpCn´r`1 ´ Cn´rq‰ ,
“ p´1qn´r´1 “Cn´r`1 ` pq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qr´1qqn´r‰ ,
“ p´1qn´r´1 “p1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn´rq ` pqn´r`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn´1q‰ ,
“ p´1qn´r´1Cn.
Thus pn1qΨEr “ p´1qn´r´1Cnmtγr,n .
Corollary 4.38. Sγr,n is a direct summand of Nr,n bHµ Hn as a Hn-module if and only
if e - n. As a consequence of this, Sγr,n is relatively Sµ-projective when e - n.
Proof. Recall that Sγr,n is a direct summand if and only if we have Hn-homomorphisms
α : Sγr,n Ñ Nr,n bHµ Hn and β : Nr,n bHµ Hn Ñ Sγr,n whose composition is a non-zero
multiple of the identity. We will show for our Φ and Ψ, that this holds if and only if e - n.
From Theorem 4.37, we have that
ppmtγr,n qΦqΨ “ p´1qn´r´1Cnmtγr,n ,
Clearly this composition will give a multiple of the identity map (as mtγr,n generates S
γr,n
as an Hn-module) and as Cn ‰ 0 if and only if e - n.
Thus when e - n, we gain a new way of finding the Specht module as a direct summand
of an induced module. In fact when e - n ´ r ` 1, we can extend this to show that Sγr,n
is Sp1,n´r,r´1q-projective by restricting the sign part, and then use methods similar to the
proofs of Lemma 4.21 and Theorem 4.22 to once again show that the vertex of Sγr,n is
PpSr´1 ˆSn´rq.
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Unfortunately, this does not further shed any light on the case when e | n. Although
Corollary 4.38 says we cannot find Sγr,n as a direct summand in this way, this does not
necessarily mean that Sγr,n is not relatively Sµ-projective, and further research is required




Throughout this chapter, we continue to assume that e ą 2. As seen previously, the
modules induced from a copy of the sign module tensored with the trivial module play a
key role in finding the vertex of certain Specht modules.
Denote by Λpm,nq the set of compositions of n which have exactly m parts (for the
purpose of this chapter we allow parts to have size zero), write |λ| “ n if λ P Λpm,nq,
and let:
Λpm0|m1, nq “ tλ “ pλp0q|λp1qq : λpiq P Λpmi, niq, n0 ` n1 “ nu – Λpm0 `m1, nq.
For λ P Λpm0|m1, nq we use the convention Sλ “ Sλp0q ˆSλp1q where:
Sλp0q “ St1,...,λp0q1u ˆStλp0q1`1,...,λp0q1`λp0q2u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆStřiăm0 λp0qi`1,|λp0q|u Ď St1,...,|λp0q|u,
Sλp1q “ St|λp0q|`1,...,|λp0q|`λp1q1u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSt|λp0q|`řiăm1 λp1qi`1,|λp0q|`|λp1q|u Ď St|λp0q|`1,...,nu,
and correspondinglyHλ –Hλp0qbHλp1q. For λ P Λpm0|m1, nq, the signed permutation
















the module induced from the trivial module for Hλp0q tensored with the sign module for
Hλp1q. Both Nr bHp1,r´1,n´rq Hn and Nr,n bHn´r`1,r´1 Hn from the previous chapter are
examples of signed permutation modules. We say that an indecomposable Hn-module M
is a signed Young module if there exists λ P Λpm0|m1, nq for some m0,m1 ě 0 with
M | Nλ. Examples of signed Young modules when e - n are Sγr,n by Corollary 4.38 as
these are indecomposable by Theorem 1.12.
In [20, Theorem 4.2], Hemmer proves the following result for FSn:
Theorem 5.1. Let F be a field of characteristic p ą 2. Then all irreducible Specht
modules are isomorphic to signed Young Modules.
As a result, these signed Young modules are of key interest when looking at Specht
modules. In [11], Donkin classified the signed Young modules for FSn, and showed that
they were labelled by partitions λ and µ such that |λ|`p|µ| “ n. Furthermore, by [11, §2
(8)] the signed Young module labelled by λ and µ can be found as a direct summand of
Nλ|pµ (here pµ “ ppµ1, . . . , pµsq), and the other indecomposable summands of Nλ|pµ are
labelled by pairs of partitions τ and γ where pτ |pγq dominates pλ|pµq.
In [14], Du et al consider primitive idempotents of the q-Schur superalgebra, which
correspond to signed Young modules for Hn. When p “ 0, they give a classification of
the primitive idempotents of this superalgebra (and hence the signed Young modules),
and show that the labelling set involved is equivalent to that of Donkin when e “ p and
q “ 1.
A key step in proving this classification is the notion of a defect group of a primitive
idempotent, defined in [14, Definition 10.1] when p “ 0. [14, Theorem 10.2] shows that
this defect group is the vertex of the corresponding signed Young module, and thus is of
great interest to us.
Throughout this chapter, we follow [14] and explore signed permutation modules for
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Hn, their relationship to the q-Schur superalgebra and we conclude by proving an ana-
logue of [14, Theorem 10.2] for fields of prime characteristic. This gives us a method of
computing the vertex of a signed Young module, if we know how to write its corresponding
primitive idempotent in a certain basis of the q-Schur superalgebra, and ideally is one of
the first steps to giving a classification of signed Young modules in prime characteristic.
5.1 Signed permutation modules
Throughout this chapter, for λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq and d P Dλ,µ we will use the notation
λd X µ (from [14]) to represent the composition with corresponding parabolic subgroup
SλdXµ “ SdλXSµ. This is in contrast to our previous notation of νpdq, so as to highlight
the role of λ and µ.









Then the following proposition gives an alternative characterisation of the signed permu-
tation module Nλ.
Proposition 5.2. As Hn-modules, zλHn – Nλ.











. As zλ “ xλp0qyλp1q “ yλp1qxλp0q, we just
need to show for si P Sλp0q, that xλp0qTi “ qxλp0q and for si P Sλp1q, that yλp1qTi “ ´yλp1q.
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p´qq´`pwqTwsi ` p´qq´p`pwq`1qpq ´ 1qTwsi ` p´qq´p`pwq`1qqTw,
“ ´yλp1q.
We proceed as in [7, Theorem 3.4] to describe a basis of HomHnpNλ, Nµq, for λ, µ P
Λpm0|m1, nq. For this, we need the following standard theorem from [7, Theorem 2.8].
Theorem 5.3. Let λ, µ ( n, and suppose M is a Hµ-module and N is a Hλ-module.
Then:




We will apply Theorem 5.3 when M and N are Fzµ and Fzλ respectively. As these
are one-dimensional, we know HomHλdXµpFzµ, Fzλ b Tdq is at most one-dimensional, and
is one-dimensional if and only if Fzµ – Fzλ b Td as HλdXµ-modules. Thus it is prudent
to identify which d P Dλ,µ give this non-zero set of homomorphisms.
Definition 5.4. Let λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq. Let Dλ˝,µ be the set of d P Dλ,µ with the property
that for all sj P SλdXµ we have for i “ 0, 1:
sj P Sµpiq ðñ sd´1j P Sλpiq.
Note that this definition gives the same set described in [14, (2.2.2)]. The next lemma
shows these are exactly the coset representatives we need.
Lemma 5.5. Let λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq, and d P Dλ,µ. Then Fzµ – Fzλ b Td as HλdXµ-
modules if and only if d P Dλ˝,µ.
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Proof. It suffices to show that for sj P SλdXµ, that if zµTj “ αjzµ and zλbTdTj “ βjzλbTd,
then αj “ βj if and only if d P Dλ˝,µ. Note TdTj “ TkTd where sk “ sd´1j P Sλ, by
Lemma 1.6. Therefore if αj “ βj, then we must have that Tk and Tj act as the same
constant, i.e. sj P Sµpiq if and only if sk P Sλpiq. Similarly, if d P Dλ˝,µ, then by definition
we must have αj “ βj, proving the opposite direction.
Theorem 5.6. Let λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq. Then a basis of HomHnpNµ, Nλq is given by






Proof. Let ψd : Fzµ Ñ Fzλ b Td be the HλdXµ-isomorphism indexed by d P Dλ˝,µ, and




















p´qq´`pw1qzλ b Td b Tw,
and again by Theorem 4.25, tψdu is a basis of HomHµpFzµ, pFzλ b Tdq bHλdXµHµq. Now
via the Mackey formula, we have that as Hµ-modules:
Nλ – à
dPDλ,µ






HomHµpFzµ, pFzλ b Tdq bHλdXµ Hµq
“ à
dPDλ˝,µ
HomHµpFzµ, pFzλ b Tdq bHλdXµ Hµq,
as from before the only non-zero Hom spaces correspond to d P Dλ˝,µ. Under this identifi-






form a basis of HomHµpFzµ, Nλq. Finally we conclude using Frobenius reciprocity, from [7,
Theorem 2.5], to get a basis tϕdµλ : d P Dλ˝,µu of HomHnpNµ, Nλq determined by:





Taking the sum over all signed permutation modules:





. Then a basis of S is given by
tϕdµλ : λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq, d P D˝λ,µu.
Note that if m1 “ 0, then S given above is the q-Schur algebra as defined in [9]. In
the next section, we show that S is the q-Schur superalgebra as in [14], before using it to
examine signed Young modules.
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5.2 The q-Schur superalgebra
Let V pm0|m1q be a pm0`m1q-dimensional vector space over F with basis v1, . . . , vm0`m1 .
We can form a parity map p¨ : t1, . . . ,m0 `m1u Ñ t0, 1u by:
pi “
$’’&’’%
0 if 1 ď i ď m0,
1 if m0 ` 1 ď i ď m0 `m1.
This makes V pm0|m1q into a Z2-graded vector space (where the even subspace is spanned
by the vi with pi “ 0, and the odd part is spanned by the vi with pi “ 1). Let Ipm0|m1, nq
be the set of n-tuples of integers from t1, . . . ,m0 `m1u. Then V pm0|m1qbn has a basis
indexed by i P Ipm0|m1, nq with vi “ vi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vin . There is an action of Sn on
Ipm0|m1, nq given by:
iw “ pip1qw´1 , . . . , ipnqw´1q,
for w P Sn and i “ pi1, . . . , inq. For λ P Λpm0|m1, nq, we define:
iλ “ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
λp0q1
, . . . ,m0, . . . ,m0looooomooooon
λp0qm0
,m0 ` 1, . . . ,m0 ` 1looooooooooomooooooooooon
λp1q1
, . . . ,m0 `m1, . . . ,m0 `m1looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
λp1qm1
q.
Thus an alternative basis is given by: vλd :“ viλd for λ P Λpm0|m1, nq and d P Rλ, as the
composition λ gives the content of the tuple and the minimal right coset representative
gives us the ordering.
The next lemma gives a Hn-module structure on V pm0|m1qbn. This was first proved
in [27, Theorem 2.1], and we provide an outline of the proof here using our notation and




Lemma 5.8. V pm0|m1qbn is a Hn-module with the following action:
viTj “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
p´1qpijzij`1?qvisj if ij ă ij`1,
qvi if ij “ ij`1 ď m0,
´vi if ij “ ij`1 ě m0 ` 1,
p´1qpijzij`1?qvisj ` pq ´ 1qvi if ij ą ij`1.
Proof. We check that this action satisfies the relations for the Hecke algebra. First we
need to show that for all i and j that:
viT
2
j “ qvi ` pq ´ 1qviTj.
Suppose first that ij ă ij`1. Then:
viT
2
j “ p´1qpijzij`1?qvisjTj “ p´1qpijzij`1?q
”
p´1qpijzij`1?qvi ` pq ´ 1qvisj
ı
,
“ qvi ` p´1qpijzij`1?qpq ´ 1qvisj “ qvi ` pq ´ 1qviTj.
If ij “ ij`1 ď m0, then:
viT
2
j “ q2vi “ qvi ` pq ´ 1qqvi “ qvi ` pq ´ 1qviTj,
and similarly if ij “ ij`1 ě m0 ` 1:
viT
2
j “ vi “ qvi ´ pq ´ 1qvi “ qvi ` pq ´ 1qviTj.





p´1qpijzij`1?qvisj ` pq ´ 1qvi
ı
Tj “ qp´1q2pijzij`1vi ` pq ´ 1qviTj “ qvi ` pq ´ 1qviTj.
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If |j ´ k| ě 2, then as visjsk “ visksj , we get that viTjTk “ viTkTj. Finally to prove
that the final relation holds, we need to consider 8 cases (after considering symmetries)
on ij, ij`1 and ij`2. These are:
ij “ ij`1 “ ij`2, ij ă ij`1 “ ij`2, ij “ ij`2 ă ij`1, ij “ ij`1 ă ij`2,
ij`1 ă ij “ ij`2, ij ă ij`1 ă ij`2, ij ă ij`2 ă ij`1, ij`1 ă ij ă ij`1,
where in the first 5 cases, we also need to consider the parities involved. The proofs of all
of these cases follow broadly the same lines, so we will just prove one as an example.
Suppose ij`1 ă ij “ ij`2, and let αk “ q if pik “ 0 and αk “ ´1 if pik “ 1, for
k P tj, j ` 1, j ` 2u. Note that αj “ αj`2. Then:
viTjTj`1Tj “
”





p´1qpijzij`1αj?qvisj ` p´1qzij`1zij`2?qpq ´ 1qvisj`1
ı
Tj,
“ p´1q2pijzij`1αjqvi ` αjp´1qzij`1zij`2?qpq ´ 1qvisj`1 ,
“ αjqvi ` αjp´1qzij`1zij`2?qpq ´ 1qvisj`1 .





p´1qzij`1zij`2?qvi ` pq ´ 1qvisj`1
ı
,
“ αjqvi ` αjp´1qzij`1zij`2?qpq ´ 1qvisj`1 ,
“ viTjTj`1Tj.
We can now define the q-Schur superalgebra.
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Definition 5.9. Let m0,m1 ě 0. Then the q-Schur superalgebra is the superalgebra:





For more information on these q-Schur superalgebras, in particular a q-Schur–Weyl




Nλ Ñ V pm0|m1qbn,
sending zλTd to ˘p?qq`pdqvλd, where the sign is determined by [14, Definition 2.7], and
depends on λ and d. Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will implicitly identify these
modules via this isomorphism. Thus as superalgebras:








so under this isomorphism Corollary 5.7 gives a basis of Sqpm0|m1, nq. There is an alter-
native basis which will be useful in the next section. For i and j P Ipm0|m1, nq, define an
F -linear map ei,j on V pm0|m1qbn by:
pvkqei,j “ δi,kvj.
These form a basis of EndF pV pm0|m1qbnq. For λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq, and d P Rλ, d1 P Rµ,
then we use the notation eµd1,λd :“ eiµd1,iλd.
If d P Dλ˝,µ, then for sj P SλdXµ, we have TdTj “ TkTd for some sk P Sλ, by Lemma 1.6.
Furthermore, by the definition of Dλ˝,µ, if zµTj “ αzµ, then zλTdTj “ zλTkTd “ αzλTd,
that is Tk and Tj act as the same constant on zλ and zµ respectively. Thus under the
identification Ξ given previously, we have that eµ,λd is aHλdXµ-module homomorphism, so
we can apply the relative trace to get TrnλdXµpeµ,λdq P Sqpm0|m1, nq. The following theorem
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(combining [14, Theorems 5.1, 5.4]) gives the importance of these homomorphisms.
Theorem 5.10. The following is an F -basis of Sqpm0|m1, nq:
tTrnλdXµpeµ,λdq : µ, λ P Λpm0|m1, nq, d P D˝λ,µu.
Furthermore, for each choice of λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq and d P Dλ˝,µ there exists a constant c
(given explicitly in [14, Theorem 5.4]) with:
TrnλdXµpeµ,λdq “ cϕdµλ.
Thus this new basis is up to scalar multiple the same as our previous basis. In particu-
lar this shows that each ϕdµλ is relatively SλdXµ-projective as aHn-module homomorphism.
We will use both bases, dependent on whichever is most appropriate at the time.
5.3 Vertices of signed Young modules
Let f be a primitive idempotent of Sqpm0|m1, nq. Then V pm0|m1qbnf is an indecompos-




λ, so is a signed Young module. Hence primitive idempotents
of the q-Schur superalgebra correspond to the signed Young modules we are interested in.
In [14, §7, §10], over a field of characteristic zero the authors take a primitive idempotent
f and assign to it a parabolic subgroup Dpfq of Sn, which they call its defect group.
A key result is [14, Theorem 10.2]:
Theorem 5.11. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. If f P Sqpm0|m1, nq is a primitive
idempotent, then the defect group Dpfq of f is the vertex of the indecomposableHn-module
V pm0|m1qbnf .
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In this section, we prove the corresponding result for fields of any characteristic. To
begin, we need to generalise their notion of a defect group.
5.3.1 The defect group of an idempotent
Let P be an e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn. Then we define a subspace of Sqpm0|m1, nq in
the following way:
IpPq “ xϕdµλ : λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq, d P D˝λ,µ,PpSλdXµq ĎSn PyF ,
where as before, PpHq is the maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of a parabolic subgroup
H. By [14, Corollary 6.6], IpPq is a two-sided ideal of Sqpm0|m1, nq. In the characteristic
zero case (see [14, (6.6.1)]), we get a chain of ideals:
0 Ď I0 Ď I1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Itn
e
u “ Sqpm0|m1, nq, (5.1)
where Ij :“ IpSjeq. The authors define Dpfq to be Sje where f P Ij and f R Ij´1. Recall
from Theorem 3.21 that each indecomposable Hn-module has vertex of this form when
F has characteristic zero.
In the more general case when F has characteristic p ě 0, we know from Theorem 3.21
and Theorem 3.46 that vertices of indecomposable Hn-modules have to be e-p-parabolic.
As Ske is the maximal e-0-parabolic of Ske, one might think that it would suffice to
replace the ideals in this chain with the ideals corresponding to the maximal e-p-parabolic
subgroups of Sje for 0 ď j ď tne u. The following example shows that this is not sufficient
when p ą 0.
Example 5.12. Suppose e ą 2 and let λ “ pe ` 1, 1pp´1qeq $ pe ` 1. Then as e - pe ` 1,
Sλ has vertex PpSe ˆ Spp´1qeq – Spe by Theorem 4.22. As Sλ is indecomposable by
Theorem 1.12, we can use either the proof of Corollary 4.20 or Corollary 4.38 to see that
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Sλ is a signed Young module. Thus the vertices of signed Young modules are not always
in the form PpSkeq for some k.
As such, we have more possibilities for defect groups, and have to consider more ideals.
Let t be the largest integer such that ept ď n, and suppose k “ pk0, k1, . . . , ktq is a
pt` 1q-tuple of non-negative integers. Define an e-p-parabolic Pk as follows:
Pk :“ Sk0e ˆSk1ep ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSkiepi ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSktept ,









under the correspondence k ÞÑ Pk, gives a set of representatives of all e-p parabolic
subgroups of Sn, up to conjugacy. Note that for any parabolic subgroup P with repre-
sentative k P K, we have that IpPq “ Ik. We denote I “ tIk : k P Ku.
We give a relation on K by saying that k ĺ l if Pk ĎSn Pl. By the earlier definition
of our ideals we have the following consequence:
k ĺ l ðñ Ik Ď Il, (5.2)
and our first proposition shows that we can impose a poset structure on K (and hence I).
Proposition 5.13. The relation ĺ is reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric. Therefore
pK,ĺq (and consequently pI,Ďq) is a partially-ordered set.
Proof. For any k P K, it is clear that Pk is a subgroup of itself, giving reflexivity. If Pk
is conjugate to a subgroup of Pl and Pl is conjugate to a subgroup of Pj then we must
also have Pk is conjugate to a subgroup of Pj, proving transitivity. Finally, if conjugates
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of Pk and Pl are contained in each other, then they must be conjugate in Sn. Thus as
each conjugacy class of e-p-parabolic subgroups of Sn has a unique representative in K,
we must have l “ k.
Therefore pI,Ďq also forms a poset. However this is not enough to assign to each
idempotent an e-p-parabolic subgroup. To achieve this, we show that K (and hence I)
forms a lattice. To this end, we give an alternative characterisation of ĺ. We denote
Γipkq :“ ki ` pki`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pt´ikt, and in particular note that Γtpkq “ kt.
Lemma 5.14. Let k, l P K. Then k ĺ l if and only if for all i “ 0, . . . , t:
Γipkq ď Γiplq.
Proof. When i “ t, the condition gives kt ď lt, which implies that Sktept ĎSn Sltept . When
i “ t ´ 1, then the condition says that both kt ď lt and kt´1 ` pkt ď lt´1 ` plt. Thus
S
kt´1
ept´1 ˆSktept ĎSn Slt´1ept´1 ˆSltept as there are enough copies of Sept left in Slt´1ept´1 ˆSlt´ktept
such that it contains S
kt´1
ept´1 (even though we may have kt´1 ą lt´1). Continuing in this
manner all the way down to when i “ 0, completes the proof.
Theorem 5.15. Let k, l P K. Then we recursively define pk _ lq by:
pk _ lqi “
$’’&’’%
max tΓtpkq,Γtplqu if i “ t,
max tΓipkq,Γiplqu ´ pΓi`1pk _ lq if i ă t.
Similarly define pk ^ lq by:
pk ^ lqi “
$’’&’’%
min tΓtpkq,Γtplqu if i “ t,
min tΓipkq,Γiplqu ´ pΓi`1pk ^ lq if i ă t.
Then pK,ĺq with join function _ and meet function ^ is a lattice.
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Proof. Note that these are well-defined, as pk_ lqt is defined from just k and l, and pk_ lqi
is defined given that pk _ lqi`1 is defined. We need to show that k _ l is an upper bound
for both k and l, and that it is the least upper bound (i.e. less than any other upper
bound).
When i “ t, we get that pk _ lqt “ max tkt, ltu. This is clearly the smallest integer at
least that of both kt and lt. At each stage with i ă t, to have k ĺ pk_ lq and l ĺ pk_ lq,
we need Γipkq,Γiplq ď Γipk _ lq. Since Γipaq “ ai ` pΓi`1paq for i ă t and a P K, after
rearranging this, we need:
pk _ lqi ě Γipkq ´ pΓi`1pk _ lq,
pk _ lqi ě Γiplq ´ pΓi`1pk _ lq,
for pk _ lq to be an upper bound. Clearly the definition given above gives us the least
integer satisfying this, meaning if we have another upper bound, then it is greater than
pk _ lq.
In a similar manner, pk ^ lq is the greatest lower bound of both k and l, as we take
the largest integer satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.14 at each point. Therefore with
these operations, pK,ĺq is a lattice.
We illustrate this lattice in the following example.
Example 5.16. Suppose e “ 3, p “ 2 and n “ 15. Then the following Hasse diagram
gives the 3-2-parabolic subgroups of S15:
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S3 ˆS12
S12 S3 ˆS6 ˆS6
S6 ˆS6 S3 ˆS3 ˆS3 ˆS6
S3 ˆS3 ˆS6 S3 ˆS3 ˆS3 ˆS3 ˆS3
S3 ˆS6 S3 ˆS3 ˆS3 ˆS3




Let k “ p1, 1, 0q, and l “ p5, 0, 0q, so they correspond to the e-p-parabolic subgroups
S3 ˆS6, and S3 ˆS3 ˆS3 ˆS3 ˆS3 respectively. Denote a “ pk _ lq. Computing a :
a2 “ max t0, 0u “ 0,
a1 “ max t1` 0p, 0` 0pu ´ 0p “ 1,
a0 “ max t1` p` 0p2, 5` 0p` 0p2u ´ p´ 0p2 “ 5´ 2 “ 3,
giving a “ p3, 1, 0q corresponding to S3 ˆ S3 ˆ S3 ˆ S6, which we can see from the
diagram is the least upper bound of l and k. Similarly denoting b “ k ^ l:
b2 “ min t0, 0u “ 0,
b1 “ min t1` 0p, 0` 0pu ´ 0p “ 0,
b0 “ min t1` p` 0p2, 5` 0p` 0p2u ´ 0p´ 0p2 “ 3´ 0 “ 3,
giving the greatest lower bound as b “ p3, 0, 0q, that is S3 ˆS3 ˆS3.
Given this lattice structure on pK,ĺq, we get a corresponding structure on pI,Ďq by
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(5.2). For a basis element ϕdµλ of Sqpm0|m1, nq we can define kλdXµ such that PkλdXµ –
PpSλdXµq. By definition of Ik, this is the least element k of K with ϕdµλ P Ik.
Proposition 5.17. Let k, l P K. Then Ik X Il “ Ik^l.
Proof. Let ϕdµλ P Ik^l. Then as PkλdXµ ĎSn Pk^l, we have kλdXµ ĺ pk ^ lq, and hence
it is at most that of both l and k. Therefore ϕdµλ is in both Ik and Il and thus lies in
the intersection. Similarly, if ϕdµλ lies in the intersection of Ik and Il, then by definition
we have kλdXµ ĺ k, l and therefore is at most the meet of the two, giving the other
inclusion.
Corollary 5.18. Let x P Sqpm0|m1, nq. Then there is a unique k P K such that x P Ik
and if for l P K, we have x P Il, then Ik Ď Il.
Proof. Define k as the meet of all l with x P Il.
An alternative proof of this corollary comes from the fact that if x “ řµ,λ,d adµλϕdµλ for
adµλ P F , then for k P K we have that:
x P Ik ðñ ϕdµλ P Ik whenever adµλ ‰ 0,
as Ik is spanned by basis elements of this form. Thus the minimal Ik such that x P Ik is
also the join over all kλdXµ such that adµλ ‰ 0.
With this corollary, we can now define the defect group Dpfq of a primitive idempotent
f in any characteristic.
Definition 5.19. Let f be a primitive idempotent of Sqpm0|m1, nq. Then the defect
group of f is the e-p-parabolic subgroup Pk, where k P K is the minimal element in K
(with respect to ĺ) such that f P Ik.
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If p “ 0, then the lattice K once more becomes the chain (5.1), and we regain the
definition of defect group given in [14, Definition 10.1].
5.3.2 Properties of the ideals Ik
Now we have the notion of a defect group for our primitive idempotents, to generalise [14,
Theorem 10.2], we first need to generalise the results of [14, §7]. One of the main tools
we will use here is Theorem 3.46, which allows us to immediately restrict our attention
to the maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup when talking about relative projectivity.
The theorem we prove here is a characteristic p ě 0 version of [14, Theorem 7.4].
Theorem 5.20. Let k P K, and let θ $ n such that Sθ “Sn Pk. Then:




As in [14, Lemma 7.1] we start by showing that Theorem 5.20 holds for the trivial
parabolic P0 “ Sp1nq. The proof is broadly similar except we need to use Corollary 4.2
(and thus Theorem 3.46) to conclude.
Lemma 5.21.




Proof. We show first that the right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side. Take the
following basis of EndF pV pm0|m1qbnq:
teµd1,λd | λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq, d1 P Rµ, d P Rλu.
We apply the relative trace to one of these basis elements, and use the fact from [14,
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Lemma 4.1] that Trnµpeµ,µq is the identity map on Nµ.













“ Trnµ peµ,µ Trn1 peµd1,λdqq .
Using [14, Lemma 3.3] or Theorem 2.13, transitivity, and linearity of the relative trace we
can further manipulate to show:


















Now the inner map eµ,µTx´1eµd1,λdTx is non-zero on the basis element vi if and only if
some constituent of pviqeµ,µTx´1 lies in xvµd1y for i P Ipm0|m1, nq. This can only happen if
vµx´1 “ vµd1 , which as x P Lµ, means that x “ d1´1 for this to be non-zero. Therefore we
have shown that:
Trn1 peµd1,λdq “ q´`pd1q Trn1 peµ,µTd1eµd1,λdTd1´1q.
Now eµ,µTd1eµd1,λdTd1´1 is a map that is only non-zero on vµ, and maps into N
λ “ vλHn,
thus there exist coefficients ay P F for y P Rλ with:











Thus we are reduced to showing that Trn1 peµ,λyq P I0 for y P Rλ. By [14, Lemma 6.3], we
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can assume that y P Dλ,µ, and by [14, Corollary 4.5], we can further assume that y P Dλ˝,µ,
otherwise the trace is zero. We now claim that under these conditions, the following holds:
TrλyXµ1 peµ,λyq “ PλyXµp0qpqqPλyXµp1qpq´1qeµ,λy,
where, as in Chapter 3, PλyXµpiq is the Poincare´ polynomial of SλyXµpiq “ Sdλpiq X Sµpiq
for i “ 0, 1. Note that by the definition in [14, (2.2.2)] that Sdλpiq XSµpjq is trivial when





For pviqTrλyXµ1 peµ,λyq to be non-zero, we need vµ to appear with a non-zero coefficient in
viTw´1 for some w P SλdXµ. Clearly this means i and iµ have the same content. By the
action of Sµ on Ipm0|m1, nq, basis terms that appear when multiplying by T´1w look like
vi but with each section of i which corresponds to a part of µ permuted. Thus vµ appears




























proving the claim. Thus we have:
Trn1 peµ,λyq “ TrnλyXµpTrλyXµ1 peµ,λyqq “ PλyXµp0qpqqPλyXµp1qpq´1qTrnλyXµpeµ,λyq.
If PpSλyXµq “ P0, then TrnλyXµpeµ,λyq lies in I0 by definition, meaning Trn1 peµ,λyq P I0.
If PpSλyXµq ‰ P0, then at least one of the PpSλyXµpiqqq is a non-trivial e-p-parabolic
subgroup. Without loss of generality (as for these Poincare´ polynomials q is a root if and
only if q´1 is a root) suppose this is satisfied for i “ 0. Then PλyXµp0qpqq “ 0 by the
definition of Poincare´ polynomial and (3.3), hence Trn1 peµ,λyq “ 0 P I0 as well.
To show that I0 Ď Trn1 pEndF pV pm0|m1qbnqq, let ϕdµλ P I0. This means that PpSλdXµq
is trivial. By Theorem 5.10, there exists c1 P F with ϕdµλ “ c1 TrnλdXµpeµ,λdq. By the
proof of Corollary 4.2, there exists some α P EndF pV pm0|m1qbnq with TrλdXµ1 pαq “ eµ,λd.
Therefore using transitivity of the relative trace, ϕdµλ “ c1 Trn1 pαq, proving the opposite
inclusion.
In the following results, we will not only consider Sqpm0|m1, nq, but also larger q-Schur
superalgebras Sqpm10|m11, nq for m1i ě mi. We can view Sqpm0|m1, nq as a subalgebra of
Sqpm10|m11, nq by considering λ P Λpm0|m1, nq as an element of Λpm10|m11, nq by adding
zeros at the end of λp0q and λp1q until they have m10 and m11 parts respectively.
Let η “ řλPΛpm0|m1,nq ϕ1λλ. By the definition of ϕ1λλ, we have that η is the identity
Hn-homomorphism on V pm0|m1qbn, as it sends each Nλ to itself. When η is viewed as
an element of Sqpm10|m11, nq, then pNλqη “ 0 for any λ P Λpm10|m11, nq´Λpm0|m1, nq. Thus
we have that ηSqpm10|m11, nqη “ Sqpm0|m1, nq. Similarly, if for k P K we define the ideal:
I 1k “ xϕdµλ : λ, µ P Λpm10|m11, nq, d P D˝λ,µ,PpSλdXµq ĎSn PkyF ,
that is the ideal defined in the same way as Ik but in Sqpm10|m11, nq, we have that ηI 1kη “ Ik,
as ηϕdµλη is non-zero if and only if both λ and µ are in Λpm0|m1, nq.
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The following technical lemma, generalising [14, Lemma 7.2], gives a way of taking a
partition θ $ n and fitting it into this q-Schur superalgebra framework in a useful way.
Lemma 5.22. Let k P K and θ $ n such that Pk “Sn Sθ. If λ P Λpm0|m1, nq, and
d P Dλ,θ with Sθ Ď Sdλ, then there exists θ1 P Λpm10|m11, nq (for some m10 ě m0 and






Furthermore, Trnθ peλd,θ1wq P I 1k.
Proof. By definition of k, we have that θ has s “ řtc“0 kc parts of length divisible by e,
followed by r “ n´řtc“0 kcepc ones. As d P Dλ,θ and Sθ Ď Sdλ, we can apply [12, Lemma
1.3] to see that:
iλd “ pi1, . . . , i1looomooon
θ1
, i2, . . . , i2looomooon
θ2
, . . . , is, . . . , islooomooon
θs
, j1, . . . , jrq,








kl ă j ď
tÿ
l“c










kl ă j ď
tÿ
l“c
kl, and pij “ 1+
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Then ac is the number of runs of repeated numbers in the first n ´ r entries of iλd of
length epc with even parity, and bc “ kc ´ ac is the number of runs of length epc with
odd parity. Let θ1p0q be the partition given by ppeptqat , . . . , pepqa1 , ea0q, and θ1p1q given by
ppeptqbt , . . . , pepqb1 , eb0 , 1rq. Then we have that (after padding by zero at the end of θpiq1
if necessary) θ1 “ pθ1p0q|θ1p1qq P Λpm10|m11, nq for some m10 ě m0 and m11 ě m1.
Let a “ řtc“0 ac and b “ řtc“0 bc. Then a`b “ s. Let Ω “ t1, . . . , a,m10`1, . . . ,m10`bu,
so |Ω| “ s. Then j P Ω if and only if Sθ1j is a non-trivial component of Sθ1 . Consider the
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tuple iθ1 P Ipm10|m11, nq:
p1, . .., 1loomoon
θ11
, . .., a, . .., aloomoon
θ1a
,m10 ` 1, . ..,m10 ` 1loooooooooomoooooooooon
θ1
m10`1
, . ..,m10 ` b, . ..,m10 ` bloooooooooomoooooooooon
θ1
m10`b
,m10 ` b` 1, . ..,m10 ` b` rq.
Note that 1 ď j ď m10 ` m11 appears more than once in this tuple if and only if j P Ω.
Suppose pi is a bijection from Ω to t1, . . . , su with the property that if pjqpi “ k, then
θ1j “ θk. Then we get another tuple in Ipm10|m11, nq:
ipi,θ “ pp1qpi´1, . . . , p1qpi´1loooooooooomoooooooooon
θ1
, . . . , psqpi´1, . . . , psqpi´1loooooooooomoooooooooon
θs
,m10 ` b` 1, . . . ,m10 ` b` rq.











for j “ 1, . . . , s and 1 ď l ď θ1j, and pkqwpi “ k for k ě n´ r ` 1. By construction we get
the following properties of wpi:
• ipi,θ “ iθ1wpi .
• For each 1 ď j ď s, we have Střiăpipjq θi`1,...,řiďpipjq θiu “ Swpitřiăj θ1i`1,...,řiďj θ1iu. There-
fore Sθ “ Swpiθ1 .
• wpi P R1θ. This can be seen as tθ1wpi is row standard.
• Finally due to the previous two points, wpi P Dθ1,θ. This is because wpi P Rθ1 and for
all si P Sθ, there exists sj “ wpisiw´1pi P Sθ1 with:
`pwpisiq “ `pwpisiw´1pi wpiq “ `psjwpiq “ `psjq ` `pwpiq “ 1` `pwpiq. (5.3)
Thus any such bijection pi gives an element wpi P Dθ1,θ with Sθ “ Sdλ X Swpiθ1 . Finally if
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in addition, we choose a bijection pi such that {pjqpi´1 “ pij for all j P Ω (such a bijection
always exists by the definition of θ1), then the runs of iλd and iθ1wpi have the same parity.
















To show that Trnθ peλd,θ1wq P I 1k, note that Trnθ peλd,θ1wq is a map from Nλ to N θ1 . As








As Sxθ1 XSλ ĎSn Sθ1 , and as Pk “Sn Sθ1 we have that each of the basis elements ϕxλθ1 ,
and thus Trnθ peλd,θ1wq lies in I 1k.
We illustrate the construction from this lemma in the following example when e “ 3
and p “ 2.
Example 5.23. Let λ “ p10, 4|15, 6, 1q P Λp2|3, 36q and k “ p3, 2, 1, 0q with corresponding
partition θ “ p12, 62, 33, 13q $ 36. Let:
d “ p1, 19, 5, 23, 9, 30, 13, 33, 16, 2, 20, 6, 24, 10, 35,
18, 4, 22, 8, 29, 27, 25, 11, 31, 14, 36, 34, 17, 3, 21, 7, 28, 26, 12, 32, 15q.
Then d P Rλ, as we can see below tλd is row standard. Similarly the tableau shows that
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Sθ Ď Sdλ. Combining these gives d P Dλ,θ (via the argument in (5.3)).
tλd “ 19 20 21 22 23 24 28 29 30 35
31 32 33 36
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 25 26 27
13 14 15 16 17 18
34
Now we can look at the corresponding tuples:
iλ “ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
10
, 2, . . . , 2loomoon
4
, 3, . . . , 3loomoon
15
, 4, . . . , 4loomoon
7
, 5q,
iλd “ p3, . . . , 3loomoon
12
, 4, . . . , 4loomoon
6
, 1, . . . , 1loomoon
6
, 3, 3, 3lomon, 1, 1, 1lomon, 2, 2, 2lomon, 5, 1, 2q.
This gives us θ1p0q “ p6, 3, 3q and θ1p1q “ p12, 6, 3, 1, 1, 1q and so:
θ1 “ p6, 3, 3|12, 6, 3, 1, 1, 1q P Λp3|6, 36q.
Continuing, we have a “ b “ 3, so Ω “ t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u. To have a bijection pi : t1, . . . , 6u Ñ
t1, . . . , 6u with the property that if pjqpi “ k, then θ1j “ θk, then pi must have p4qpi “ 1,
pt1, 5uqpi “ t2, 3u and pt2, 3, 6uqpi “ t4, 5, 6u. To have {pjqpi´1 “ pij for all j, we must have
p1qpi “ 3, p5qpi “ 2, p6qpi “ 4 and pt2, 3uqpi “ t5, 6u. We choose p2qpi “ 6 and p3qpi “ 5.
With this we have the tuples:
iθ1 “ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
6
, 2, 2, 2lomon, 3, 3, 3lomon, 4, . . . , 4loomoon
12
, 5, . . . , 5loomoon
6
, 6, 6, 6lomon, 7, 8, 9q,
ipi,θ “ p4, . . . , 4loomoon
12
, 5, . . . , 5loomoon
6
, 1, . . . , 1loomoon
6
, 4, 4, 4lomon, 3, 3, 3lomon, 2, 2, 2lomon, 7, 8, 9q.
Clearly these have the same content, and note that corresponding runs in iλd and ipi,θ
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have the same length and parity. wpi is given by:
wpi :
1 ÞÑ 19, 7 ÞÑ 31, 10 ÞÑ 28, 13 ÞÑ 1, 25 ÞÑ 13, 31 ÞÑ 25,
2 ÞÑ 20, 8 ÞÑ 32, 11 ÞÑ 29, 14 ÞÑ 2, 26 ÞÑ 14, 32 ÞÑ 26,
3 ÞÑ 21, 9 ÞÑ 33, 12 ÞÑ 30, 15 ÞÑ 3, 27 ÞÑ 15, 33 ÞÑ 27,
4 ÞÑ 22, 16 ÞÑ 4, 28 ÞÑ 16,
5 ÞÑ 23, 17 ÞÑ 5, 29 ÞÑ 17,







and fixes 34, 35, and 36. With this we can see that all the claims in the bullet points are
satisfied. Finally computing conjugates:
Swpiθ1p0q “ St19,...,24u ˆSt31,32,33u ˆSt28,29,30u,
Sdλp0q “ St19,...,24,28,...,30,35u ˆSt31,32,33,36u,
Swpiθ1p1q “ St1,...,12u ˆSt13,...,18u ˆSt25,26,27u,
Sdλp1q “ St1,...,12,25,26,27u ˆS13,...,18u.
Thus we can see that if i ‰ j, then Sdλpiq X Swpiθ1pjq is trivial, and we proceed with [14,
Lemma 4.2] to conclude that eλd,θ1wpi P EndHθ pV p3|6qb36q.
The proof of the next corollary follows in the same way as [14, Corollary 7.3], just
substituting the previous lemma for [14, Lemma 7.2]. Therefore we omit the proof.
Corollary 5.24. Let k P K and θ $ n such that Pk “Sn Sθ. For λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq,
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exists θ1 P Λpm10|m11, nq for some m10 ě m0, m11 ě m1 and w P Dθ1,θ such that Sθ “ Swθ1
and when viewed as an element of Sqpm10|m11, nq:
Trnθ peµd1,λdq “ Trnθ peµd1,θ1wqTrnθ peθ1w,λdq.
We can now prove Theorem 5.20. Again, this generalises [14, Theorem 7.4], and
although the proof follows the same outline, we include it here in full to highlight the
necessary modifications for it to work in any characteristic.
Proof of Theorem 5.20. We first show that Trnθ pEndHθ pV pm0|m1qbnqq is contained in Ik.
Let λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq, d P Dλ,θ and d1 P Dµ,θ. Define α “ λd X θ, β “ µd1 X θ, and
consider αy X β for some y P Dα˝,β. Note that Dα˝,β is well-defined by [14, (2.2.2)] as αpiq
and βpiq are defined from λ and µ. Thus SαyXβ “ Sdyλ XSyθ XSd1µ XSθ. Then by [14,
Theorem 5.3] we have:
tTrθαyXβpeµd1,λdyq : λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq, d P Dλ,θ, d1 P Dµ,θ, y P D˝α,β XSθu, (5.4)
is a basis of Endθ pV pm0|m1qbnq. Thus it suffices to show for a choice of these parameters
that:
TrnαyXβpeµd1,λdyq P Ik.
We proceed by induction in K. For the base case suppose k “ 0, so Sθ is the trivial
group. Then we must have y “ 1 and SαyXβ “ S1, thus:
TrnαyXβpeµd1,λdyq “ Trn1 peµd1,λdq P I0,
by Lemma 5.21.
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Now assume that k ‰ 0 and by induction, the statement is true for all l ň k.
By definition, SαyXβ Ď Sθ. Let Sτ “ PpSαyXβq and suppose that Sτ Ĺ Sθ.
Then there exists l with Pl “Sn Sτ , and l ň k. By Corollary 4.2, there is some
ψ P EndHτ pV pm0|m1qbnq with:
TrnαyXβpeµd1,λdyq “ Trnτ pψq P Il Ď Ik,
by the induction hypothesis and the definition of our poset I.
We now consider the case when Sτ “ Sθ. For this to occur we must have Sθ “
Sdyλ XSyθ XSd1µ XSθ, meaning that Sα “ Sβ “ Sθ and y “ 1. Therefore by (5.4), we
have 1 P Dα˝,β. Hence:
Sθ “ pS1αp0q XSβp0qq ˆ pS1αp1q XSβp1qq
“
´













Sθ Ď pSdλp0q XSd1µp0qq ˆ pSdλp1q XSd1µp1qq,
and we can apply Corollary 5.24 to get m10 ě m0, m11 ě m1, θ1 P Λpm10|m11, nq, and
w P Dθ1,θ such that when viewed as elements of Sqpm10|m11, nq:
Trnθ peµd1,λdq “ Trnθ peµd1,θ1wqTrnθ peθ1w,λdq.
By the final statement in Lemma 5.22, we get that Trnθ peµd1,θ1wq P I 1k Ď Sqpm10|m11, nq.
Additionally, as I 1k is a two-sided ideal, Tr
n
θ peµd1,λdq P I 1k. Finally, as λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq,
we have:
Trnθ peµd1,λdq “ ηTrnθ peµd1,λdqη P ηI 1kη “ Ik,
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completing the proof of this inclusion.
We now prove that Ik Ď Trnθ pEndHθ pV pm0|m1qbnqq. Let λ, µ P Λpm0|m1, nq and
d P Dλ˝,µ with ϕdµλ P Ik, so for Sτ “ PpSλdXµq, we have Sτ ĎSn Sθ. As before, there
exists some c P F with ϕdµλ “ cTrnλdXµpeµ,λdq, so it suffices to show that:




As TrnλdXµpeµ,λdq is relatively SλdXµ-projective as a Hn-module homomorphism, if
SλdXµ Ď Sθ then we are done using transitivity of the relative trace. Thus we now need
to consider the case when we only have a conjugate of SλdXµ is contained in Sθ.
Let z P Dτ,θ with Sγ “ Szτ Ď Sθ. As in the second half of the proof of [14, Theorem
7.4], let
M “ HomF pvµHn, Fvλd bHτ Hnq,
a pHn,Hnq-bimodule with a pHn,Hτ q-bisubmodule N “ HomF pvµHn, Fvλdq and a
pHn,Hγq-bisubmodule N 1 “ HomF pvµHn, Fvλd bHτ Tzq. Then
M – N bHτ Hn – N 1 bHγ Hn,
as pHn,Hnq-bimodules. Applying [14, Lemma 3.5] gives us that:
Trnτ pZNpHτ qq “ ZMpHnq “ TrnγpZN 1pHγqq,
that is, as subspaces of EndF pV pm0|m1qbnq:
Trnτ pHomHτ pvµHn, Fvλdqq “ TrnγpHomHγ pvµHn, Fvλd bHτ Tzqq.
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Thus for all h P HomHτ pvµHn, Fvλdq, there is some homomorphism h1 with:





such that Trnτ phq “ Trnγph1q. We can now finish using Corollary 4.2, as this guarantees
some h P HomHτ pvµHn, Fvλdq with:
TrnλdXµpeµ,λdq “ Trnτ phq “ Trnγph1q “ Trnθ pTrθγph1qq.
Finally, as h1 P EndHγ pV pm0|m1qbnq, then Trθγph1q P EndHθ pV pm0|m1qbnq, and thus
TrnλdXµpeµ,λdq “ Trnθ pTrθγph1qq lies in Trnθ pEndHθ pV pm0|m1qbnqq as required.
5.3.3 Relating defect groups and vertices
We can now give our main theorem about vertices of signed Young modules, generalis-
ing [14, Theorem 10.2] to fields of any characteristic.
Theorem 5.25 (Vertices of signed Young Modules). Let F be a field of characteristic
p ě 0, and f a primitive idempotent in Sqpm0|m1, nq. Then Dpfq is the vertex of the
indecomposable Hn-module V pm0|m1qbnf .
Before proving this theorem, we describe how it can be used in practice to compute
vertices. Given a primitive idempotent f , suppose we can write it in terms of the basis








For each λ, µ, d with adλ,µ ‰ 0, we then take its corresponding tuple kλdXµ P K and
compute b “ Žadλ,µ‰0 kλdXµ. Then Pb is the vertex of V pm0|m1qbnf . Thus the problem
of finding the vertex of V pm0|m1qbnf is reduced to that of writing f in the given basis of
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Sqpm0|m1, nq.
Note that the proof of Theorem 5.25 is largely similar to that of [14, Theorem 10.2]
and we include it here for completeness.
Proof of Theorem 5.25. Let Dpfq “ Pk “Sn Sθ for k P K, θ $ n and Sγ a vertex of




˘q “ EndHn `V pm0|m1qbnf˘ .
Then:












˘q “ f TrnγpEndHγ `V pm0|m1qbn˘qf,
“ fIlf,
by Theorem 5.20. Since f P fSqpm0|m1, nqf , the above calculation shows that f P fIlf
therefore f P Il as Il is a two-sided ideal (fIlf “ Il). Thus we must have k ĺ l, and
Dpfq ĎSn Sγ.
Now by the definition of Dpfq, we have f P Ik, so we have:
f P fIkf “ f Trnθ pEndHθ
`
V pm0|m1, nqbn
˘qf “ Trnθ pEndHθ `V pm0|m1qbnf˘q.
Therefore there exists some h P EndHθ pV pm0|m1qbnfq with Trnθ phq “ f , the identity map
on V pm0|m1qbnf . Thus by our second version of Higman’s criterion, V pm0|m1qbnf is
Dpfq-projective, and by the definition of vertex a conjugate of Sγ is contained in Dpfq.
This means Dpfq is a conjugate of Sγ, and thus Dpfq is a vertex of V pm0|m1qbnf .
The following corollary gives a quick sanity check on the previous theorem.
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Corollary 5.26. Suppose for λ P Λpm0|m1, nq, the signed permutation module Nλ is
indecomposable. Then its vertex is PpSλq.
Proof. Using the notation of the q-Schur superalgebra, then Nλ – V pm0|m1qbnϕ1λλ. By
Theorem 5.6, ϕ1λλ is an idempotent, and the fact that N
λ is indecomposable, means that
ϕ1λλ must be primitive. Thus the vertex of N
λ is Dpϕ1λ,λq. Computing this:
Dpϕλλ1q “ PpS1λ XSλq “ PpSλq.
This gives an alternative proof (given Theorem 3.46) that the vertex of the trivial
module for Hn is PpSnq, as for λ “ pn, 0, . . . , 0q we have Spnq “ Nλ is indecomposable.
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CHAPTER 6
THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF TYPE B
Having explored the notion of vertices for Iwahori–Hecke algebras related to Sn, i.e. the
Weyl group of type An´1, a potential further avenue is to explore how many of these results
are applicable for Hecke algebras related to other Weyl groups. In this chapter we focus on
Wn, the Weyl group of type Bn. We will think of this group as the subgroup of St˘1,...,˘nu
which respects signs, i.e. for w PWn, if piqw “ j, then p´iqw “ ´j, using the shorthand
ri1, . . . , iss :“ pi1, . . . , isqp´i1, . . . ,´isq. This is generated by elements t0 “ p´1, 1q and
ti “ ri, i ` 1s for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. Note that we will think of W1 as the group generated
by t0, and W0 as the trivial group.
Let Q, q P Fˆ and let Hn “ HnpQ, qq be the F -algebra generated by T0, T1, . . . , Tn´1
with relations:
pT0 ` 1qpT0 ´Qq “ 0,
pTi ` 1qpTi ´ qq “ 0 for 1 ď i ă n,
TiTj “ TjTi for |i´ j| ą 1,
T0T1T0T1 “ T1T0T1T0,
TiTi`1Ti “ Ti`1TiTi`1 for 1 ď i ă n´ 1.
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We call Hn the Iwahori–Hecke algebra of type Bn (which we will refer to just as the
Hecke algebra of type B). Let e be the quantum characteristic of q, and say that Hn
is Q-connected if there exists some positive integer s with Q “ ´qs. Throughout, as
before, we assume that e is finite, and as the proof of Proposition 1.3 carries over, either
hcfpe, pq “ 1 and q is a primitive e-th root of unity, or e “ p and q “ 1. Therefore if we
are Q-connected, either 0 ď s ă e, or Q “ ´1 respectively. For a full discussion of the
representation theory of Hn, we recommend [10].
We describe parabolic subalgebras of Hn in the following way. A pointed compo-
sition of n is given by λ “ pλ0;λ1, . . . , λrq where řri“0 λi “ n, λ0 ě 0 and λi ą 0 for
1 ď i ď r. We write λ ( n. Given a pointed composition λ, we can associate to it a
parabolic subgroup Wλ of Wn given by
Wλ “Wt1,...,λ0u ˆStλ0`1,...,λ0`λ2u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆStpřr´1i“0 λiq`1,...,řri“0 λru,
–Wλ0 ˆSλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSλr .
As in Theorem 1.1, Hn has a basis indexed by elements of Wn (see for example [10, §3]),
and we can define parabolic subalgebras:
Hλ “ xTw : w PWλy – Hλ0 bHλ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHλr .
Note that here we have Hp0;nq –Hn, so we can invoke our knowledge of the type A case.
As both Hn and Hn have structure inherited from the relevant Weyl groups, a lot
of notions carry over happily to Hn, most notably from the methods of [25] we get a
Mackey formula, Higman’s criterion, and a definition of vertices for both indecomposable
Hn-modules, and indecomposable pHn,Hnq-bimodules. Unfortunately, at this point, our
methods become less applicable, in particular the version of the Green correspondence
that follows is not particularly useful.
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To be precise, for a Green correspondence, we would need pointed compositions λ and
µ, leading to a chain of subgroups as in (2.5):
Wλ Ď NWnpWλq ĎWµ ĎWn.
In this necessary situation, the Green correspondence would give a bijection between Hµ-
modules and Hn-modules with a particular vertex contained in Wλ. We can consider two
cases; either tn´1 is not in Wλ, or it is inside a copy of Sm for some m (assuming that Wλ
is a proper subgroup of Wn). In the first case, pn,´nq lies in the normaliser, and thus to
have a parabolic containing the normaliser, we need all of Wn. In the second case, consider
pin,m “ pn,´nqpn´ 1,´pn´ 1qq . . . pn´m,´pn´mqq. This is self-inverse, and commutes
with all parts of Wλ that are not the final copy of Sm. For i “ n´m` 1, . . . , n´ 1:
t
pin,m
i “ pi´1n,mri, i` 1spin,m,
“ pi,´iqppi` 1q,´pi` 1qqpi, i` 1qp´i,´pi` 1qqpi,´iqppi` 1q,´pi` 1qq,
“ pi, i` 1qp´i,´pi` 1qq “ ti,
as all the other transpositions involved commute and cancel out. Thus we have showed
that pin,m P NWnpWλq, and again we require all of t0, . . . , tn´1 to create this term. So in
all cases, we can only ever apply the Green correspondence if Wµ “ Wn, in which case
the result becomes trivial.
Thus the parabolic subgroups of Wn are not fine enough to give us results akin to the
type A case. A potentially better system of subgroups is defined as follows.
A pseudo-composition of n is λ “ pλ1, . . . , λsq where λi P Z´t0u, and řsi“1 |λi| “ n.
This defines a pseudo-parabolic subgroup in the following way:
Aλ – Aλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Aλs ,
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where Aλi “ Sλi if λi ą 0 and Aλi “W´λi if λi ă 0. Here the Sλi parts are generated by
the usual transpositions, and the W´λi parts are generated by tk`1, . . . , tk`|λi|´1 for some
k as well as the element tktk´1 . . . t1t0t1 . . . tk´1tk, which corresponds to p´k, kq.
Despite behaving better when taking normalisers, these pseudo-parabolics are no more
useful than regular parabolics for the Green correspondence. In fact they are arguably
worse as there are no corresponding pseudo-parabolic subalgebras, as illustrated in the
following example.
Example 6.1. Consider λ “ p1,´1q. Then Aλ “ t1, s1s0s1u. We will show that
x1, T1T0T1y is not generally a subalgebra of H2. To see this, consider pT1T0T1q2:
pT1T0T1q2 “ T1T0T 21 T0T1
“ pq ´ 1qT1T0T1T0T1 ` qT1T 20 T1,
“ pq ´ 1qT0T1T0T 21 ` qpQ´ 1qT1T0T1 ` qQT 21 ,
“ pq ´ 1q2T0T1T0T1 ` qpq ´ 1qT0T1T0 ` qpQ´ 1qT1T0T1 ` qQpq ´ 1qT1 ` q2Q.
As each of these expressions are reduced, we can see that as long as both q and Q are not
equal to 1 (i.e. H2 – FW2), we have terms that will not disappear. Therefore in most
cases x1, T1T0T1y is not a subalgebra of H2.
Despite not having a non-trivial Green correspondence (and thus no Brauer corre-
spondence), there are still things we can say about Hn. In the next section we look
at the combinatorics of minimal coset representatives for Wn, including results on these
pseudo-parabolics, before concluding by (as in Chapter 3) computing the vertex of the
sign module for Hn.
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6.1 Minimal coset representatives for type B
As with the symmetric group, we can allow Wn to act on tableaux as well. For a pointed
composition λ ( n, we can define a signed tableau of shape λ (note that as λ is pointed,
the “0-th” row can be empty) as a tableau of shape λ where each of the boxes is assigned
a positive or negative sign, i.e. we have a diagram filled up with entries from t˘1, . . . ,˘nu
such that if i is in the tableau, ´i is not in the tableau. For each λ, there are 2nn! “ |Wn|
such possible signed tableaux, and we have an action on these signed tableaux of Wn by
permuting the boxes. For example t0 swaps 1 out for ´1 and vice-versa, and ti swaps i
with i` 1 and ´i with ´pi` 1q (of course only one of i and ´i can be in the tableau at
any one time).
For a signed tableau s, we will denote by dpsq the unique element of Wn sending the
standard signed tableau sλ (which coincides with standard tableau tλ) to s. We say that
a signed tableau is row standard if the entries in each row increase from left to right.
This is illustrated in the following example where λ “ p3; 2, 1q and dpsq “ r1,´6sr3, 4,´5s
gives a row standard signed tableau s (even though | ´ 6| ą 2).








Finally, we say that s has a positive 0-th row if all the elements in the first row
(corresponding to λ0) are positive. We will use these tableaux to give a combinatorial de-
scription (for the maximal parabolics an algebraic description is found in [33]) of minimal
right coset representatives for parabolic subgroups akin to that of Proposition 1.4.
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6.1.1 Right cosets
Similar to the type A case, the row standard tableaux are key to finding the minimal
right coset representatives.
Theorem 6.2. Let Wλ be a parabolic subgroup of Wn. Then the following is a complete
set of right coset representatives:
Rλ “ tdptq : t is row standard with a positive 0-th rowu.
Furthermore, these representatives have minimal length in their coset and for w P Rλ and
v PWλ:
`pvwq “ `pvq ` `pwq.
To prove this, we first need a generalisation of [26, Lemma 1.2, Proposition 1.3 and
Corollary 1.4] which give a way of checking if multiplication by some ti increases or
decreases the length of an element w PWn.
Definition 6.3. Define T1 “ tp´i, iq : 1 ď i ď nu, T2 “ tri, js : ´n ď i ă j ď n, |i| ă ju
and T “ T1 \ T2 (where \ denotes disjoint union). Then T is the set of reflections of
Wn.
Note that if S “ tt0, t1, . . . , tn´1u, then T “ ŤwPWn wSw´1, but writing it in this way
helps to avoid double counting.
Definition 6.4. Let w PWn and define:
N1pwq “ tp´i, iq P T1 : piqw ă 0u,
N2pwq “ tri, js P T2 : piqw ą pjqwu,
Npwq “ N1pwq \N2pwq.
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We move on to generalising [26, Lemma 1.2]. This (and the following corollary) cor-
responds to the more general results in [23, §1.6] about Coxeter groups, but we give a
direct proof for Wn here.
Lemma 6.5. Let v, w PWn. Then:
Npvwq “ Npvq a vNpwqv´1,
where a denotes the symmetric difference of two sets.
Proof. As Npvwq is the disjoint union of N1pvwq and N2pvwq, it suffices to show that the
result holds for these sets. As in the proof of [26, Lemma 1.2], we only have to show the
result in the case when v “ ti, as the general case follows from this by induction on `pvq
using associativity of a, for example when i ‰ j:
Nptitjwq “ Nptiq a tiNptjwqt´1i ,
“ Nptiq a tipNptjq a tjNpwqt´1j qt´1i ,
“ `Nptiq a tiNptjqt´1i ˘ ,atitjNpwqt´1j t´1i ,
“ Nptitjq a ptitjqNpwqptitjq´1.
We begin by showing the result holds when i “ 0. We consider N1pt0wq first. Note
that N1pt0q “ tt0u, so we need to show that t0 P N1pt0wq if and only if it is not in
t0N1pwqt0, and that pj,´jq P N1pt0wq if and only if pj,´jq P t0N1pwqt0. For the first,
t0 P N1pt0wq if and only if p1qt0w ă 0 which is true if and only if p´1qw ă 0, i.e. p1qw ą 0.
Thus by the definition, t0 R N1pwq, and as t0t0t0 “ t0, we also have t0 R t0N1pwqt0. The
same equivalence shows that t0 R t0N1pwqt0 implies t0 P N1pt0wq.
Now suppose j ‰ 1 and pj,´jq P N1pt0wq. This is true if and only if pjqt0w ą 0, i.e.
pjqw ą 0 (as pjqt0 “ j) which by definition is equivalent to pj,´jq P N1pwq. Again as
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pjqt0 “ j, this gives us pj,´jq P t0N1pwqt0, thus proving the result for N1 when i “ 0.
Note that N2pt0q “ H, so we don’t need to worry about the symmetric difference here
and just prove N2pt0wq “ t0N2pwqt0. Suppose we have rj, ks P N2pt0wq with j ‰ ˘1.
Then by definition, pjqt0w ą pkqt0w i.e. pjqw ą pkqw so rj, ks P N2pwq. Again this then
means that rj, ks P t0N2pwqt0. Now if j “ ˘1, then pjqt0w ą pkqt0w, that is p´jqw ą pkqw
so r´j, ks P N2pwq, and after conjugating rj, ks P t0N2pwqt0 as required.
We now consider when i ą 0. Here we have the opposite: N1ptiq “ H now. Show-
ing equality: pj,´jq P N1ptiwq if and only if pjqtiw ă 0. Now as j ą 0, then pjqti
is positive and ppjqtiqw ă 0, therefore ppjqti,´pjqtiq P N1pwq, and after conjugating,
pj,´jq P tiN1pwqti.
Our final case is when we are looking at N2 for i ą 0. Here again we have N2ptiq “
ttiu, so we first need to consider ti. If ti P N2ptiwq, then piqtiw ą pi ` 1qtiw, that is
pi` 1qw ą piqw, so ti R N2pwq, and after conjugating ti R tiN2pwqti.
Now consider rj, ks P N2ptiwq with rj, ks ‰ ti. As ti preserves signs, and |j| ă k, then
we have |pjqti| ă pkqti unless j “ ´i and k “ i ` 1. If we are not in this case, then
pjqtiw ą pkqtiw means that rpjqti, pkqtis P N2pwq, and conjugating gives the result. If
j “ ´i and k “ i ` 1, then r´i, i ` 1s P N2ptiwq if and only if p´iqtiw ą pi ` 1qtiw, so
´pi` 1qw ą piqw. Thus p´iqw ą pi` 1qw, so r´i, i` 1s P N2pwq. Conjugating preserves
this reflection giving r´i, i` 1s P tiN2pwqti.
Thus we have shown that for all w, i and for both k “ 1, 2 that:
Nkptiwq “ Nkptiq a tiNkpwqti,
and taking the disjoint union of these gives the result.
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The proof of [26, Proposition 1.3] follows directly, showing us that:
Npwq “ tt P T : `ptwq ă `pwqu, (6.1)
allowing us to get a Wn version of [26, Corollary 1.4].
Corollary 6.6. Let w PWn. Then for i ě 1:
`ptiwq “
$’’&’’%
`pwq ` 1 if piqw ă pi` 1qw,




`pwq ` 1 if p1qw ą 0,
`pwq ´ 1 if p1qw ă 0.
Proof. We prove the case for i “ 0, the other case follows similarly from the definition
of Npwq. If p1qw ă 0, then t0 P Npwq, and thus by our above characterisation of Npwq,
`pt0wq ă `pwq, i.e. `pt0wq “ `pwq ´ 1. If p1qw ą 0, then t0 R Npwq and so `pt0wq ě `pwq,
thus `pt0wq “ `pwq ` 1.
This gives us a test on whether left-multiplying by a generator of Wn increases the
length of an element of Wn or not. We can now use this to prove Theorem 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We first show that each of these representatives lie in a distinct
right coset. This can be seen because premultiplying any of these representatives by an
element of Wλ will just swap the positions and signs of the elements in the 0-th row,
and swap the positions of the elements in any other row. Thus we have exactly one
representative from each right coset.
To show that they are minimal, it is enough to show with Corollary 6.6 that we increase
the length by multiplying on the left by any ti PWλ.
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Suppose t0 PWλ. Then as dptq has a positive 0-th row, we will have p1qdptq ą 0. Thus
by Corollary 6.6 we get `pt0wq “ `pwq ` 1 “ `pwq ` `pt0q.
Now suppose ti P Wλ for i ě 1. Then i and i ` 1 must lie in the same row of λ, so
again as t is row standard, we have that piqdptq ă pi`1qdptq. Thus again by Corollary 6.6
we get `ptiwq “ `pwq ` 1 “ `pwq ` `ptiq.
Therefore we have shown that these elements are minimal in their coset, proving the
required result.
6.1.2 Double cosets
One of the key components in getting a Brauer correspondence for type A was under-
standing the double cosets given by a maximal parabolic. Here we show that we can
similarly categorise the double cosets of a maximal parabolic in type B. We first de-
scribe these, before showing that they are in fact a complete set of minimal double coset
representatives.
Definition 6.7. Let µ “ pa;mq ( a ` m “ n. Then for 0 ď i ď m and for 0 ď j ď
minta,m´ iu define wi,j to be the element sending sµ to the following tableau:
• The first row contains in increasing order: 1, . . . , a´ j, a` i` 1, . . . , a` i` j.
• The second row contains in increasing order: ´pa`iq, . . . ,´pa`1q, a´j`1, . . . , a, a`
i` j ` 1, . . . , a`m
To illustrate we use a “ 5,m “ 6 in the following example to show the signed tableau
afforded by w2,2 “ r4, 8sr5, 9sr6,´7s.
1 2 3 8 9
´7 ´6 4 5 10 11
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Note that each of these signed tableau are row standard, and the 0-th row contains
positive elements, so wi,j P Rλ by Theorem 6.2. Similarly, as each wi,j is the product of
non-intersecting transpositions (we swap ˘pa ´ j ` kq with ˘pa ` i ` kq for 1 ď k ď j
and ˘pa ` kq with ¯pa ` i ` 1 ´ kq for 1 ď k ď i), it is self inverse, and thus is both a
minimal left coset representative, and a minimal double coset representative. Therefore
to show that this gives a complete set of minimal double coset representatives, it suffices
to show that we have found all of them. We do this using the same idea as in Lemma 1.5.
Theorem 6.8. Let µ “ pa;mq ( n. Then:
Dµ,µ “ twi,j : 0 ď i ď m, 0 ď j ď minta,m´ iuu,
is a complete set of minimal double Wµ-Wµ coset representatives in Wn.
Proof. We show that every w PWn lies in Wµwi,jWµ for some i and j. As each w can be
written as tv where t PWµ and v P Rnµ, it suffices to show for each v P Rnµ that v P wi,jWµ
for some i and j.
We describe the general form of a signed tableau corresponding to these v. The first
row can be split into two parts
a1 ak b1 bj
where 1 ď a1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ak ď a and a ` 1 ď b1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bj ď a `m. Note that k “ a ´ j.
The second row can be split into four parts,
´c1 ´ci ´d1 ´dg e1 eh f1 fr
where first we have the negative elements coming from the second row t´c1, . . . ,´ciu
where a ` 1 ď ci ă ci´1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă c1 ď a `m, then negative elements from the top row:
t´d1, . . . ,´dgu where 1 ď dg ă dg´1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă d1 ď a. Following this we have positive
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elements from the top row: te1, . . . , ehu with 1 ď e1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă eh ď a and finally positive
elements originating in the bottom row: tf1, . . . , fru with a` 1 ď f1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă fr ď a`m.
Note that we must have g ` h “ j, and thus r “ m ´ i ´ j. We now claim that this lies
in the left coset created by the element wi,j.
Define w1 P Wµ by dx ÞÑ ´dx. This lies in Wµ as we can map any of the first a
numbers to their minus signs.
Define w2 PWµ by:
˘ax ÞÑ ˘x,
˘bx ÞÑ ˘pa` i` xq,
˘cx ÞÑ ˘pa` i` 1´ xq,
˘dx ÞÑ ˘pa´ j ` xq,
˘ex ÞÑ ˘pa´ h` xq,
˘fx ÞÑ ˘pa` i` j ` xq.
By definition, w2 P Wµ: if |k| ď a, then |pkqw| ď a, and if |k| ą a, then |pkqw| ą a.
Furthermore, w2 preserves signs.
Now we consider the action of w1 and w2 on s
µv. First of all the tableau corresponding
to vw1 simply swaps the signs of the negative elements on the bottom row that were less
than or equal to a. The tableau corresponding to vw1w2 now has the elements 1, . . . , a´j
at the beginning of the first row, followed by a ` i ` 1, . . . , a ` i ` j. In the second
row we begin with have ´pa ` iq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ pa ` 1q followed by a ´ j ` 1, . . . , a and then
a ` i ` j ` 1, . . . , a ` m. Thus we have that sµvw1w2 “ sµwi,j, so vw1w2 “ wi,j and
v “ wi,jw´12 w´11 . Therefore v P wi,jWµ as needed.
As a corollary of this description, we can see what happens when we conjugate Wµ by
a double coset representative, and then intersect with itself.
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Corollary 6.9. Let µ “ pa;mq ( n and wi,j P Dµ,µ. Then the pointed composition νi,j
defined by:
Wνi,j :“Wwi,jµ XWµ,
is given by νi,j “ pa´ j; j, i, j,m´ i´ jq.
Thus we can mimic the set-up of Section 3.1, even if we cannot generalise those results.
6.1.3 Right cosets for pseudo-parabolics
Despite the fact that pseudo-parabolic subgroups are not useful for our purposes, we can
still generalise the preceding results to give a characterisation of a nice set of right coset
representatives for these subgroups. Before doing this, we say a signed tableau s is in
parity with pseudo-composition λ if for each i with λi ă 0, then all entries in the i-th
row of s are positive.
Proposition 6.10. Let λ be a pseudo-composition of n. Then a complete set of right
coset representatives of Aλ in Wn is given by:
Rλ “ tdpsq : s is in parity with λu.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2, except we can now have multiple rows
not containing negative numbers, instead of just the first row.
Note that we have not made any claims of minimality here. As a corollary to (6.1),
we have for w P Rλ that `ptwq ą `pwq for all reflections t P Wλ. However we no
longer have the (arguably more useful) minimality property that for any of our right
coset representatives w and t PWλ that `ptwq “ `ptq ` `pwq.
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6.2 Sign modules in type B
We can define the sign module sgnn for Hn as a one-dimensional module xξy where each
of the Ti act on ξ via multiplication by ´1. This is a Hn-module by the defining relations
of Hn. Similarly for a parabolic subalgebra Hλ, we can define
sgnλ :“ sgnλ0 bSp1
λ1 q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Sp1λt q,
where Sp1jq is the sign module for Hj seen previously. In type A, the sign module had
the largest possible vertex of any Hn-module. We hope that the sign module for Hn may
behave similarly, and thus give evidence towards a version of the Dipper–Du conjecture
for Hecke algebras of type B.
6.2.1 Restricting and inducing
In line with the definition of relative projectivity, to find the vertex of the sign module,
we begin by asking when sgnn | sgnnbHλHn for some λ ( n. Note that sgnn – sgnλ as
Hλ-modules, so we can induce sgnλ up to Hn instead, and then look for a copy of sgnn.
To do this, we will first find a submodule of sgnλbHλHn isomorphic to sgnn for any λ,
show it is unique, and then use this submodule to find the vertex of sgnn.
Before stating the main result of this section, we need the following definition. Let
`0pwq be the number of times t0 appears in a reduced expression for w. Note that this is
well-defined as we can get from any reduced expression to any other reduced expression
for w only by using the braid relations, and these preserve the number of occurrences of
t0.







we get βTi “ ´β for all i, and thus the one-dimensional Hn-submodule of sgnλbHλHn
generated by β is isomorphic to sgnn.
The Wn version of Lemma 1.6 is key to the proof of this theorem. Although the original
proof worked in the generality of any Coxeter group, we can now give an elementary proof
of this using signed tableaux. This illustrates how signed tableaux fill a similar role for
Wn to that of tableaux for Sn.
Lemma 6.12. Let λ ( n, and w P Rλ. If wti R Rλ, then `pwtiq ą `pwq, and there exists
tk PWλ with wti “ tkw.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1.6, it follows in the same way that if `pwtiq ă `pwq,
then wti P Rλ. Taking the contrapositive says that if wti R Rλ, then `pwtiq ą `pwq.
We now want to show that if wti R Rλ, there exists some tk P Wλ with wti “ tkw.
Here we use our row standard signed tableaux. As w P Rλ, and wti R Rλ, then sλw is
row standard with a positive zero row, while sλwti is not. We first consider the case when
i “ 0. Then swapping 1 for ´1 after applying w keeps us row standard, so we cannot any
longer have a positive zero row. Thus we must have 1 in the first box of the first row, so
we have t0 PWλ. Thus this box is unchanged by the effect of w, and we can either swap
it for ´1 before or after applying w with no difference. That is wt0 “ t0w and the lemma
is proven.
Next suppose i ą 0. For sλwti not to be row standard, we must be in one of the
following settings. Either i and i ` 1 are in the same row, or ´pi ` 1q and ´i are in the
same row (all other possibilities on ˘i and ˘pi` 1q stay row standard after applying ti).
In the first case, suppose i is in the box afforded by k in tλ. Then i ` 1 must be in the
box to the right, i.e. afforded by k ` 1, so swapping k and k ` 1, then applying w is the
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same as applying w, then swapping i and i ` 1, that is tkw “ wti. As k and k ` 1 lie in
the same row of sλ, then tk PWλ as required. Similarly, in the second case, let ´pi ` 1q
lie in the box afforded by k, and then again we get tkw “ wti, and tk P Wλ, completing
the proof.









We consider both of these sums separately.
Lemma 6.13. For any i, βi,1Ti “ ´βi,1.
Proof. We will only prove this for i “ 0, to prove for i ą 0, just replace Q with q. Let
w P Rλ with wt0 P Rλ and `pwq ă `pwt0q. Then:
pbwξ b Tw ` bwt0ξ b Twt0qT0 “ bwξ b Twt0 ` pQ´ 1qbwt0ξ b Twt0 `Qbwt0ξ b Tw,
“ Qbwt0ξ b Tw ` pbw ` pQ´ 1qbwt0qξ b Twt0 .
Now by the definition of bw, we have bwt0 “ p´Qq´1bw, i.e. bw “ ´Qbwt0 , which when
combined with the above shows us that
pbwξ b Tw ` bwt0ξ b Twt0qT0 “ ´pbwξ b Tw ` bwt0ξ b Twt0q.
As we can split the sum for β0,1 into terms of this form (corresponding to pairing up w
and wt0), the result follows.
Lemma 6.14. For any i, βi,2Ti “ ´βi,2.
Proof. Again we show for i “ 0 only. Let w P Rλ with wt0 R Rλ. Then from before, there
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exists tk PWλ with wt0 “ tkw. Thus:
bwξ b TwT0 “ bwξ b Twt0 “ bwξ b TkTw “ bwξTk b Tw “ ´bwξ b Tw,
as Twt0 “ TkTw by Lemma 6.12 and the fact that w is a minimal right coset representative.
Summing again gives the required result.
Combining these two lemmas gives a proof of Theorem 6.11.
6.2.2 Uniqueness
We next want to see if this is the only copy of sgnn sitting inside this induced module.
If so, then this helps us with our relative projectivity as there will be a unique inclusion
map, which coupled with the unique Hn-module homomorphism from sgnλbHλHn to
sgnn (given by ξbh ÞÑ ξh), gives us an easy way of checking if this submodule is a direct
summand (and hence is Wλ-projective or not). The following shows that this is true.
Theorem 6.15. For λ ( n, there is a unique submodule of sgnλbHλHn which is isomor-
phic to sgnn.






We will show the following relationship has to hold between the coefficients. If w,wti P Rλ





if i “ 0,
´cwti
q
if i ą 0.
This will prove the result, as when we write a reduced expression for w, we can multiply
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by the corresponding ti in reverse order to get a chain of coset representatives with this
property ending at the identity element. This means every cw is determined by the choice









cwξ b Tw, (6.2)
and look at the coefficient of ξ b Tw on both sides of (6.2). We do this for i ą 0, the case
when i “ 0 follows similarly. On the right-hand side of (6.2), the coefficient of ξ b Tw is
´cw. On the left-hand side, by Lemma 6.12 either both w and wsi occur in the sum, or
only w does and Tw commutes with Ti to give a minus sign. As the latter only appears
when `pwtiq ą `pwq, and we are only considering w where `pwq ą `pwti), we are in the
prior case. Thus ξ b Tw can only appear in the expression
cwξ b TwTi ` cwtiξ b TwtiTi “ cwtiξ b Tw ` pq ´ 1qcwξ b Tw ` qcwξ b Twti .
Collecting and comparing the coefficients of ξ b Tw, we get that ´cw “ cwpq ´ 1q ` cwti ,
giving the result after simplifying.
Hence we’ve shown there is a unique submodule of sgnλbHλHn which is isomorphic
to sgnn as Hn-modules, and by Theorem 6.11 it is generated by β. This gives a unique
(up to scalar) inclusion map sgnn Ñ sgnλbHλHn generated by ξ ÞÑ β. Therefore to see
if this is a direct summand, we have to check if the composition of this inclusion with
the unique surjection ψ : sgnλbHλHn Ñ sgnn given by ξ b h ÞÑ ξh (for h P Hn) gives a
non-zero multiple of the identity map. That is, we need to see if ψ sends β to a non-zero
multiple of ξ.
Lemma 6.16. Let Pλpx, yq :“ řwPRnλ y`0pwqx`pwq´`0pwq P F rx, ys. Then:
pβqψ “ Pλp1{q, 1{Qqξ.
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As in Chapter 3, we notice that once again the relative projectivity of the sign module
depends on a polynomial evaluated at the reciprocal of our parameters. Furthermore,





we get the following corollary:
Corollary 6.17. Let λ ( n a pointed composition. Then sgnn is relatively Wλ-projective
if and only if
Pnp1{q, 1{Qq
Pλp1{q, 1{Qq “ Pλp1{q, 1{Qq ‰ 0.
Thus as in Proposition 3.28, once more relative projectivity of the sign module comes
down to zeroes of Poincare´ polynomials, which we begin to compute in the next subsection.
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6.2.3 Vertices for sign modules
We begin by assuming that p “ 0 or p ą 0 and hcfpe, pq “ 1.











where PSnpxq is the Poincare´ polynomial for Sn. Using what we know about the Poincare´
polynomial for Sn from (3.2), we have the following consequences.
Proposition 6.18. sgnn is Wn´1-projective if and only if:
p1` p1{Qqp1{qqn´1qp1` p1{qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p1{qqn´1q ‰ 0.
Thus sgnn is Wn´1 projective unless e | n, or if e | n ` s ´ 1 in the case where Hn is
Q-connected.
Proof. Dividing Pnp1{q, 1{Qq by Pn´1p1{q, 1{Qq gives the above expression. The second
factor can only be zero if e | n, whereas the first factor is zero if and only if ´Q “ p1{qqn´1,
i.e. we must be Q-connected. Thus here, if Q “ ´qs, then we get that e | s` n´ 1.
Proposition 6.19. sgnn is Sn-projective if and only if
śn
i“1p1 ` p1{Qqp1{qqi´1q ‰ 0.
That is sgnn is Sn-projective if and only if Hn is not Q-connected or Hn is Q-connected
and n` s´ 1 ă e.
Proof. Again we get that expression by dividing through by the Poincare´ polynomial for
Sn, before noticing that this can only be non-zero in the cases described above.
Corollary 6.20. If Hn is not Q-connected, then the vertex of sgnn as a Hn-module is the
maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn. If Hn is Q-connected with n` s´ 1 ă e, then the
vertex is W0.
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Proof. This follows from the previous proposition, transitivity of vertices, and the previ-
ously found vertex for the sign module of Sn.
So when computing vertices, we can assume that we are in the Q-connected case, and
either e | n or e | n` s´ 1, as otherwise we can use transitivity of the vertex and consider
sgnn´1 for Hn´1. We will show that for these n, that sgnn will in fact have vertex Wn.
Theorem 6.21. Suppose Q “ ´qs, and either e | n or e | n`s´1. Then sgnn has vertex
Wn.
Proof. We proceed by showing that for any pointed composition λ “ pm;n ´ mq for
0 ď m ă n (so λ corresponds to a maximal parabolic), that Pn{Pλ is still zero when
evaluated at 1{Q and 1{q. Note that if we define Rnmpx, yq “
śn
i“m`1p1` yxi´1q, then:
pPn{Pλqpx, yq “ Rnmpx, yq PSnpxqPSmpxqPSn´mpxq .
We first consider the case when e | n` s´ 1, i.e. n` s´ 1 ” 0 mod e. Here, we have
that p1 ` yxn´1q is a factor of Rnm, and when evaluated at 1{Q and 1{q this gives zero,
thus Pn{Pλp1{q, 1{Qq “ 0 as well. Now let us suppose that n “ de and n ` s ´ 1 ” k
mod e, for 0 ă k ă e. Furthermore we can assume that n ´m ă e, otherwise we have
p1` yxj´1q divides Rnm for some j ” 1´ s mod e and again we get zero.
In this case, we have that Rnmp1{q, 1{Qq ‰ 0, so to see if pPn{Pλqp1{q, 1{Qq is zero or
not, we have to consider the zeroes of PSn and PSm ˆ PSn´m at 1{q, which we have done
previously. As n ´ m ă e, and PSe is the smallest Poincare´ polynomial to have a zero
here, PSn´m has no zeroes at 1{q. Thus we are just comparing the zeroes of PSn with PSm
at 1{q.
Let
n “ a0e` a1ep` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` arepr,
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be the e-p-adic expansion of n. Then from Theorem 3.34, we have that:
zpPSnq “ a0 `
rÿ
l“1
alppl ` 1qpl ´ lpl´1q.
First of all assume that a0 ą 0, so we have an e-p-adic expansion for m given by m “
pe´pn´mqq`pa0´1qe`a1ep`. . . arepr. Theorem 3.34 gives us that zpPSmq “ zpPSnq´1,
and thus PSn{PSmp1{qq “ 0.





alppl ` 1qpl ´ lpl´1q.
Suppose k “ epi ´ pn´mq has e-p-adic expansion k “ b´1 ` b0e` . . . bi´1epi´1. Then as
the sign module for Hepi has full vertex, we know that zpPSkq ă zpPSepi q. Now we can
write out an e-p-adic expansion for m as:
m “ b´1 ` b0e` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bi´1epi´1 ` pai ´ 1qepi ` ai`1epi`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` arepr,
allowing us to show zpPSmq ă zpPSnq and thus PSn{PSmp1{qq “ 0.




alppl ` 1qpl ´ lpl´1q
¸
,




alppl ` 1qpl ´ lpl´1q
¸
,




alppl ` 1qpl ´ lpl´1q
¸
,










alppl ` 1qpl ´ lpl´1q,
“ zpPSnq.
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To show that Wn is the vertex, suppose we have a vertex Wτ with τ ‰ pnq. Then Wτ
is contained within some maximal parabolic Wλ, and thus sgnn is also Wλ-projective by
transitivity. As a result Pn{Pλp1{q, 1{Qq ‰ 0, which gives us the required contradiction.
When e “ p and q “ 1 by the calculation in Proposition 6.19, sgnn is relatively Sn-
projective if and only if Hn is not Q-connected. In this case, similarly, we use our Sn
knowledge to get PpSnq as our vertex. When Hn is Q-connected, then as q “ 1 (so
Q “ ´1) we have for any maximal parabolic Wλ corresponding to some pm;n´mq, that





. As Rnmp´1, 1q “ 0 for all m, this quotient is always zero,
meaning that the vertex of sgnn as a Hn-module is all of Wn. One can think about this
situation as Hn is Q-connected with all s sufficing.
We summarise these results in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.22. The vertex of sgnn as a Hn-module is given by:
• The maximal e-p-parabolic subgroup of Sn if Hn is not Q-connected,
• Wk where k ď n is the largest integer such that either e | k or e | k ` s ´ 1, when
Hn is Q-connected and hcfpe, pq “ 1.
• Wn when Hn is Q-connected and e “ p.
Given the role the sign module plays in vertices for type A (i.e. being the Hn-module
with the largest possible vertex), we conjecture the following version of the Dipper–Du
conjecture for Hecke algebras of type B.
Conjecture 6.23. If Hn is not Q-connected, then the vertices of indecomposable Hn-
modules are e-p-parabolic subgroups of Sn. If Hn is Q-connected, then vertices of inde-
composable Hn-modules are of the form Wk ˆP, where P is an e-p-parabolic subgroup of
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